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Tours compete for

autumn business
by JOHN HAYWARD
real superstar names lined up for the
AN AUTUMN lour overload in
busy October-December season.
many of Britain's biggest cities,
Elton John, Yes and Supertramp are
coinciding with a wave of new getall playing dales at Wembley Empire
tough security measures in concert
Pool, while ELP is considering
hills, is giving promoters a late-'77
venues and Status Quo is slated for a
wadache.
big outing, but the Autumn is not
In October alone, there arc 29
looking as exciting as the same
shows booked to appear in
period last year.
Newcastle, while in London there
The bulk of the tours — going out
are already 45 concerts being
at a peak rate of 14 per week—are
advertised in the same month. The
from up-and-coming acts and
Rainbow, London's most popular
promoters are generally holding
rock theatre, has 70 shows scheduled
their breath to see if ticket sales
before Christmas.
stand up. Already some shows by
The promoters' problems are
the Sutherland Brothers and
compounded by the general lack of
American disco stars Rose Royce
have been withdrawn through lack
of interest from concert-goers.
Leading promoter Harvey
Mew HQ
Goldsmith commented: "It's insane.
Business is not great. Some dates are
falling out and there seems to be a
and studios
general move back towards clubs
where people can move about and
enjoy a group.
for RAK
"The next ten days will be very
R\K RECORDS will move into its
important because the colleges are
ovn St. Johns Wood headquarters
coming back. If business does not
aidf recording studios in the Spring
pick up after that, we can forget all
about a successful Autumn."
a 1978. The premises in Chalbert
Sreet, near St. Johns Wood High
Goldsmith was critical of the
Srcet, are in a converted rehearsal
increasing local corporation moves
lull. One studio is almost complete
to restrict activity at concerts — a
trend that began in London and has
aid managing director Mickie Most
t(ld Music Week that he had been
recently reached its peak in
rpording Hot Chocolate. "First
Birmingham where concert-goers at
lets have been tremendous" he
the City's Odeon are given handspd. A second studio is in the
bills warning them that standing
during a show may result in the
piocess of being wired in.
Meanwhile Most has still to decide
theatre's live music licence being
suspended.
01 the eventual shape of his long"The corporation halls, which
nnning relationship with EMI.
used to be a joy to promote, are now
Djpite earlier speculation that he
becoming very difficult," continued
night be taking the highly successful
TO PAGE 4
TO PAGE 4
CBS makes
by ADAM WHITE
CONTINUING ITS acquisitive
wiys, CBS has all but signed the
documents giving it worldwide
handling (Puerto Rico and the US
excepted) of Henry Stone's
flourishing Florida-based TK
Records. No firm figures have been
disclosed, but recent speculation
niits the value of the deal's British
end at around £250,000.
CBS UK is already anticipating
new product from T-Connection,
K C & The Sunshine Band, George
McCrae and Chi Coltrane before
Christmas. Director of international
a&r, Peter Robinson, told Music
Contents
Coury, Smokie and a packet of
Players 18. Will Sir Edward sell?
A City editor looks at Decca 16.
Talentscene 49-56. Radio:
proposed sites for the new ILK
stations 20. Discos: the music
hall dj 24. Disco Top 40 and
chart commentary. 28. Classical
42. Publishing 14. American
scene; Carter meets the industry
12. Audio 30. Performance 44
and 71.
CHARTS: Top 50 69. Top
albums 67. Pull-out Top 50
singles and Top 60 LPs charts:
centre.
^
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TWO CAN celebrate too! While their Radio 1 colleagues made-merry elsewhere last week, the Radio 2 team toasted their channel's tenth anniversary
at a special CBS-hosted lunch. Raising the banner are CBS promotion men
Alan Jordan, Edward Christie and Richard Comben.
Packaging prototype
with new MFP tapes
by CHRIS WHITE
BUDGET RECORD company
Music For Pleasure makes its first
major stab at the' spoken-word
cassette market this month with the
launch of Listen For Pleasure, a
tape-only series featuring bestselling novels and plays. The first 20
titles, released this month, are twocassette packs retailing at £3.99 and
have been given packaging to give
the appearance of actual books.
The packaging, manufactured by
Garrod and Lofthouse, is regarded
as a breakthrough in the longstanding problem of satisfactory
cassette in-store display. It
incorporates an LP-style front
cover, larger and more eye-catching
than anything so far devised, and the
LFP releases are being treated as a

IK world connection
Stone's company has always been a
Week that he expects delivery and
complex affair. CBS has this year
release of the first items within the
already been handling Dorothy
next few weeks.
Moore product from TK-distributed
The deal is apparently in the final
(in the US) Malaco Records, as well
stages of negotiation at presidential
as recordings by the Lovers from the
level, between CBS Records
Marlin label, while Polydor holds
International's Dick Asher and TK's
rights to Ritchie Family repertoire,
Henry Stone. The loser is RCA,
also from Marlin. When President
which has been handling TK outside
was TK's British representative,
the US for some lime now, and in
RCA released Betty Wright output
Britain since the beginning of the
from Alston, and Polydor issued
year. The company does have UK
Timmy
Thomas tracks from Glades.
sell-off rights, however, for six
months.
Robinson confirmed that CBS is
One-stop opens
looking forward to the new
acquisition, confident that Stone's
roster — which includes Gwen
in West End
McCrae, Celi Bee & The Buzzy
Bunch, Ralph McDonald and
by TERRI ANDERSON
Latimore, as well as those acts
THE FIRST one-stop sited in
already mentioned — will augment
London's West End 3,000 sq.ft. of
its already-considerable soul and
self-service warehouse opens this
disco interests. He added: "We
week, with a major aim of serving
expect to sell a lot of TK records".
the many small, unorthodox disc
In addition to new product, CBS
outlets in the area as well as
will have access to TK repertoire
mainstream record dealers.
released in 1976 and before. Under
Warren's Records, scheduled to
this umbrella, apparently, comes
unlock its doors on Wednesday
such early Florida r&b classics as
(5), occupies part of a very large
George McCrae's Rock Your Baby,
basement area under several shops
K.C. & The Sunshine Band's Queen
with Oxford Street frontages. The
remainder of the space is occupied
Of Clubs, Gwen McCae's Rockin'
Chair, Latimore's Let's Straighten It
by Simon's Records — a retail outlet
Out and Miami's Party Freaks.
TO PAGE 4
UK representation of Henry

prototype for later adaptation to the
Musicway regular cassette range.
MFP's venture is probably the
first attempt by a record company to
mass-market spoken word product,
although in the past several small
companies have tried to arouse
consumer interest in such cassettes.
According to Richard Baldwyn,
MFP's managing director, it is the
company's intention to make
spoken-word cassettes accepted as a
legitimate part of the record market,
and have such product openly
displayed in record shops.
Amongst the initial batch of
releases are David Niven's The
Moon's A Balloon which features
the film actor reading from his own
TO PAGE 4

Panellists
named for
radio forum
THE PROGRAMME for the third
Music Week Broadcasting Forum is
nearing completion, with leading
personalities from' all areas of the
broadcasting and music industries
among those taking pan in various
sessions and panel discussions.
The Forum is to be held on the
island of Jersey from November 1821 and is seen as the major annual
opportunity for everyone with a
professional interest in broadcasting
to meet and debate.
In the chair will be journalist and
former Radio City programme
controller Gillian Reynolds.
Distinguished overseas guests will
include Paul Drew, one of the US'
leading radio programmmers and.
consultant to the Los Angeles RKO
network, and Al Mair, president of
Attic Records in Canada and
respectively president and director
of the Canadian equivalents to the
MCPS and PRS.
The programme already promises
some interesting conflicts. The
current uncertainty about the future
course of local radio brings together
speakers from the IBA, the BBC and
1LR (Radio City m.d. Terry Smith)
for what may be the last such major
debate before the Government
reveals its intentions about how
local radio is to expand.
The Marketing Music session
brings together personalities from
advertising, record marketing and
radio selling (rep house chiefs Eddie
Black well and Bob Kennedy). The
use of music in marketing itself —
including a look at the jingle-making
of David Dundas and Roger
Greenaway — will be highlighted in
TO PAGE 4
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Sun sets on Charly's Presley LP?
by TERRI ANDERSON
wording of the sleeve notes from
distribute further copies of the Elvis
Presley Sun Years compilation
RCA's own album the Sun
UNDER PRESSURE from RCA,
Collection as commissioned by the
album — which enters the chart at
which is claiming infringement of its
company from music journalist Roy
31 this week. The album is released
copyright, Pye has given an
Carr. Bailey explained that, in
by Charly Records, but by special
undertaking not to press or
RCA's opinion, these grounds were
arrangement with Shelby Singleton's
Sun International Corporation of
"cut and dried", and so would make
the application for an injunction
Nashville; it is on the Sun label.
After taking legal advice Pye has
against Charly a simpler matter than
decided not to press and distribute
involvement in arguments over the
any more copies, but sleeves and
copyright of the musical snippets.
labels
have
reverted
to
Charly.
Peter
Joop Visser, managing director of
FR1ARMERE
MUSIC
Bailey, RCA business affairs
Charly, told Music Week that there
Management, which handles DJM
manager, said that Pye, which could
was no intention of giving the
signings Jenny Darren and Oscar, as
be regarded in effect as an innocent
undertaking that RCA was asking
well as the Beaver Brothers and the
party in the matter, was now no
for. He confirmed that Pye had
Savages, has a new northern office
longer concerned with any dispute,
ceased to press or distribute the LP,
at Heights Farm. Heights Lane,
but, unless an undertaking was
and added that slocks were already
Delph, near Manchester. David
obtained from Charly that it would
exhausted, but could not state
Beale of Friarmere explained:
cease to issue the LP, court action
definitely that he would be looking
"There are a lot of acts based in the
would be taken against that
elsewhere for p&d on this album.
north and we feel that there is a
company.
"The Sun International
crying need for additional recording
RCA is complaining that the
Corporation has urged us to fight
facilities in the North of England.
excerpts
from
Presley's
Sun
the RCA action in court, and we
A 24-track recording studio will be
recordings which arc heard during
intend to do so," Visser said. "They
installed before the end of the year."
the spoken commentary infringe its
claim that the words in the
copyright, as it bought outright
COLIN HADLEY's McKinley
commentary are those of Roy Carr's
everything Presley recorded for Sun.
notes, and it is true that phrases are
Marketing company is moving to
However, the basis for any
new offices at 601 Grand Buildings,
very alike — but what is being said is
application in court will be the fact
common knowledge." The court
Trafalgar Square, WC2. Telephone
that the commentary, put together
proceedings were scheduled to begin
number, 01-930 0341, remains
by Singleton himself, uses the
on Tuesday, October 4.
unchanged.
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CHRYSALIS RECORDS has 8"™s 8
her first major concert in j.
world-wide recording contract. ^ ! ^ nber 5, while her first album f
years at the Royal Festival Hall %pi tured above (left to right) are: i?c
Chrysalis will be released early in 1978.
chris Wright (joint chairmc

Geeson, Can't
Eat labels in
i)
Lightning deal
LIGHTNING RECORDS has
signed deals to handle distribution
of two independent labels, Can't Eat
and the unnamed one-man outfit set
up by Ron Geesin. Debut disc from
the former features punks The
Band, with a single, Little Girl (EAT
1 UP). Geesin, who wrote
arrangements for Pink Floyd's
Atom Heart Mother as well as
soundtrack music for Sunday,
Bloody Sunday, is introduced via an
album, Right Through (RON 323).

UK artists, and both will be tourii
extensively until Christmas
promote forthcoming produc
Meanwhile, agency boss Paul Fe
has confirmed representation i
The Runaways, and Leon Redbone
Charisma race

ASGARD AGENCY continues to
expand its roster of contemporary
artists with the announcement of
two British new wave acts and two
American artists.
UA's Buzzcocks and EMI*s
Advertising arc added to the list of

data set
INITIATED FOUR years ago
Charisma, the record industrj
annual race day is being held on
again this year at Kempton Park t
October 15.
A new attraction will be t
Charisma Gold Cup, a £1,0
challenge trophy which has be'
added to the former Charisn
Handicap Steeplechase, now in i
fourth year and carrying £5,0
added money.
DJM and John Reid Enterpris
are sponsoring a £3,000-added rac,
the Elton's Greatest Hits Hurdl
This was first run last year aii
known as A Day At The Rac;
Hurdle — after the Queen albur,.
Both races will be televised 0
BBC1.
Charisma has also organised i
Leisure Industry Donkey Derby 3
be run between races. Companis
are sponsoring donkeys at £100 a
lime, with Chappell, A&N,
Chrysalis, Pink Floyd's Emh
Productions and Charisma amoig
the early entries. It is hoped thata
total of £2,000 will be raised for tic
Injured Jockeys Fund and the Spots
Aid Foundation.

(October 4,1967)
CBS ENTERS budget market with
launch of Hallmark 12s 6d label
through Pickwick
University
Recordings unveil Slot Stereo eighttrack cartridge system costing £35
with software retailing for £2-10s
and £3-15s
EMI reports pre-tax
profits of £10.4 million
on UA
Shirley Bassey scores with Big
Spender single
five years since
release of Beatles Love Me Do debut
sn c
l 8'
via CBS, Mike Vernon
plans January launch of Blue
Horizon label
Mike Margolis,
manager of Anita Harris, informs
CBS sales conference that through
his market research firm he has
discovered
the formula for a hit
record
Mcrvyn Solomon
announces plans to build Belfast
recording studio
EMI warns
dealers that non-EMI records
returned in error will not be credited
and scrapped.

(October?. 1972)
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
and 1BA gives new commercial 1
stations a SO per cent needk
allowance — and BBC e.vpectc
seek similar concessions for Rat
'n H16 ten years since
record released, EMI estimates
worldwide Beatles have sold
million units from 22 singles
EPs, 14 albums and solo record
most recorded copyrighi
Yesterday with 637 versions in
and 193 in
**
a w UKpurchases
Europe
MAM
Ditchb,
Organisation and gains vii
monopoly of UK juke boxes .
Multiple Sound Distributors p
extensive television advertising
third volume of Solid Gold Pai
0 S
P forceseveral
ol/.Tl!®
MFP Psales
join newmem
ger
manager Tom Parkinson at Com
■ • ; Capitol returns to profital
with a £1.1 million surplus.

ROBIN TYNER, former lead singer
with MC5, has recorded a one-off
single with The Rods for Island
Records. This disc will be available
solely in the UK and was recorded
last week, following Tyner's
appearance with The Rods at the
Chelmsford Festival in midSeptember. It is entitled Til The
Night Is Gone (Let's Rock).
RABID RECORDS is aiming for an
October 14 release for new signing
John Cooper-Clark, a new wave
beat poet with his backing band The
Narks. A special colour gate-fold
seven-inch sleeve is planned for his
EP release which will feature tracks
Psycle Sluts Parts One and Two,
Suspended Sentence and Innocents.
'.■rm
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That Lady
r
Summer Breeze
,Harvest For
The World
The Highways
Of My Life
(At Your Best)
You Are Love
Hope You Feel

Order from CBS Order Desk, Tel: 01 -960 2155 CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10
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CBS

plans

heavyweight
ill

album

blitz for

by ADAM WHITE
WITH ITS parent company
pronouncing Britain in its latest
annual report as "fertile ground"
for American recording artists, CBS
UK is preparing the most extensive
album release schedule of its history.
Between now and Christmas, new
product from virtually all its
heavyweight US names — including
Neil Diamond, Johnny Mathis, Boz
Scaggs, Santana, Art Garfunkel, the
Jacksons and Deniece Williams —
will be available.
Leading the pack in October is the
Emotions' Rejoice, which includes
their current hit, Best Of My Love
(the group is due in for a
promotional visit in November); the
Isley Brothers' Forever Gold, a
collection of their hits, including
That Lady, Summer Breeze and
Harvest For The World; Boz Scaggs'
Hard Times, produced by Joe
Wissert; Liza Minnelli's Tropical
Nights, the entertainer's first CBS
LP for three years and timed to
benefit from her New York, New
York movie role; the Jacksons'
Coin' Places, the title track from

Christmas

which will be the act's new single;
Introducing Sparks, first album
from the Mael brothers since they
signed to CBS; Santana's
Moonflower, a £4.99 2LP which
contains their new 45, She's Not
There; and Patti Labellc, premier
product from the American singer
since her group split up (ex-member
Nona Hcndryx already has a solo
debut on release).
In November, Johnny Mathis
follows with Hold Me, Thrill Me,
Kiss Me, from which Sweet
Surrender has been lifted as a single.
In the same month, fresh longplayers are set from Deniece
Williams, entitled Songbird; from
Dorothy Moore, for whom a
promotional visit is planned to tie in
with the release; from Harry
Belafonte, entitled Turn The World
Around and his first LP for three
years (the singer is making
Palladium and tv appearances in
November); from Art Garfunkel,
entitled Watermark, and showcasing
12 Jimmy Webb songs (including a
new single, Crying In My Sleep),
from Cafe Jacques, a new Scottish

iiiis'iiss mm

band whose debut, Round The
Back, is produced by Robert Hine
(the act will be louring in support).
Also available in November are the
four SB&Q albums deleted by
Island: The Sutherland Brothers
Band, Lifeboat, Dream Kid and
Beat Of The Street.
Neil Diamond's new album,
released on December 2, will feature
tracks by songwriters apart from
himself, including Joni Mitchell and
noted soundtrack composers
Marilyn and Alan Bergman. Also
likely before the year's close will be
LPs by Aerosmith, Leonard Cohen
(produced by Phil Spector), Rick
Nelson, Kansas, Billy Cobham, Tom
Scott, Phoebe Snow, Charlie Rich
and Bobby Golsboro, among others.
Marketing plans for all the albums
are currently being blueprinted.
CBS Records International, of
which the UK division is a part,
"continued successfully to expand
the markets of new and established
US artists worldwide," says the CBS
Inc. 1976 annual report to
shareholders. CRI has 27
subsidiaries and 14 licensees in more
than 100 markets around the world,
and during the year in review,
became fully operational in Greece,
Finland and the Philippines, where
CBS/Sony established a joint
venture company. "The significant
advances achieved by CRI",
continues the report, "more than
overcame the fluctuation and
devaluation of currencies that
affected several countries where the
Division does business".
For the CBS Records Group
overall, 1976 was its best year, with
net sales of S563.8 million (S484.3m
the previous year) and pre-tax
profits of $65.3m ($56.3m).
Second wave

PICTURED CARRYING off the advances from a recording deal with United
Artists is London new wave rock band 999. The group formed its own
Labritain Records earlier this year and released a single I'm A live (the label will
continue to function despite 999's departure and other releases are planned for
the future). First disc under the UA agreement will be a single, Nasty Nasty,
with an album scheduled for January. Pictured left to right are: Ian Grant and
Derek Savage (Albion Management), Nick Cash, John Watson, Pablo
Labritain and Galy Days of999, A ndrew Lander from UA and Dai Davies of
Albion Management.
Radio, press
back-up set for
Polydor three
POLYDOR IS employing radio
advertising in three new marketing
campaigns, for the latest albums by
Pete Townshend & Ronnie Lane,
Yvonne Elliman and the Steve
Gibbons Band,
For Townshend/Lane's Rough
Mix, 60-second commercials will air
on Capital, Clyde, BRMB, City,
Piccadilly, Beacon, Victory,
Pennine, Tees, Hallam and Metro.
Backup includes advertising in the
consumer music press and window
displays.
Yvonne EUiman's RSO album,
Love Me, is being repromoted to
capitalise upon her current chart
entry, I Can't Get You Out Of My
Mind. Radio commercials will figure
on City, Clyde, Capital, Piccadilly
and BRMB. The LP includes the
singer's Love Me hit, and the followjp, Hello Stranger.
Advertising for the Steve Gibbons
Band's live long-player, Caught In
Fhc Act, will focus on the record's
ipecial £2.49 RRP for both disc and

pi
tape. Commercials will air on
Capital, Clyde, BRMB, City and
Piccadilly, augmented by a
saturation poster campaign in all
areas covered by the Band's
upcoming tour, and full-page
advertisements in the music press.
FREE SINGLES will be given away
to all ticket holders at forthcoming
Steve Hillage concerts, as part of a
hefty pr&motional effort being
mounted around his new Virgin
album, Motivation Radio. The
singles will contain a track not
available on the LP as well as a cut
from Glen Phillips' Swim In The
Wind disc. Virgin is also booking a
run of 30-second radio spots in key
stations and tour towns to be aired
from October 15, and is dressing 260
windows. The campaign will be
backed with promotional giveaways, nationwide fly-posting and
large-scale advertising in the
consumer rock press.
Virgin's push on the forthcoming
XTC 45 — said to be the first 12inch EP on the market, entitled XTC
3D EP — is taking shape with 200
window displays booked, featuring
three dimensional material in
fluorescent red and green.

of Peerless
disc releases
SECOND BATCH of releases from
Peerless Records' Velvet label are
due during October, including jazz
albums by a group called Velvet and
trombone player George Chisholm.
In addition, there will also be singles
by Hearl-Throb, a four-girl group
— who were the resident attraction
on the late Marc Bolan's recent
Granada TV series, and Xanadu.
Velvet first appeared in the
marketplace in May when it issued a
single by Xanadu, but since then
there have been no further releases.
Peerless managing director Ron
Smith explained: "Although until
now we haven't released anything
else on Velvet, that first single was
really issued to test our own
mechanical capabilities for handling
hit singles. Now that we know we
can cope. Peerless will be
concentrating heavily on these new
releases during the next few weeks."
Velvet's October releases are Ain't
It Square (VEL 104) by HcartThrob, a song written by Eric
Faulkner and Stuart Wood of the
Bay City Rollers, Xanadu's Mr.
Diceman (VEL 103), and the two
albums, Midnight Velvet (VELP
1001), and George Chisholm's In A
Mellow Mood. In addition, Peerless
is also distributing and promoting
the first release from Hull-based
Koala Records, Patrick Mower's My
Imagination (KOA R20S).
Smith added; "All three single
releases will be backed by fairly
heavy advertising, video films and,
dependent upon the initial success,
radio commercials have been
prepared."

IN TWO weeks' time, former Island chairman David Betteridge
will disclose his future plans — with a multi-national company
and an independent both keen to secure his services. . . and what
has Island boss Chris Blackwell been talking to Phonogram
about recently? . . . after previous week's dip, Decca shares
climbed again by 30p to 535p . . . both W. H. Smith and German
publisher Bertlesmann, owner of Ariola, reportedly mulling
mail-order disc ventures in Britain ... a figure of 22.5 million
dollars is being mentioned as price paid by Polygram for 50
percent of Casablanca with options for stage purchases of
remaining equity . . .
PROMOTION OF Paul Watts to take over EMI International
could result in an onward and upward movement for Capitol
manager Peter Buckleigh . , . Arthur Cullis only Decca director
to attend re-opening of spaceage-smart promotion
offices of Great Marlborough Street. . . earlier last week Decca
hosted jam-packed Cafe Royal performance reception for
Hodges, James & Smith — American girl vocal trio impressed,
despite unimpressive musical support . . . and to complete
Decca's week, a select media group enjoyed a weekend in Dorset
to help celebrate the Yetties tenth anniversary ... on Saturday,
MW deputy editor Adam While marries Anne Heaney.
TOUGH ON Logo — loss of Charles Aznavour back catalogue
which reverted to the singer following his departure from Barclay
. . . after his impromptu performance at group repertoire
division's sales conference dinner, not surprising that
Streetwalkers' Roger Chapman's solo contract with EMI didn't
materialise ... on GM label, Australian band Stud make debut
with unreleased Abba song Funky Feet ... on the Rampage
already — Larry Page backed horse of same name for £1000 at
Newmarket — it came in at 5-1 ... RCA press chief Rodney
Burbeck recently elected a Member of the Institute of Public
Relations . . . Leo Sayer's Sunday concert at the London
Palladium cancelled due to illness . . .
CAMERAS WORTH £6000 stolen from photographer Dezzo
Hoffman's Soho studio by burglars who left the place in a
shambles — he asks clients to reorder and be patient. . . former
Arthur Howes aide Sue.Fuller off to America to become p.a. to
Barbra Streisand . . . after eight years in the UK, Don Dive
returning to Australia via California ... at Ariola launch party,
journalist James Hamilton won first prize in raffle, but took the
stereo equipment in preference to weekend in Germany ... in
addition to playing UK concerts next month and recording a
Granada TV special with the Syd Lawrence Orchestra, singer
Tony Bennett will open exhibition of his paintings at MilneHenderson Gallery, Mount Street, W1 on November 7 . . . Peter
Sibley formerly Polygram International's man in London
parting company with Barry Krost after four months . . .
attending Fabulous Poodles concert, Pye UK product manager
Eddie Foster bitten by a dog.

The New
Single From

THE
REALISTICS

"So Sad"
Epic SEPCS723
Written by
Ken Gold &
Mick Denne
SCREEN GEMS-EMI MUSIC
21 Ocntniirk Street. London WC? IpI 01 836 6699 mi
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One-stop opens

Pierce takes over

leaves Stiff
for management role
the only validity in life is to build to
STIFF RECORDS' figurehead Jake
destroy."
Riviers, who has been influential in
Riviera gained his early industry
steering the independent company to
experience as a respected tour and
prominence in the past year, has
personal manager under his given
resigned from the company.
name of Andrew Jakeman. He
Although details were sketchy as
formed the company in partnership
Music Week went to press, it seems
with fonner Brinsley Schwarz
Riviera will take over sole
manager Dave Robinson in August
management of Elvis Coslello and
1976 with the aid of a loan from Dr.
Nick Lowe, while Stiff partner
Feelgood's Lee Brilleaux and top
Dave Robinson will assume overall
rock photographer Keith Morris.
control of the record company along
For many, his swashbuckling
with sole management of Clover,
approach to the record industry and
Graham Parker and The Damned. A
talent for coining snappy slogans
staff re-shuffle is planned, but
(e.g. The World's Most Flexible
nothing has been confirmed so far.
Record Company) personified the
General manager Paul Conroy said:
atmosphere of the new wave.
"This was Jake's decision and the
As co-managers of The Damned,
whole thing is completely
Nick Lowe, Elvis Coslello, Clover,
amicable."
Graham Parker and the Rumour,
Explained Riviera this week:
Robinson and Riviera's work load
"Ever since hearing Anarchy In The
increased rapidly as the record
UK by Johnny Rotten and his Sex
company became more successful.
Pistols, I have come to realise that
UK preview set for
Videodisc next month
further 12-18 months can be
A FIRST preview of the videodisc,
expected to elapse before it becomes
some five years after it was first
available.
announced by Philips in Eindhoven,
The conference is being organised
will be given in Britain next month.
by Normedia of Bond Street, a
It will take place at the Videodisc
company jointly owned by two large
'77 conference to be held at the
Scandinavian publishers of books
BAFTA headquarters in Piccadilly
and audio-visual aids. It will be
on November 8-9. On show will be
under the chairmanship of John
the MCA Discovision unit and a
Chittock, editorial chairman of
selection of the discs. This is the
Screen Digest and film and technical
configuration, developed jointly by
correspondent of the Financial
MCA and Philips, which will be test
Times. The actual videodisc
marketed commercially in America
presentation will be handled by W,
at the end of this year. Its arrival in
Zeiss of Philips, Eindhoven.
Britain has not been fixed, but a
Autumn tours overload
try to take advantage of the
FROM PAGE 1
superstar groups being away looking
after other territories."
Goldsmith. "The way they are
Danny Betesh of Manchester's
clamping down at the moment, the
Kennedy Street noted that many of
kids are hardly allowed to clap at the
the larger attractions were on the
end of the concert, so they are
road at the same time and doing
staying away from theatres and
their normal business, but lack of
going to clubs.
"It is highly likely that we will be
spare cash meant that the Emerging
groups were suffering.
changing the way we tour acts. We
"I am not loo worried overall, but
are looking at the situation very
I think there are too many clashes
closely. Apart from anything else,
between concerts in the same town
the corporation hall run is becoming
on the same night. For instance, I
inordinately expensive to operate.
have Doctor Hook in at Belle Vue on
"Another factor is that a chart
Thursday and over the road at the
album is no longer a guarantee of a
sell-out tour. The money is spent
Free Trade Hall they have Dr.
either on the LP or the concert
Feelgood and Mink DeVille. That
ticket, but not both, because no-one
sort of situation is bound to make it
has the spare cash any more.
tough to fill both shows, even
though the groups attract different
Goldsmith's remarks were taken
audiences."
up by Derek Block, who has
However, leading agents Neil
Brothers Johnson, Bing Crosby and
Warnock of Bron and John Sherry
Donna Summer on the road among
of NEMS are less worried. They see
other American acts this Autumn.
new clubs and venues opening up to
"I think a lot of promoters are
take the place of any shaky concert
silting back and taking stock this
hall venues, with the new wave
year," he said. "But there are a lot
looking especially healthy.
of nice new acts coming through to
Industry spending studied
(£173,300) and Ronco (£166,800).
FIGURES NOW available detailing
The small screen accounts for major
the record industry's media
first-half expenditure by the
expenditure during the first half of
mainstream record companies, too,
this year lends a new perspective to
including EMI, whose commerical
the recent BP I sales analysis (Music
development division laid out
Week, September 17).
£532,800 on the Shadows and
To achieve their £78.4 million
Beatles albums, and RCA, whose
business during January-June,
CDD equivalent spent £288,000 on
companies spent a total of £5.6m on
Jack Jones and Glenn Miller
television, national and provincial
newpapers and the music press.
packages. Other big tv-related sums
were CBS, £360,000 and Reprisc's
These statistics at rate card prices,
from (Media Expenditure Analysis
£169,000 (the Sinatra 2LP).
Ltd.), do not include commerical
Most of the above named spent
radio advertising.
more in the April-June quarter than
The tv merchandisers continue to
in the first three months, reflecting
their attempts to beef up business
be big spenders, v/ith K-tel (£897,600)
and Multiple Sound Distributors
during the worsc-lhan-usual mid(£597,000) way ahead of Arcade
year lull.
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in West End
FROM PAGE 1
of the import firm — which took
over the premises from City Records
& Tapes. There is, however, no
connection between the retail and
one-stop businesses and no access
from one area to the other.
The entrance to the one-stop is in
Hollen Street, and dealers will be
able to drive in, leave their transport
for parking, select records and
tapes, and have these parcelled and
sent by conveyor to their vehicles for
loading. Robert Shooman, sales
director, said that the aim of
opening such an operation in the
heart of the capital's prestige
shopping and tourist area was to
"support the dealers in the West
End". He added, "We are on their
doorsteps to supply them with the
latest merchandise, and, as well as
already having the promised custom
of many West End record shops, we
expect to be of great use to the very
many people who sell records as a
small part of another business, and
who therefore cannot have accounts
with the manufacturers".
Warren's Records is to compete
with London's other one-stop
operations on three fronts — in
heavy advertising and selfpromotion, in price, and in depth of
stock carried. On this last point,
however, Shooman admitted that
where singles are concerned he could
not, and would not attempt to,
compete with the son of special
operation being run by Lightning
Records of Willesden.
The new set-up will compete most
fiercely on price; Warren's is
offering to sell for dealer prices, plus
a low (2.5 per cent) handling charge.
Shooman is confident that this will
strongly attract dealers who want to
buy a wide selection of records and
tapes in small quantities, but have so
far been resigned to one-stop prices
which can appreciably cut their own
margins.
There will also be regular special
offers. Shooman instances the offer
of a £1.45 dealer price for the lOcc
album How Dare You, as a result of
special bulk buying in America by
the import company.
Warren's aims to carry about
100,000 LPs, plus a large range of
tape and top 50 singles. The firm
will take phoned orders, and has an
arrangement with Courier Express
for delivery out of London. Sameday service to shops within the
immediate area will be handled by
the company's own vans, but,
Shooman emphasised, there will be
no van sales. "That would put us in
direct conflict with the major
manufacturers, and I am not getting
involved with that," Warren's is to
operate strictly on a cash basis, with
credit — when offered — being
reserved only for well-established
customers.
Reinforcing the point that
Warren's is looking to attract
dealers with special offers, Shooman
revealed that the import company
has secured around 10,000 of the KTcl Elvis Presley compilation, to sell
at £3.75 with an rrp of £4.99, and
would have them on the shelves by
the lime the one-stop opens its
doors. "Scoops like this are the only
way we are going to get a reputation
and keep on operating. You have got
to speculate to accumulate," he
commented.
Warrens, where Shooman and his
sales manager Paul Benjamin can be
reached, operates on 01-734 6822.
Correction
IN LAST week's edition of Music
Week it was incorrectly stated that
certain loans to council members of
the PRS have been brought up in a
question to the Board Of Trade. In
fact, the loans are to executive
officers of the Society.

bankrupt US stores
ciirh activi
intends to Vo*r\
keep such
activities to a
by TERRI ANDERSON
minimum in the Los Angeles stores
AN AMERICAN retail business has
and is looking for an experienced US
been added to the British wholesale
record industry executive to run he
and retail interests owned and
venture jointly with him. He also
directed by Spencer Pierce, head or
hopes to lease shop space to audio
Cyril Spencer Ltd and the City
Records and Tapes chain. He has
At the beginning of this year the
bought the bankrupt two-store
UK
company. City Record and
Wallichs Music City operation in
Tapes, announced major expansion
Los Angeles, and is reported as
plans, to increase its retail outlets in
being confident that he can extricate
London. In January, a major fire
the company from its financial
destroyed Cyril Spencer's warehouse
difficulties — which had led to
in north-east London, forcing a
bankruptcy proceedings.
move to the basement of an Oxford
Pierce, who will now slay and
Street address (premises which have
work mainly in the US while his
recently passed into the hands oi
brother Jack remains director of the
Simon's Records). At the time it was
operation here, is currently
stated that the plans for retail
renovating the Wallichs stores.
expansion were unchanged, but the
Although the two arms of the British
UK operation has not in fact grown
concern have been and are quite
at the rate or to the extent originally
deeply involved in acquiring
proposed.
deletions and bankrupt stock, Pierce
MFP spoken word tapes
He added that a lot of research
FROM PAGE 1
had gone into the packaging of the
best-selling biography, Fred
Listen For Pleasure cassettes. "I
Trueman's Ball Of Fire (the cricket
believe that we have come up with
player's memoirs), Upstairs something
that is both good to look
Downstairs read by Hannah
at, and easy to store; this new
Gordon, The Guns Of Navarone,
packaging could very well have
The Hound Of The Baskervilles, and
repercussions on the tape industry as
H. G. Wells' War Of The Worlds. In
a whole, and in fact we are already
addition, there are two plays, The
considering new packaging for our
Importance Of Being Earnest and
normal Musicway cassette series."
Hamlet, featuring John Gielgud
Baldwyn continued: "This will be
amongst others. Average playing
the first time that spoken-word
time of each title is just short of two
material has actually been put in
hours.
front of the public, instead of having
Baldwyn told Music Week: "We
to ask for such product. Others have
have issued spoken-word records
experimented with similar projects
and cassettes in the past, and had
but the only test can be one that is on
some success with them. However,
a full-scale. Already trade reaction
when I was approached some lime
has been very good, and where we
ago about launching a new series of
thought that we would have a battle
spoken-word cassettes, I knew that
to get the product into some of the
the only way of getting such a
shops, retailers have only been too
project off the ground was by
pleased to stock it. We are not
ensuring that the packaging was
particularly aiming at those people
exactly right. In addition there was
who
read books but obviously the
the factor that the product would
two markets will overlap."
not be going at the conventional
The first 20 LFP titles are being
price, but rather at low price, and
promoted in such newspapers and
this could only be done if we
magazines as the Sunday Times,
succeeded in getting the product
Guardian, Daily Mail, News Of The
exposed in the same way that records
World, and TV Times. With the
are, on the shelves and in racks."
exception of the two Gielgud
recordings, which have come from
EMI's back-catalogue, all the titles
New Rak HQ
have been freshly recorded. The
FROM PAGE 1
are being offered on sale or
Rak label elsewhere, Most now cassettes
seems content to extend his return.
association with the British major.
But the basis of his future dealing
still remains unsettled.
Radio forum
"There are three different options
open to us," said Most. "All are
FROM PAGE 1
acceptable to the parties concerned
a presentation by the Air Edel
and it is up to me to decide on one of
production house and a top
them."
advertising agency head.
Initially a new licensing deal on
Charts Versus Playlists — radio's
improved terms seems to be in
eternal chickcn-and-egg situation —
prospect, with Most having the
will be discussed in a session
opportunity to sell out at an
including overseas speakers and
opportune moment, should he chose
Clyde's entertainment head Andy
to do so.
Park.
He explained that the possibility
Other topics to be featured
of EMI acquiring Rak had been
include The Changing Face Of The
considered because of the nature of
Record Industry, Here Is The News,
the UK tax laws. Because of its
a light-hearted look at What Is A
income in relation to the number of
Disc Jockey and consideration of
employees, Rak was faced with
The Risk Business, following on
"taxes which are incredibly high".
from the BBC's tv feature on the
"Year in year out that makes no
record industry.
sense,' said Most. He had therefore
Presentations from major British
suggested to EMI that "instead of
and American news services,
giving me millions of pounds in
including IRN and ITN, are
guarantees" it should put the money
scheduled.
to better use by acquiring shares in
The full programme, which will
Rak.
include opportunity tor
He added that the purchase plan
presentations, panel and npor
might still go through but could not
discussions
on all major
be finalised until all aspects of the
broadcasting issues that affect the
legal position had been sorted out.
music industry, will be published i"
While that is being sorted out
Music Week next week.
something had to be done about
Those planning to attend are
product, so we dreamed up a new
urged to register as soon as possibledeal extending the licensing on better
See Forum advertisement in
terms."
centre of this issue.
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(1)
4 (-)
5

(2)

6 (11)
7 (-)
8 (-)
9 (-)
10 (7)
11 (9)
12 (-)
13 (-)
14 (-)
15

(4)

16 (17)
17 (13)
18 (18)
19 (10)
20

(8)

I REMEMBER YESTERDAY, Donna Summer
HOME IS WHERE THE
HEART IS, Gladys
Knight & The Pips
I REMEMBER ELVIS
PRESLEY, Danny
Mirror
FROM HERE TO
ETERNITY. Giorgio
FROM NEW YORK TO
LA, Patsy Gallant
STAR WARS THEME,
Meco
CALLING OCCUPANTS
OF INTERPLANETARY
CRAFT, Carpenters
ROCKING ALL OVER
THE WORLD, Status
Quo
YES SIR I CAN
BOOGIE, Baccara
BLACK IS BLACK, La
Belle Epoque
WONDROUS STORIES,
Yes
THE GREATEST LOVE
OF ALL, George
Benson
GET UP AND DANCE,
Rose Royce
NO MORE HEROES,
Stranglers
BEST OF MY LOVE.
Emotions
HIGHER AND HIGHER,
Rita Coolidge
COOL OUT TONIGHT.
David Essex
SILVER LADY, David
Soul
BLACK BETTY, Ram
Jam
THUNDER IN MY
HEART, Leo Sayer

Courtesy of Laren For Music

Atlantic UK
ROGER HOLT has been appointed
general manager of Atlantic Records
UK, and Dave Dee named director
of a&r at WEA.
Holt coincidentally held the same
post in 1970 at Polydor, where he
has worked for the past ten years,
including John Fruin's spell as
managing director there. The two
men collaborated on various
projects, among them the UK launch
of the Osmonds, Slade and the New
Seekers.
Dee, previously Atlantic general
manager, will be the focal point of
WEA's a&r efforts, supervising
artist signings, working with UK
producers and licensed labels, and
liaising with label managers.
Together with artist development
manager Jonathan Clyde and
director of publicity Moira Bellas,
he will be casting a wide a&r net
throughout the UK, as part of the
second phase of John Fruin's
repertoire development plans for the
company.
SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS at
Virgin Records are affected by new
personnel changes, just announced.
Tessa Siddons, formerly assistant
press officer, becomes head of radio
and tv promotion and will be
working in conjunction with the
recently-appointed regional
promotions manager, Rudi Van
Egmond.
In her place are two new assistant
press officers: Linda Gamble,
former a&r assistant who joins
immediately, and Sally Cooper,
former sales assistant, who follows
in four weeks time. Both will report
to A1 Clark, press director.
Meanwhile, Lisa Anderson joins
the international department as

press assistant, a position she
previously occupied at A&M's Paris
office. Dominique Antony, until
recently secretary to managing
director Richard Branson, is the new
a&r assistant.
Sara Juskiewicz is appointed
general office manager and Simon
Valley is the new production
assistant.
DES McKEOGH has been named
head of State Records' promotion
department; he was previously with
RCA and Phonogram. Reporting to
him is another new addition, Tony
Shuttleworth, rec.'nlly with Decca.
Dinky Diamond has been
appointed creative manager,
completing State changes initiated
by managing director, Wayne
Bickerton. Diamond was formerly
with Private Slock.
DIDDY LAKE, formerly manager
of Steve Hillage and of David
Allen's group Gong has been
appointed press manager of DJM
Records, reporting to marketing
manager Graham Moon and
managing director Stephen James.
Lake was previously working for
Trojan Records.
FRANK PRITCHARD has been
named head of regional promotion
at Ariola. He was previously with
Private Stock. Other senior
positions at Ariola, now operating
from new offices ar 48 M add ox
Street, W1 (408 1262) are filled by
Richard Evans (head of promotion),
Hilary Barritt (press officer) and
Peter Allen (financial controller).

s
SOME OF Val Doonican's best friends ^vere 0"ha"d2a<^ e
to present him with a gold disc for UK sales of hts 2LPjom acce
UJ^
Friends Are Songs. Pictured (from left) are Lynn Doomcan,
Pjf"8
Pho
!
award on behalf of Val's manager, Phyllis Rounce,
"°f ™" ^'head
Rodger Bain, regional promotion and a&r manager
Doonican, Phonogram managing director Tony Morns, producer Tony y
and product manager David Shrimpton.
The super
supplement
MAY I once again take a little of
your valuable space, this time to
thank you and all concerned at
Music Week for the super
supplement devoted to Radio I's
tenth anniversary. Also many thanks
to all the advertisers for their kind
messages on behalf of all here at
Radio 1. DEREK CHINNERY,
Head of Radio 1, BBC, London W1.
MAY I take the opportunity of
pointing out to Arthur Robinson of
Robinsons' Records, {MW. Sept 24)
that although the single he has in his
possession by the Beatstalkers is
rare, it is not the original version. I
have in my own personal record
library a copy of the song Silver Tree

Top School For Boys which was
released on the Polydor label by The
Slender Plenty during the early part
of 1967. Strangely enough, I would
have disputed that Bowie was a
member of the Beatstalkers, because
they were a Scottish band, until I
began checking out my CBS singles.
Low and behold, I came across a
copy of Little Boy a 1968 single by
Beatstalkers, on the B-side I found
When I'm Five written by D. Bowie,
and sung by him. May I suggest that
the two singles mentioned in this
letter are worth more than the one
found by Mr. Arthurs. By the way,
my copies are not for sale.
HOWARD MARKS, Howlin'
Promotion Company, Loughton,
Essex.
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Brown

Sugar

The Original London Cast Recording.

/

'The amazing thing is that a song
number begun in parody ends by
gripping your heart. ...A I together
a joyous noise, andfor sheer
glamour there is nothing in
London to touch it" The Times

"Exploding onto the R oyalty
stage, Bubbling Brown Sugar is a
superb combination of nostalgia
and frenzy
if I hadn V been a
paid scribe, my palms would have
been smoking along with the rest
of the ecstatic audience."
The Guardian

"If sunshine could be bottled and
energy from an electric storm
could be harnessed, then maybe
we would not need Bubbling
Brown Sugar. As it is, the show is
a powerful substitute: an
explosion of glamorous delight.
The only thing to deafen the
eardrums more soundly than the
cast was the ovations at the end
of each showstopping routine'.'
Daily Mai!

vV"-

>. v*

•

.A

:a-

DOUBLE ALBUM NSPD504
DOUBLE PLAY CASSETTE ZCPD504
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 7th 1977
Precision Tapes Ltd

Orders To: Pye Records (Sales) Ltd.,132 Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3UT. Telephone: 01-640 3344
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The WEA'Flying To The Top'
UK

dominates

75,000 in two weeks
BRUSSELS — The day after the
chart for the first time in his career.
death of Elvis Presley; a Belgian pop
He recorded the song in English for
fan gave Flemish singer Will Tura
the UK market and, in France,
the lyrics to an in = memoriam song.
Ringo performed the number
Goodbye Elvis. Two days later Tura
inFrench.
completed the melody and recorded
Though arguments rage as to
the number.
whether the song was created
Within two weeks the single sold
through genuine emotion or
75,000 copies in Belgium alone — a
commercial commonsense, its
remarkably high tally. Tura's single
appeal is unarguably widespread.
also took him into the Dutch AVRO

roadshow arrives in Germany...
HAMBURG — Taking WEA Flying
To The Top as the sales pitch slogan,
the WEA Roadshow 1977, was
unveiled to delegates at Malente, in
Schleswig-Holstein, by an executive
team headed by Nesuhi Ertegun,
president of WEA International.
A 15.1 percent rise in turnover for
the first six months of this year was
reported, the best half-year return in
company history, and emphasis on
upcoming product.
Siegfried E. Loch, WEA Germany
managing director, said past
A
successes would be projected into
u
the future. He singled out Fleetwood
Mac, which went platinum four
HUNGRY are the managers, for repertoire and Germany beefsteak. From left:
times over for the LP Rumours,
International president Nesuhi Ertegun, WB s Stan Cornyn and
describing the band as "the world AWEA
tlantic 's Phil Carson.
champions of pop music."
and Ry Cooder return for tv from London, which was set up in
He also talked of the Eagles, with
1974, also figures in the upcoming
presentations.
both singles and albums such as
promotion programme with a first
Hotel California and Life In The
Also noted was a debut album by
single through WEA You've Been
Pele, soccer star of New York
Fast Lane; Foreigner, with a highlyDoing Me Wrong by the Delegation.
praised first album and a German
Cosmos, the club which has Nesuhi
Ertegun as president. The LP
single Cold As Ice from it; and Rod
The presentations also stressed the
Stewart, whose new LP is out in
features the soundtrack of the
quality and sales potential of local
Germany late October. He also
movieePele. And Joni Mitchell's
product. It includes: the Messengers
projected big sales prospects for
new album has been recorded with
and a first WEA album Children Of
new-wave bands Television and
jazz/rock band Weather Report,
Tomorrow; Supermax, with a
Dictators.
currently touring in Germany.
second album Music Express;
German activity was reviewed by
The WEA Roadshow programme,
Hoffmann and Hoffmann and a
Loch. Manhattan Transfer visits this
on video screens in four parts, is to
first album Ich Fuhl Mich Gut.
territory in early 1978; Yes, the UK
be presented throughout Germany
Siegried Loch presented a special
group, tours 10 cities in November;
and many other countries, featuring
award to Klaus Ollmann, a
A1 Jarreau returns at the end of the
artists from four segments: Atlantic,
"symbolic" platinum album, for his
year, including Germany in his
Warner Brothers, Elektra/Asylum,
work in the sales department.
European trek, and Leon Redbone
WEA International. State Records,

Dillinger arrives at last-

...while CBS Germany conference

MIDEM
PARIS — It seems certain that the
UK will take over the greatest
percentage of stand space at the 1978
MIDEM in Cannes.
The latest count shows that the
UK has booked 23 percent of the
total, followed by the US (15
percent), France (13 percent) and
Germany (10 percent).
Special delegations from Ireland,
Canada and Australia are
participating, stand space being paid
for by the respective governments.
Holland will be represented by a
collective industry stand organized
by Conamus. A meeting of

booking
international industry lawyers is also
again on the agenda.
Also planned are celebrations
marking the 30th anniversary of the
birth of the long-play record, the
first product having been pressed by
Columbia; RCA and French
company L'Oiseau Lyre.
Several majors have announced
intentions to stage galas at the
Municipal Casino and the Miramar
in order to launch new acts.
A round-up shows 1054
companies have booked stands, with
4671 industry representatives
covering 47 countries.

Belgian Elvis tribute-

two days early this time
law suit to try and get the royalties.
AMSTERDAM — The long-awaited
promotional visit to Holland of
"But for the time being Dillinger
Jamaican reggae artist Dillinger
will not promote any of his material
resulted in a great deal of industry
released by Island," he added.
commotion and confusion.
Sevitl further said Dillinger had
He was originally involved in a
signed a record deal with Jamaican
" where-is-he?" mystery when
Sounds, a Jamaican reggae label,
record company Ariola-Holland
resulting in a new single. Marihuana
tried to contact him over his chartIn My Brain, released in Holland by
topping single 'Cokane In My
Basart. The same company is to
Brain.'
release his new album, of the same
Then he was invited again to come
title.
to Holland to promote Ragnam
In the meantime, Ariola has
Piza, the follow-up single. He had
released Ragnam Piza as a single,
been sent two air tickets but he
despite objections from Dillinger
arrived, via boat and train, two days
and his manager, and another Dutch
earlier than expected.
company Dureco is also thinking of
At the Hilversum television
bringing out some old Dillinger
studios he had his first contact with
recordings as singles. Cokane In My
Ariola staffers and it turned out to
Brain is due out in the UK and US as
be a rather unpleasant
a 12-inch single.
confrontation. Dillinger and his
In Holland, Ariola had to cancel
manager, Larry Sevitl, said they
various planned events for Dillinger,
wanted no communication with
including the presentation of a gold
Ariola because of a dispute with
disc for sales of 100,000 on the hit
Island, which the company
single.
represented.
During his visit, Dillinger,
He claimed that master tapes of
constantly accompanied by two
his albums CB 200, which includes
bodyguards, recorded a single, LSD,
Cokane In My Brain, and Bionic
at the Frans Peters Studio in
Dread, which features Ragnam Piza,
Hilversum as a follow-up to
had been sold "without my
Marihuana In My Brain. At the end
knowledge" by Jamaican producer
of October he starts a disco solo lour
Joseph Hokim to Island. He added;
of Holland, and has concerts in
"I actually never had a record
Belgium with a seven-piece back-up
contract with Island."
band lined up.
And his manager said he plans a
French pirates set for autumn
PARIS — The 16 pirate radio
highly mobile, and which cannot be
stations in France, having been off
subjected to normal technical
the air during the summer holiday
interference techniques.
season, have prepared their
Radio Fil Bleu, of Montpelier,
programmes for the autumn and
which made no secret of its
winter months. But at the same time,
whereabouts, was raided and closed.
the government is preparing its
Now there is a new assocation set up
action against these stations.
to keep the pirates going and it meets
Those tracked down will be
regularly.
prosecuted and those in charge will
The government, realising that
become liable to a fine of between
broadcasting on even a small scale is
£500 and £5,000 with possible
expensive, thinks most pirates will
imprisonment of between one month
die a natural death because of lack
and one year. The government
of funds, because commercial
accepts that it has problems in
advertising, one main financial
searching out stations which arc
prop, is unlikely to be forthcoming.
PAGES

announces ever-improving figures
MUNICH — The biggest ever CBS
convention held in Germany was
staged here with 130 delegates
representing CBS Records
International (New York), CBS
Europe (Paris) and affiliates from
k
the UK, Holland, Belgium,
*
Switzerland and Austria.
Ever-improving trading figures
5*
were stressed by Gerhard L. Maurer,
marketing director, and Rudolf PETER DE Rougemont (left). Senior Vice President, CRI Europe and Paul
Wolpert, managing director, said:
Russell (right), Vice President, CRI New York received Platinum for the
"We will, by the end of the financial
Simon & Garfunkel albums "Bridge Over Troubled Water" and "Simon &
year on October 31, have had our
Garfunkel's Greatest Hits", each sold over 500.000 units in Germany, from
best year in sales and profits.
Rudolf Wolpert, Managing Director, CBS Records Germany at the annual
"A survey of the single, album
convention at the Munich Hilton Hotel.
and cassette charts puts us in
Paul Russell, vice-president CRI
finding top artists and marketin,
number three position among
New York, representing Dick Asher,
them aggressively but with gooi
companies here."
president,
said
it
had
been
a
real
taste."
He paid tribute to the hit-creating
been a real year of achievement.
talents of a long list of artists:
Convention presentation
"Hits
by
Costa
Cordalis,
Ricky
Boston, Tina Charles, Chicago,
included new product b;
King, Vicky Leandros and Tina international acts Boxer, Crawler
Costa Cordalis, Neil Diamond, Bob
Rainford, tremendous sales in
Dylan, Peter Framplon, Ricky King,
Dead End Kids, Sutherland Brother
Germany of Neil Diamond, Boston, and Quiver, Tina Charles, Sailor
Vicky Leandros, the Manhattans,
Santana, Chicago, Tina Charles and
Tina Rainford, Sailor, Santana,
Raffaela Carra, Burton Cummings
Sailor, immediate success with Joan Baez, Heart, James Taylor
Simon and Garfunkel, Sherbet,
A&M's Supertramp — all boosts for Dennis Wilson, Sparks, Ted Nugen
Supertramp, Sutherland Brothers
the CBS reputation for spreading and Chicago.
and Quiver and Joe Tex.
artists through international
Russell and de Rougemot]
markets.
accepted platinum awards for sale
"These achievements aren't a
Sonopresse
of Simon and Garfunkel albums i
matter of luck, but represent
Germany. Emphasis of the bi
determination and hard work. CBS
increase of sales of local product i
changes?
International has skilled and
Germany was made by d
professional people dedicated to
PARIS — Now that Mark Abbott
Rougemont.
has replaced Gerard Tournier, who
resigned for personal reasons, as
head of Sonopresse here, the whole
Jedliczka signs Skydoc
company is expected to be restructured.
STOCRTHnt
\A — SWEDISH
^
STOCKHOLM
Skydog. The Stockholm
Since Sonopresse was taken over
record dealer Wolfgang Jedliczka
whose English was the bette
by Pathe-Marconi last year, there
owner of WooJfi's Record Shop in
two finally found himself tyi
have already been many changes.
Stockholm,, has acquired
the contract and was able t<
Abbott has taken new offices in the
Scandinavian
rights
to
the
French
with promotional material Rue de Berri and the company will
new wave label Skydog as a result of
clearly draw closer than ever to
catalogue deal for Sky.
a smart display of initiative.
Pathe-Marconi/EMI.
Denmark, Norway, Swed
Jedliczka
had
been
experiencing
a
All EMI services at Chatou and
Finland.
heavy demmid for punk in his shop,
Cergy Ponloise will operate on
First release was to rush
but supplies were difficult to come
behalf of Sonopresse and the old
imported album, Metallic
y, particularly of releases on the
Gerard Tournier Editions has been
[ggy Popp and the Stooges. 1
French Skydog label. So Jedliczka
renamed Editions Champs Elysecs.
followed by singles from t
made a flying visit to Paris and
Sonopresse will now be run by a
Gang and Motorhead, both
managed to track down Marc
board of directors of which Mark Zerman.
on Jedliczka's Blitz
a leading authority on new
Abbott is chairman.
wave music, and co-owner of
manufactured by Metronom<
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From the power and excitement created by the
original rock groups to the melodic beauty of today's most
sensitive works, the London Symphony Orchestra, together
with the Royal Choral Society, present a new dimension to
these classic pieces of contemporary
^1

composition.

Bohemian Rhapsody

Nights In White Satin

Life On Mars

Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds

A Whiter Shade of Pale

Without You

Whole Lotta Love

Tm Not In Love

Paint It Black

Sailing

"It's remarkable what can be done to
a modern melody by rearranging
and performing it in a classical vein.
Can someone tell us where our song
is please!"
GRAHAM GOULDMAN & ERIC
STEWART (lOcc) Composers of "I'm
not in Love"

OKtel
K-Tel International (U.K.) Ltd, K-Tel House,
620 Western Avenue, London W.3.

"As much as the original version
bridged, for many people, the void
between classical and modern music,
the London Symphony Orchestra
seem to have relied upon their
background of classicism to render
this utterly peaceful and pleasant
version of the song."
GARY BROOKER (Procol Harum)
Composer of "A Whiter Shade of
Pale"

"It's great to have one of my tunes
done by one of my favourite
groups!" GAVIN SUTHERLAND
(Sutherland Brothers) Composer of
"Sailing"

ANCHOR
AVAILABLE FROM

Anchor Records, 140 Wardour Street, London W.l.
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Romanian
'Mein Papa' composer
efficiency
dies of cancer at 65
ZURICH — Swiss composer Paul
Burkhard, whose biggest hit was O
Mein Papa in 1954, died of cancer,
aged 65, at his home here.
That outstanding hit topped
charts in two different versions. UK
trumpet soloist Eddie Calvert was
number one in Britain for nine
weeks, selling three million copies

worldwide. Eddie Fisher's vocal
treatment had a long spell at the top
of the US chart.
Burkhard, however, wrote mainly
for the theatre. O Mein Papa came
from the stage musical Fireworks.
He had just completed a new show
Rainbow which was staged in Basle.

CBS France wraps it up
PARIS — CBS France has decided
records sold are fault-free, prefers to
buy discs which have not been
that all its records, starting with its
classical product range, will be sold
handled by others. The policy is
expected to cut theft in the retail
in sealed wrappers.
The decision comes after a long
stores and also prevent retailers
period of deliberation. On the
"switching" discs from one price
whole, French retailers favour this
range to another.
system but a vociferous minority
It is not known whether other
claims customers like to listen to
French record companies will follow
records before buying.
suit. Most will wait to check whether
But CBS has decided that the
the buying public really will buy
main public, confident that the
without a test hearing.
20tli Century
to Intersong
PARIS — After a gap of three years,
Intersong Paris is again to represent
the US 20th Century Fox publishing
catalogues in all SACEM territories.
This follows a visit by Jean
Jacques Tilche and Herb Eisman to
Los Angeles for final negotiations.
Intersong original handled this
material but the deal was not
renewed in 1974.

gets results
BUCHAREST — The efficiency of
training and tuition given young
Romanian musicians is being
underlined by successes gained in
contests and competitions held in
different parts of the world.
At the Young Soloists' Festival in
Bordeaux, France, the gold medal
went to Mihacla Martin, aged 18, a
pupil of the Number One Music
Lyceum of Bucharest. Critics said
she could be considered one of the
world's best violinists. Pianist
Stefan Agoston won the silver award
at the same festival.
At the Jacques Thibaud
International Festival in France, the
grand prix and the Prince Rainier of
Monaco award went to young
Romanian violinist Paul Dan Florin,
also of the Number One Music
Lyceum of Bucharest.
Dana Borsan, pianist, gained
second prize in the Robert
Schumann Competition in East
Germany.

Swiss Taxi misses the tai
appreciates there could be a legal
ZURICH — A Swiss pop group
named Taxi has broken through here
battle over name ownership.
Says Grandjean: "It was simply
as a talented and musically
too late to change the album sleeves
progressive rock team mixing local
and other promotion material by the
dialect material with sophisticated
lime we got to hear of the UK group.
punk.
We really want to stick to our name
But with the release of its first
album, confusion has arisen with a
because our music is obviously
Manchester-based UK teeny-bopper
different and we are basically likely
to stay in Switzerland."
group also called Taxi.
Bui it was later thought the group
The Swiss group, according to
might record in English so that a
spokesman Dominique Grandjean,
name-change for one or other group
did not realise there was another
would have to be considered.
group of the same name but now

W. Germany
(courtesy Musikmarkt)
1 SORRY I'M A LADY, Baccara,
2 MAGIC FLY, Space, Hansa/
3 r"
FEEL GMG/Atlantic
LOVE - Do"na
Summer
4 YES SIR I CAN BOOGIE
Baccara RCA
5 QUEEN OF CHINA-TOWN Amanda Lea Ariola
6 IT'S YOUR LIFE - Smokie
Rak/EMI Electrola
7 STANDING IN THE RAIN John Paul Young Ariola
8 MUSST DU JETZT GRADE
GEHEN — Alchaele Holm
Ariola
9 BARRACUDA - Heart
Portrait/CBS
10 ROCKOLLECTION - Laurent
Voulzy RCA
11 MA BAKER - Boney M
Hansa/Ariola
12 LUCILLE - Kenny Rogers
United Artists/Ariola
13 IN THE ZUMZUMZUMMERNIGHT - Harpo EMI
Electrola
14 SO YOU WIN AGAIN - Hot
Chocolate Rak/EMI Electrola
15 HIMBEEREIS
ZUM
FRUHSTUCK - Hoffmann
and Hoffmann GMG/Atlantic
Italy
LPS
REMEMBER YESTERDAY
— Donna Summer Durium
BURATTINO SENZA FILI Edoardo Bennato Ricordi
LOVE FOR SALE - Boney M
Durium
ZODIAC LADY - Roberta
Kelly Durium
CERRONE's PARADISE Cerrone WEA-MM

6 XXIVa RACCOLTA - Fausto
Papetti Durium
7 E' NELL'ARIA ... Tl AMO
Umberto Tozzi CGD-MM
8 10 TU NOI TUTTI — Lucio
Battisti Numero Uno - RCA
9 ZEROFOBIA - Renato Zero
RCA
10 YEAR OF THE CAT - Al
Stewart RCA
11 I'M A PHOTOGRAPH
Amanda Lear Phonogram
12 GRAN BAZAR - Matia Bazar
Ariston — Ricordi
13 DISCO DANCE - Adriano
Celentano Clan — MM
14 DISCO DANCE - Adriano
Celentano Clan I — MM
14 DOMANI - Guardiano Dal
Faro Celtra — FONIT/CETRA
15 TRANS EUROPE EXPRESS —
Kraftwerk Capitol - EMI
Holland
(courtesy
Stichting
Nederlandse)
SINGLES
| REMEMBER ELVIS
PRESLEY - Danny Mirror
Basart
,
WOODEN HEART — Elvis
Presley RCA
DO YOU REMEMBER - Long
Tall Ernie and Shakers
Polydor
SORRY I'M A LADY Baccara CNR
GIVE A LITTLE BIT Supertramp CBS/A&M
DON'T LET ME BE
MISUNDERSTOOD - Santa
Esmeralda Philips
LET'S CLEAN UP THE
GHETTO — Philadelphia AllStars Philadelphia
BABY WHAT A BIG
SURPRISE - Chicago CBS
FLOAT ON — Floaters ABC
HELLO JOSEPHINE
Scorpions CNR

Some reflections on contemporary
English society from an American visita

\

LA O DA
THE NEW SINGLE FROM
n

1

Country

Joe McDonald
0N

Vl.Yii-fMcd bytMl Ri.-ccm)'. limited. 20. ManchcMin Squjro, London W1A 1 ES Sales and Disl'ibulion Ceniro. 1 3 Uxbndrjo Rodrt Hayu' V.id li
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EXODUS
Bob Marleyand TheWailers...HIT!
WIP6390

AMERICAN

GIRL

Tom Petty and the HeartbreaKers...HIT!
WIP6403

DO

YOU

ANYTHING

WAN N A

DO

Rods...HIT!
WIP6401

AND NOW...!!

%

IS
JESS

RODEN
WIP6406

WAITING

IN

VAIN

Bob Marley and The Wallers...HIT!
WIP6402

ISIANP
Available from E.M.I,
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ZLIGHTN1NGLIGHT NINGLIGHTNINGL1GHTNINGL1C
H

C
-J PUNU
J
o
—
z
f—
To
>!< BOClf
3
*
o
CIIAHT & onoEit fOnM
z
z
H It [ ]THE CLASH-Complete Control
X
]SEX PISTOLS-Anarchy in the UK(£1.00)
] IAN DURY-Sex & Drugs & Rock n' Roll
3
3
] GENERATION X-Your Generation
o ^
z 5t [ ]THE DAMNED-Problem Child
z6 [ ]THE REZILLOS-Can't stand my Baby
JTHE VIBRATORS-London Girls
] THE BUZZCOCKS-Spiral Scratch(80p)
8
] THE DRONES-Lookalikes(65p)
9
]THE LURKERS-Shadows
10
] WRECKLESS ERIC-Whole Wide World
11
] CHERRY VANILLA-The Punk
12
] THE ADVERTS-Gary Gilmours Eyes
13
] THE NOSEBLEEDS-Ain't been to no Music Sc.
14
ICHELSEA-Rightto Work
15
] WAYNE KRAMER-Ramblin' Rose(80p)
16
]THE CORTINAS-Fascist Dictator
17
] THE MODELS-Freeze
18
]THE ADVERTS-One Chord Wonders
19
] SLAUGHTER/DOGS-Cranked up really High
20
JTHE VALVES-Robot Love
21t
JTHE DESPERATE BICYCLES-Medium/Tedium
22
JSEX PISTOLS-Godsave the Queen
23t
JTHE ELECTRIC CHAIRS-Stuck on You(65p)
24
JTHE ALBERTOS-Snuff Rock(65p)
251"
JTHE BANNED-Little Girl
261"
] THE YACHTS-Suffice to Say
27t
JSLAUGHTER/DOGS-Boot Boys
28t
] VENUS & RAZOR BLADES-Punk a Rama
29
] PUNCTURE-Mucky Pup
^ 30t
-j
t
denotes New Entry or Re-Entry into chart
G
COMING SOON
Z
z
J SCREWDRIVER- Keeps them off the Street
] RADIATORS FROM SPACE-Enemies
JSHAM 69-1 Don't Wanna
] DRONES-Bone Idol
] MENACE-lnsane Society
TOP SELLING 12" PUNK/NEW WAVE RECORDS
Not included in official charts.
[
] PATTI SMITH-Gloria/My Generation
[
J LONDON-Four Track Special (80p)
[
] JOHN CALE-Animal Justice (80p)
[
] MOTORS-Dancing the Night Away
TOTAL [
|
* Compiled from Actual Warehouse Sales
-y

Name
Address

H
Z
z
o
o
-u
H
z
z
o
r
9
x
H
z
z
o
n
o
X
H
Z
z
o
r
o
-L.
H
Z
Z
o
r
o
x
H
z
z
o
n
o
X
z
z
o

{48p per record + 8% VAT—includes Post/Pack)
minimum order 50 assorted records
amount enclosed £
/
p
To receive stock send remittance with order to:
LIGHTNING RECORDS LIMITED
'Punk Rock Department'
841 Harrow Road, London, NW10 5NH
Telephone Orders only: 01-969 8344 (4 lines)
Telephone: 01-969 7155 (7 lines)
Telex: 927 813 LARREC
LIGHTNINGLIGHTNINGLIGHTNINGLIGHTNINC ;lx
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Carter meets the industry
nominees and
and to
to defend
defem
nc ou/nrH
of
award nominees
takes,
sessions
never
released.
It's
himself
against
criticism
from
"the
from LITA ELISCU
mine and somebody has to be
group of rock critics who rap
A US government Labour gold
there who knows what happenedeverything I do." Apparently
Department plan, set for next year,
Fleetwood Mac: The Anglo-US
Kirshner is upset because in previous
to limit the number of foreign group copped most of theje cw
Rock Award shows he was attacked
musicians who can record on tour Rock Award Show trophies m Los
for having Cher, the Captain and
was among the topics discussed at Angeles with five awards - rocK
Tenille, Tony Orlando and Olivia
the While House during the much
Newton-John on the show. "Is it my
heralded meeting of 16 top record personality, best album best group,
public service award, and best
fault that melody and simpler lyrics
business executives and President aproducer.
Stevic Wonder, who was
are coming back? That the mass
Carter's people.
nominated
for
10
awards
managed
audience prefers softer rock sounds?
The Labour Department plan and
other immigration problems to get two — male vocalist, and best I could do a show for the purist rock
r&b album — and Elvis Presley, as critics and that show would be the
involving musicians were listed as expected,
was nominated into the last one I'd do," said Kirshner, who
top concerns by the record industry
Hall of Fame, his award being also presents a long running weekly
lobby which, during its hour-long accepted
by Fclton Jarvis, the
discussion, briefed State
Rock Concert onjatemighl TV.
However This year's Rock Awards
Department officials on foreign Nashville producer who worked on
Elvis'
albums.
Wonder
gave
one
ot
musicians and the benefits of the
Show did not create the rumpus it
his
awards
to
Otis
Blackwell,
who
Government taking a more active
did last year when Diana Ross was
wrote many of Presley's early hits,
interest in sponsored tours by US
mysteriously given an award as
commenting
(to
some
surprised
artists. The Government was also
Female Entertainer of the Century
looks
in
the
audience):
"It
should
go
asked to make prosecutions of tape
(the programme disregarded the
to
someone
who
deserves
it."
pirates a top priority, and look into
mathematical fact that the
While the programme had a plain
legislation of performance royalties.
century still had some years to go).
slickness
in
terms
of
production
A liaison committee will be
Rumour had it that Motown had
values, it proved again that rock and pressured
formed by the record executives to
Kirshner into this award
roll performers in the position of by threatening
meet regularly with White House
to withdraw Miss
presenters and accepters find it hard
staff members to continue the
Ross, who was the show's compare,
to string a couple of sentences at
impetus generated by this initial
the last minute. Kirshner now says
together coherently, and have
meeting, the original brainchild of
"When you're up to post
Capricorn Records president Phil apparent difficulty in reading off carefully:
time, you've got to make a decision.
cue cards.
Walden and Elektra Asylum
Producer Don Kirshner, just It was much more complicated and
president Joe Smith, both early
involved than the rumours
before the show went on the air, suggested."
industry boosters of President
took time out to justify his choices
Carter.
Carter himself attended the
meeting. Intending to spend only
five minutes with the executives, he
U.S. Top 30
stayed for 20 minutes delivering a
short speech concerned with
developing international friendship
SINGLES
via contemporary music. World
1 (1) STAR WARS THEME, Meco
hunger and drugs were also
mentioned in general terms, as was
2 (2) KEEP ITCOMIN'LOVE K.C.&TheSunshine Band
3 (15) YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE, Debby Boone
the energy crisis, the environment
4 (6) NOBODY DOES IT BETTER, Carly Simon
and human rights.
5 (8) THAT'S ROCK'N'ROLL, ShaunCassidy
Elvis: RCA Records will release a
6 (4) BEST OF MY LOVE. Emotions
two-album Elvis Presley live concert
7(11) BOOGIE NIGHTS, Heatwave
package, recorded during his last
8 (9) COLD AS ICE, Foreigner
couple of tours, and tied in with the
9(16) BRICKHOUSE, Commodores
CBS' television special, already set
10 (10) I JUST WANTTO BE YOUR EVERYTHING, Andy Gibb
before the singer's death, for
11(12) ON AND ON. Stephen Bishop
October. The news magazine,
12 (13) SWAYIN'TOTHE MUSIC. Johnny Rivers
National Enquirer is reported to
13 (14) I FEEL LOVE, Donna Summer
have increased sales by TWO million
14 (7) TELEPHONE LINE. Electric Light Orchestra
when they featured a photograph of
15 (3) DONT STOP. Fleetwood Mac
Presley in his coffin.
16 (5) STRAWBERRY LETTER 23, Brothers Johnson
Sieve's Cropper?: Steve Cropper,
17 (21) THE KING IS GONE, Ronnie McDowell
whose roots go far back in the
18 (20) 1TWAS ALMOST LIKE A SONG, Ronnie Milsap
modern rock era (Otis Redding,
19 (26) IT'S ECSTASY WHEN YOU LAY DOWN. Barry White
Booker T and the MGs etc.) is
making- a more than respectable 20 (34) DONT ITMAKE MY BROWN EYES BLUE, Crystal Gayle
living in Los Angeles as producer 21 (22) SIGNEDSEALED AND DELIVERED, Peter Frampton
and session musician. He greeted the 22 (24) HEAVEN ON THE 7th FLOOR. Paul Nicholas
23(23) JUNGLE LOVE, Steve Miller Band
news that Fantasy-Prestige had
acquired the catalogue of the 24 (25) THE GREATEST LOVE OF ALL, George Benson
defunct bankrupt Stax — his home
25 (29) SURFIN' USA. Leif Garrett
26 (30) JUST REMEMBER I LOVE YOU, Firefall
during the rocking Sixties —
philosophically, considering that he 27 (18) WAY DOWN. Elvis Presley
claims Stax owes him a figure 28(32) I BELIEVE YOU, Dorothy Moore
"nearing a million" in back 29(19) FLOAT ON, Floaters
royalties during his long sojourn 30 (31) CAT SCRATCH FEVER. Teci Nugent
with the Memphis label that once
symbolised modern r&b in the lateALBUMS
Sixties, early-Seventies.
1 (1) RUMOURS, Fleetwood Mac
"The last royalty cheque I
2 (2) SIMPLE DREAMS, Linda Ronstadt
received was cither late 1971 or early
3 (4) SHAUNCASSIDY. ShaunCassidy
1972," says Cropper. "Nobody is
4 (5) STAR WARS, Soundtrack
saying they can't pay what is due to
5 (3) MOODY BLUE, Elvis Presley
us — they just don't want to be the
6 (7) FOREIGNER, Foreigner
ones to make any kind of decision.
7 (9) ANYTIME...ANYWHERE, Rita Coolidqe
They have the contracts, know who
8 (8) GOING FOR THE ONE. Yes
produced what and who played on
9 (6) JT, James Taylor
what ... but some judge has his
10 (11) I ROBOT. Alan Parsons Project
hands on it and that's that. Seems
11 (12) LIVIN' ON THE FAULT LINE, Doobie Brothers
like a way to employ a lot of lawyers
12(13) HERE AT LAST...LIVE. Bee Gees
who should be doing something
13(14) LITTLE QUEEN, Heart
else."
A R WARS & 0THER
Cropper says that he was paid
™ mT,
GALACTIC FUNK. Meco
lb (19)
LIVE,c Foghat
c
royalties by Atlantic directly for
(
M0D0RES Commod
some time — "they had all the
Mn! ^FLOATERS,
'
ores
I^
17 (10)
Floaters
information" — but then Atlantic
18(18) CSN, Crosby Stills & Nash
moved into the WCI fold and
matters became complicated, he
^ <20! FLOWING RIVERS, Andy Gibb
adds. "According to Cropper,
everyone admits that he is owed
M KcSB!Er^rRomonies, "but I have to file suit to get
ill!
it."
Meanwhile Cropper hopes to be
r Ba nd
involved in the future of Stax under
^i
s
3 Summer
26 136) CHICAGO XI, Chicaqo
the Fantasy banner. "They have
27(29)
CAT
SCRATCH
F
EVER
ToH
M
every master up to 1971 when Stax
28 (32)
Volt moved to ABC Paramount,
29 (48) BRICK.
That's Otis Redding, Booker T,
BrS^BhT
Brick SOMEONE YOU LOVE. Barry White
30 (31) THE GRAND
Isaac Hayes, the Staple Singers,
ILLUSION, Styx
Albert King ... masters, alternate
Courtesy of Billboard, week-ending October 9
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Kenny Rogers

a

on tour
PLUS Special guest
CRYSTAL GAYLE
NOVEMBER
2-DUBLIN
3- BELFAST
4 - BIRMINGHAM Hippodrome
5 - LONDON Rainbow
6-LIVERPOOL Empire
7-CARDIFF Capitol
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Dick James: back
Music sales woos book buyers

in Christmas gift promotion
MUSIC SALES' annual Christmas
promotion to the trade this year is
laying heavy emphasis on display
material to lure buyers into the
music shops.

Bernie Toff, sales manager, is
sending out a special promotion
pack, including window posters and
self-adhesive banners, to over 2,000
music dealers. The promotional

a-

>^

Peter Phillips (seated) with Bob Wise, managing director of Music Sales.
Ronstadt, Gold titles
to Warner Brothers
IN A spate of signings, Rob
the Band's farewell concert last year.
Dickens, head of Warner Brothers
David Crosby and Graham Nash
Music in the UK, has concluded a
have also rejoined the Warner UK
number of deals with West Coast
stable after absence of two years and
American singer/writers.
with the re-signed Stephen Stills
Linda Ronstadt, Karla Bonoff and
produced the chart album CSN.
Andrew Gold are included in the
Other acts back with Warners for
roster, giving Warners the British
Britain are Niel Young and Joni
rights to many numbers on the
Mitchell.
recent Ronstadt albums Hasten
Dickens said his company had
Down The Wind and Simple Dreams
gained several UK covers of
and on Bonoff's CBS debut LP
copyrights from the publishing
which showcases her as an artist.
outlet of Brian Ahem, Tessa Music.
Gold is best known for his recent
Strong in this catalogue is Rodney
Lonely Boy hit and for the title track
Crowell, who has written some of
of the Leo Sayer album Endless
Emmylou Harris's biggest sellers.
Flight. Warner UK also has action
on the Gold catalogue which
includes product from Cliff Richard
and Prelude.
Martin-Coulter
Also signed is Robbie Robertson's
Medicine Hat Music, incorporating
most tracks on the last two Band
to Chappell
albums and parts of the upcoming
THE
CHAPPELL publishing
feature The Last Waltz, the movie of
division has finalised a deal with
Martin-Coulter Music which gives it
exclusive rights for the UK and
Nova songs
Ireland to print and distribute all
compositions now owned or
acquired during the term of the
go to Fuse
contract.
FUSE MUSIC in London has signed
The Bill Martin and Phil Coulter
a three-year worldwide publishing
output has been consistently strong
deal, said to be worth more than
over the years and included in the
£40,000 on guarantee, with Light On
Chappell agreement are Puppet On
The Way Music Inc., publishing
A String, Congratulations, My Boy,
outlet for the group Nova. Fuse is to
Shang-a-Lang and I Wanna Go
represent and administrate the
Back.
company in all world territories. The
The Chappell deal is launched
group, recently on tour in the UK,
with the publication of the new
has its third album, Wings Of Love,
Martin-Coulter song for Billy
out on Arista.
Connolly, Isn't It A Shame.
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slogan, not specifying Music Sales
but a general selling line, is: "Give
music books — the Christmas gift
that lasts all year round".
More than 100,000 brochures
have been printed up by Music Sales
for dealers to use on shop counters,
with a blank for dealers to print their
own names and addresses. The
campaign, Toff says, is part of the
company's general support given to
dealers through the year.
Also available in the pack is an
illustrated catalogue of BAM books
— Books About Music. It features
titles from book publishers
exclusively handled by Music Sales.
Each promotion pack costs around
£10 to produce but is free to dealers.
ATV Music has, for the third
lime, renewed its exclusive
agreement with Music Sales. The
new deal covers publication of
Northern Songs, the original
Beatles' outlet, and the Lawrence
Wright catalogue.
Peter Phillips, ATV Music
managing director, said: "We've
gone into a long-term deal this time
because of the innovative approach
to publishing and the dynamic Music
Sales marketing methods. It's rare to
go into a music or book shop
without finding a goodly selection of
ATV publications and now printed
music has become a real profit
centre for ATV."
The deal covers the world except
the US and Canada, with exclusivity
in the UK and Australia, and allows
English publications to be produced,
printed and exported to all other
countries.
Also included in the deal is a
complete ATV educational
catalogue of choral, band and
tutorial material, currently among
the best-selling music published
today.
EDITED
by
PETER JONES
Olofsong
signs

Elvis

tribute 45
PUBLISHING RIGHTS in the UK
to 1 Remember Elvis Presley, the
Dutch-produced hit single by Danny
Mirror, were snapped up by Jan
Olofsson of Olofsong Music early in
the record's ride to the charts in
various continental European
territories.
The tribute 45 received an
important UK lift-off when Todd
Slaughter, organizer of the official
Presley Fan Club, sent a circular to
all branch leaders commending the
single. He wrote: "There are around
18 tribute discs on the market, with
little to choose between them. But
we think the Mirror single is likely to
be bought in the UK market — and
it is important that one tribute disc
makes the chart."
Olofsson has also picked up the
UK rights to Be My Boogie Woogie
Baby, recorded by Mr. Walkie
Talkie, another continental charttopper and now out in Britain
through Polydor.
He says: "I tried to place this
master some nine months ago, but
had no joy. It wasn't until it got to
number one in the summer in
various European countries that
Adrian Rudge, of Polydor, heard it
and picked up the master rights from
Germany. Now it is starting to

to grass roots
international area, which includes
DICK JAMES is switching the
links with Budde in Berlin, Eduardo
emphasis on some of the activities
Bartrina in Madrid."
within his organisation on a day-toJames stressed that it was not a
day basis, prior to the company s
company founded on just the
move to lavish new offices at the end
Beatles and Elton John. A1 Stewart
of the year, but he will in no way
is an example he stressed with pride.
neglect what he regards as the
His involvement goes back to when
roots" — which is the music- Stewart
was just an up-and-coming
publishing side of the operation.
folk singer. The break finally came,
He says: "Stephen James runs the
with product such as Year Of The
record side. My aim is to take on a
Cat, and now material from the
kind of chief executive role as we go
early years is selling well.
into the new headquarters. But the
Other writers involved with DJM
publishing aspect is vital. My belief
now include Roger Greenaway, the
is that it's rare that you have a hit
Horslips, the Rockspurs (from the
record without a hit song. There are
US) and Buzz Cason Publications.
the odd rarities, but basically it is the
James said: "We have to try to
song."
sustain the unknown, because it is
When James switched from
pointless just living on past glories.
singing to publishing, he picked up
But we know that backing an
Northern Songs, the Beatles
unknown is a long shot.
publishing company, through Brian
"A guy can come in with a really
Epstein. He had five years with that
great song, but it can turn out ot be
group, then eight years with Elton
the only one he will ever write. But
John. Following those two moneyeven the Beatles needed support in
spinning names is an apparently
the early days. As publishers, we are
impossible task.
in a creative operation and we have
James goes along with that line of
to take a constant creative interest in
thinking. But he says: "We've a
the song, and encourage the writer.
worldwide network of publishing
The motto has to be 'It's the song,
affiliates. Basically we like to deal
it's the song'.
with nice people, because it is nicer
"What went before can be
to do business with nice people. But
financially great, but there has to be
I can't say I'll deal only with nice
an incessant desire to be in music on
people.
a day-to-day basis. Roland Rogers
"Our job as publishers is not just
eats, drinks and sleeps music. At the
a matter of buying catalogues. We
same time, we all have musical blind
have to act as a catalyst for the
spots, so we inevitably make
various writers we have under
mistakes.
contract.
"One disappointment was over
"For example, Don Black and
Hookfoot, a band we tried to sustain
Geoff Stephens had not previously
and help. But even then some good
written together as a team, until we
came out of it, because they
got them together. Now they're
provided half a new band for Elton
working on a stage show Dear
John. Really the one definable
Anyone, with story treatment from
quality in publishing today is
Hugh Wheeler and produced by
quality. Nobody wants wittingly to
Peter Witt. Nine songs have already
sign a rubbish song, but you have to
been written and I'm confidently
accept that even the best writers can
predicting that three of them will be
write a rubbish song.
hits."
"The scene today really does need
The show will appear first on
an injection of quality. I apologise
Broadway, as pan of the season next
for things that don't add up to
year. But DJM is putting together an
quality. But the search to find it has
advance double-album presentation
and that should be out in March or
to go on. At personal level, I'm
involved in many aspects of the
April. Dick James said: "We're
negotiating for big-name artists to
industry through our company. But
there is no way I could neglect those
be involved. David Soul and
Barbara Dickson, for example, and
grass roots of music publishing. At
hopefully Elmer Bernstein to
heart, I'm a publishing man."
conduct the overture."
Don Black, writer of many movie
theme successes, for years shared
Lord Music with James. In 1976,
Black's share was picked up by DJM
and he signed a long-term writing
deal with DJM. He has previously
BEST SELLING
written with Bernstein, along with
Henry Mancini and John Barry.
Geoff Stephens Tic-Toc catalogue of SHEET MUSIC
big-sellers like Daddy Don't You
Walk So Fast and You Won't Find
1 WAY DOWN, ATV
Another Fool Like Me, is now also
2 SILVER LADY, Macaulay/DJM
with DJM publishing.
3 NOBODY DOES IT BETTER,
Also acquired is Intune Music, the
United Artists
publishing outlet of Mitch Murray
4 ANGELO, Tony Hiller/ATV
and Peter Callander, with Ronnie
5 MAGIC FLY, Heath Levy
Cole, former Intune managing
6 NIGHTS ON BROADWAY,
director, signed by James to head up
Ariola
the DJM publishing division.
7 TULANE, Carlin
He said: "Cole takes over, and is
8 YOU GOT WHAT IT TAKES,
answerable to me. He'll have close
Leeds
contact with the copyright and
9
SUNSHINE
AFTER THE RAIN,
royally departments. He'll take over
United Artists
a lot of my own work, so I can find a
9
TELEPHONE
MAN, Campbell
wider scope in the new offices when
Connelly
we're settled early next year.
11 DO ANYTHING YOU WANNA
"But Roland Rogers, who has
DO, Island/Rock
been vital in the publishing side, has
12 WE'REALL ALONE, Heath Levy
his own important role. He has a
13 DAYTIME FRIENDS, Heath
tremendous background with the
Levy
company — some years with the
14 FLOAT ON, Anchor
legal department and Gcoffrev Ellis,
15 DOWN DEEP INSIDE, Screen
then on to copyrighting. But he had
Gems/EMI
a yearning for the creative side
16 EVERGREEN, Warner Bros
rather than paper shuffling. To
17
DANCIN'
EASY, Air
prove himself, he left to find
Edel/Hensley
experience, then came back as
18 DREAMER, Carlin
catalogue manager, on the creative
18 SPANISH STROLL. EMI
"Rogers will head up the 20 THE CRUNCH, Rondor/Tin Lid
Courtesy MPA
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by a City Editor
IN THE music business Decca is
well-known as one of the largest
producers of records and tapes in
Britain. While its position in the pop
area has declined recently due to
relative lack of success in the singles
charts as well as experiencing a
similar loss of market in the midand full-price LP market, it holds a
strong position in classical music.
It follows, then, that Decca has
been making less and less money
from records, and for that matter
from its other consumer-related
activities, television and audio. In
1976/77 profits before interest and
tax charges from the group's
consumer divisions were just over £3
million whereas in 1973 they had
approached £10 million.
Yet in the City Decca's shares are
followed enthusiastically, and never
more so than at the moment. The
stock market worth of the group
since the beginning of this year has
risen from £50m. to £97m. There are
a number of reasons for this, but
boiled down they add up to the fact
that people have already noticed
how Decca has changed its profile in
recent years and they expect the
company to change even more
dramatically in the near future.
Investors long ago ceased to
regard Decca's record business as
anything other than a sideline,
sometimes interesting and
sometimes — quite profitable. This
is not peculiar to Decca; the City as a
rule shies away from the
entertainment business since
earnings can be unpredictable and
disasters loo frequent.
Examples arc Associated
Television, which is heavily
committed to the entertainment
business and, of course, includes
Pye along with a substantial music
publishing business. It attracts a
relatively poor stock market rating.
And while investors are intrigued by
EMI's records business, Capitol in
particular being more than usually
interesting because of its strong
position in the North American
market, most buy EMI shares
because of the company's exciting
prospects in medical technology
through the scanner programme.
Decca, too, is seen by the City as
an electronics company, more
specifically electronics with marine
and military applications. The
company is famous — and has been
since the last war — for its radar and
navigator systems. This business is
extremely profitable, so much so
that it has filled the gap left by
declining consumer product
earnings. Thus, last year Decca's
profits, again before interest and
tax, were £19 million, of which some
£16 million was earned outside
records, television and radio.
But it is not only because of this
attractive capital goods business that
the City watches Decca with growing
interest. It is because the group's
founder, Sir Edward Lewis, is now
77, and there is no outside sign that
he has prepared the management
succession for when he retires. The
predators are therefore wailing,
many of them openly expressing
interest in Decca's electronics
business, while at the same time
wondering what on earth can be
done with the consumer activities.
But for the fact that Decca is still
closely controlled by Sir Edward, his
family and friends, someone would
have launched a bid for the group by
now. Instead, potential suitors have
had to be content with trying to
persuade Sir Edward to sell out, or
at least to indicate what ideas he has
about the company's future. But for
the man who founded Decca and

Sir Edward Lewis — no outward
sign that he has prepared a
successor.
whose guiding brilliance built it up,
selling out is apparently
unthinkable. Secretive and defensive
about his plans for Decca, Sir
Edward has stated firmly that the
company is "not for sale".
He can do this because the
ordinary capital which controls the
voting power in Decca is largely in
his hands. The much larger "A"
capital which is held by a wider
investment public has no votes. Not
only has Sir Edward resisted
overtures from hopeful bidders, but
he has apparently set himself against
public pressure in refusing to
enfranchise the "A" capital which
would of course have the effect of
opening Decca up.
Who wants Decca? Almost all the
big electrical groups with a stake in
the fast-growing military
electronics business, would be
interested in part of it — companies
like GEC, EMI and Racal. Some,
Racal particularly, see Decca's
acquisition as the first stage towards
a much wider rationalisation of the
British electronics business. On the
other hand EMI's claim would
presumably be that it could not only
absorb Decca's capital equipment
business, but also its record
activities. While Decca's market
share in this area may be declining, it
still has an attractive catalogue
which is of course the essence of a
record business. *
There seem to be three
alternatives. The least likely is that
Sir Edward Lewis has prepared the
ground so badly that Decca will
effectively become available on the
open market. In vhal case there
could be an unseemly rush by a
number of bidders. And since it is
probable that the winner would be
someone who did not want the
consumer businesses, the record,
television and audio activities would
subsequently come on the market.
The second is that Sir Edward will
arrange to sell control of the group,
thus blocking attempts by many
likely contenders. But the third
possibility, and perhaps the most
probable, is that Decca itself will sell
its consumer activities providing
more funds for the development of
its electronics activities and thus
ensuring independence for the group
tor the time being at least. In this
situation both EMI and ATV could
be interested, not to mention several
overseas producers.
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by ADAM WHITE
CALL RSO a successful new
independeni in the international
music marketplace. Small praise.
Apart from Neil Bogan's
Casablanca, it is hard to think of
another outfit making quite so much
global smoke.
The fire at RSO Records, a
division of Robert Stigwood's multimedia empire, is president A1 Coury.
Under his rule, the label ignited ten
million dollars' worth of US
turnover in 1976, will double that in
the current year, and reach around
S35 million in 1978. Worldwide
business adds an extra 40 percent to
those figures.
Small in size, the RSO roster is
commanding in stature and
• cosmopolitan in content: the Bee
Gees, Eric Clapton, Yvonne
Elliman, Paul Nicholas, Barbara
Dickson, Jack Bruce, Smokie (for
the US) and Andy Gibb. Each can
claim recent success in various parts
of the world — Elliman, Nicholas,
Dickson and the brothers Gibb have
been strong in Britain — and the
company also prospered with Rick
Dees' singular novelty. Disco Duck,
which raided almost every territory
in existence last year.
The latest RSO acquisitions lend
some American weight to an
otherwise largely-British lineup:
Player, a California quintet in the
white r&b mould, and John Stewart,
veteran singer-songwriter of
solo and Kingston Trio
accomplishments.
AI Coury came to RSO from
Capitol, "a school I graduated
from". Graduation day was a long
lime coming — he worked for the
firm for some 17 years, starting in
sales, rising through (local, then
national) promotion, and to a&r.
Among his signings were Bob Seger,
Natalie Cole and Sylvers. He left,
mainly disenchanted with the
latterday direction in which Capitol
was moving, as a senior . vicepresident.
RSO Records itself began as a
production unit with the Bee Gees
and Cream, among others, during
the Sixties, becoming a production
label with various international
affiliations (Polydor in the UK,
Atlantic in the US) in the early
Seventies, and breaking out as a
fully-fledged record company last
year with Coury's arrival.
He attributes the label's progress
to a policy that artists inked are just
those whose music fits in with the
team and its outlook. "We pride
ourselves on what we put out, only
issuing records which we really
believe can be hits". Coury instances
"the small fortune" RSO spent
recording Yvonne Elliman before
her worldwide hit. Love Me. He did
not believe in those sessions, so "I
ate the cost and told her that we
wouldn't release the record". The
RSO chief holds to no optimum
number of artists — "just as many
as we can handle properly and do
justice to".
That philosophy has paid off for
almost everyone so far connected
with RSO, including its newest
achievement, Andy Gibb. The
difficulties experienced by others
attempting to follow in famous
relatives' footsteps seem to have
bypassed the Gibblet, as he is
referred to in some quaaers.
Nevertheless, there was discussion
within RSO that Andy's I Just
Wanna Be Your Everything sounded
too much like the Bee Gees,
compounded, no doubt, by Barry
Gibb's authorship. Coury agrees
that the brother's role in helping
Andy formulate his material was
significant, but adds that he was
impressed by the young one's own
musical talent. "Our decision to go
with the record was based on the
merits of the song and the
performance, plus the fact that we
really have nothing to hide about
who he is" — which is not
necessarily the same as exploiting
that connection. "We never
announced 'younger brother of the
Bee Gees* or 'a new Bee Gee' in any
of our advertising. We didn't need
PAGE 18
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President
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Coury
Above, left to right: RSO artists Yvonne Elliman, Paul Nicholas, and Barbara Dickson; below,
(centre) pictured with (right) Robert Stigwood and producer-manager Peter Asher.
Nicky Chinn that he would handle Hearts Club Band will premiere,
to, because the single was so strong
Smokie, then making little US
with RSO handling what Coury
in its own right. It became evident
believes will be the biggest musical
headway via MCA, when they
after three weeks that we were going
soundtrack since, yes, The Sound Of
became available. "I made that deal
to have a smash on our hands."
Music.
even before I joined Stigwood,"
A smash of platinum proportions.
declares Coury. "Chinn and
The much-publicised film
Although I Just Wanna Be Your
extravaganza is in pre-production
Chapman had enough faith in me to
Everything slopped short of a high
now, with Peter Frampton cast as
allow that to happen."
UK chart placing, it climbed to the
The first RSO efforts for Smokie
Billy Shears and Paul Nicholas as his
top in America — twice. After three
delivered top ten status with Living
elder brother. Other ingredients
weeks at No. 1 in August and a
include guest appearances by a host
Next Door To Alice last year. But as
month-long drop in deference to the
of other stars and a 30-song score
Coury confesses, one single does not
Emotions' Best Of My Love, the
of Beatles work. Coury's certainly
make a hit act, nor was the band
Gibblet returned to the peak for a
about soundtrack sales stems from
able to lour for consolidation. "We
further week in September. It was
took a big chance with the followthe universal appeal of the music,
the first time in the history of
up, and I discussed this with Mike
which will be produced by George
Billboard's Top 100 that a record
and Nicky, by re-releasing If You
Martin.
bounced back to No. 1 after being
Think You Know How To Love
The first music from Saturday
out of the lop slot for so long. Still
Me." It had been available before
Night Fever, now finished and set
on the national charts after half a
on MCA, but died despite airplay.
for American cinemas in November,
year, I Just Wanna Be Your
"I always felt the record was a hit,
is already released in the form of the
Everything has now broken into the
so we gambled."
Bee Gees' new US single, How Deep
r&b market and is bulleting towards
On this occasion, Coury lost.
Is Your Love. It is one of five
the top 20 there.
"Apparently, a lot more stations
original songs written by the group
"It puts a lot of pressure upon the
that we could imagine played it the
for the film, which offers a New
follow-up, no doubt," admits
York discotheque as the focus of its
first lime around. And not only that,
Coury. "But we're confident that we
but a number were playing it as an
action (Travolta is the best dancer)
can do it. Andy's album is selling
oldie, even though it never made the
in an almost-update of West Side
10,000 copies a day in the US, and
charts."
Story.
he has just finished a national tour,
Now Smokie's third RSO single,
Grease is due next spring,
opening for Neil Sedaka. We have a
retaining some music from the
reviving Needles And Pins, is on the
superstar."
original stage show on which it is
US charts, and recent discussions
As to luminaries of the future,
with Mike Chapman and Nicky
based, plus new material. Solo
Coury's list includes Smokie and
Chinn
have
yielded
the
likelihood
of
singles by Newton-John and
Player. He calls the latter very
Travolta
will be on their respective
an
American
tour
for
the
quartet
in
commercial, making white pop
labels, MCA and Midsong, while
1978. "We're back on the tracks
music with a soul feel — a variation
RSO has the 2LP soundtrack.
again with Smokie," says Coury.
on the theme employed profitably by
Indeed, much of the label's future
As well as artists, films are
the Average White Band and Hall &
growth is expected to come from the
shaping up as top priority for RSO
Gates. The RSO debut by Player,
three movie-score recordings. "They
Records in the coming year.
who previously recorded for Dennis
will be a very important part of our
Through parent division projects,
Lambert and Brian Potter's Haven
business as far as immediate dollar
Saturday Night Fever and Grease,
label (the pair continues to produce
volume is concerned," agrees
the label will soon be handling a pair
the group), is Baby Come Back,
Coury, "and will give the company
of soundtrack packages — one
already in the American charts. An
great financial stability. But it
featuring material by the Bee Gees,
album is due soon.
Yvonne Elliman, Tavares and a
presents an even greater challenge to
Coury's links with Smokie go
me. The advantage of soundtracks is
number of leading disco names, the
back to his Capitol days, when the
other showcasing Olivia Newtonthat if they're successful, they're
Chinnichap team was busy with
John and John Travolta.
enormously so and you make a great
Sweet. The RSO president's exit
Then, next autumn, Stigwood's
deal of money from them. The
from the Tower prompted an
protracted Sgl. Pepper's Lonely
disadvantage is that you don't get a
agreement with Mike Chapman and

W

follow-up. It's not like breaking a
new act, an Andy Gibb, whom we
expect to sell for many years, like his
brothers. With soundtracks, you
may do a tremendous amount of
business one year, but if you don't
have more soundtracks the next year
— and the likelihood is that you
won't — it leaves a big void in your
dollar volume. You can't be deluded
into forgetting that.
"What I have to do to compensate
for this additional pressure is
upgrade my schedule of breaking
new artists. That's the challenge,
and to me, it's more significant than
the soundtracks, though that's not
to say that those won't continue to
sell for many years afterwards as
catalogue items."
The answer to some extent, says
Coury, is to project them separately,
"so that we don't distort what really
is the rock bottom of the record
company." He adds; "I make a
study of a lot of other operations,
and try to learn from them. MCA
was red hot one year with Elton
John and Olivia Newton-John, and
they had three huge soundtracks,
including The Sting and American
Graffiti. The following year, it had
no soundtracks, and Elton and
Olivia did not sell as well as before.
Something like that could put a
company into financial difficulties.
I'm not saying MCA Records will go
out of business, of course, but it
certainly changed their financial
outlook considerably. It's almost
impossible to compensate for that
volume of business. What I'm trying
to do is keep a clear head, project
my figures and the growth of my
company at a steady, controlled rate
— and when I do receive the
windfall of those soundtracks, I
don't let them throw out my
perspectives too far."
Meanwhile, the RSO chiefs
perspectives will be taking on a
foreign hue. Having spent the first
18 months building up a solid
American base, particularly in
promotion and personnel, he now
intends to assume greater
international responsibilities, and to
increase the company's activity
accordingly — in Britain, where
Yvonne Elliman's Love Me was
recently the biggest-selling disc in the
label's UK history; in Germany,
where the Gibb brothers (younger
and elder) are solid business; and in
Japan, where Eric Clapton is
legendary (his current tour was sold
out three to four weeks in advance)
and other RSO acts are breaking.
These markets are vital to the firm's
turnover and profits.
"This year I'm looking to increase
the number of staff in Los Angeles
and London, so that we can be in
constant communication with the
Polydor International people in
Hamburg, and the managing
directors and label managers in key
countries throughout the world. I
shall also personally be spending as
much time as I possibly can in the
UK, helping to build up a stronger,
more visible operation. The label's
image has got to be projected by the
label; I don't think it's up to
Polydor. Where 1 do believe Polydor
needs improvement as far as RSO is
concerned is in the marketing and
selling areas. The same would he
true if we were with CBS, say, or
EMI. Marketing is so important in
Europe, because you don't have as
many avenues for artist and music
exposure as we do in the States. So
when you're fortunate enough to get
something exposed, you'd better be
able to respond to it, to back it up
immediatclv."
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'Elvis in Concert' captures
the music of Elvis Presley
1
during his last tour of
the States in June, and
the US television
show recorded just
before his untimely
death.
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'Elvis in Concert'
will unquestion-
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It's a double album, with a lavish
full-colour pictorial gatefold sleeve.
The suggested retail price is £6.98.

To ensure initial deliveries by the
release date, make sure you return the
order card mailed to you separately
before October 12. Or obtain one
from your RCA rep.
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THE MAP on the right shows what
the UK's network of commercial
radio stations will look like by about
the end of 1980 — if the
Independent
Broadcasting
Authority gets it way.
It includes 15 new sites announced
by the IBA last week as targets for
the next round of expansion (the last
of the present set came on air in
April 1976). If the Government gives
the go-ahead by the end of the year,
several could be on air in 1979.
At the same time the BBC,, which
earlier this year published its plan
for nationwide coverage of over 60
stations, has set up a working party
to decide its own immediate aims. A
report is due in mid-October.
It sounds simple, but in fact the
whole state of affairs is becoming
increasingly confusing. The BBC
and IBA are being forced to behave
like poker players bidding
blindfolded, rather than being
involved as participants in a longterm logical set-up for UK local
radio. Instead both radio 'powers'
are blandly playing their hands as if
the other was not even in the game.
The BBC began, shortly after the
Annan Report was published last
spring, by announcing its own
scheme for local stations in what
seemed like virtually every centre of
population boasting two houses and
a post office. It presently has 20
local stations against ILR's 19.
The Annan recommendation —
that all local radio be brought under
a single, new authority — did not
deter the BBC from pressing ahead
regardless either of the
Government's indecision or,
apparently, the existence of
commercial radio.
Now the IBA has done the same,
carefully placing its own 15 sites in
places not occupied by the
'opposition.' So even after the next
round of franchises, if the IBA plan
was followed, Bristol, Leeds and
Hull would be just three major
centres without commercial radio.
It all smacks of precisely the same
kind of random progress that has
dogged local radio since the BBC
first launched it over ten years ago.
So much caution has been employed
in making sure that local radio is
developed rationally and responsibly
that it has created a system that is

commercial radio in
1 sou ■
statement saying that the IBA
"believes that advertisementEdited by
financed local radio can provide a
well-balanced,
informative and
GODFREY RUST
entertaining local public service
(which does not need local
competition to 'complement' it) and
more confused, arbitrary and illthat the Annan Committee's aims
defined than the most chaotic freecan be realised through the
0#Vbordoon
development of Independent Local
for-all would ever have produced.
Observers of the radio scene arc
Radio." The unnecessary "local
KEY
Tnysldo
competition" is clearly the BBC.
asking why is it that both BBC and
% Existing ILR
Stations
IBA — each with some form of
This a tougher approach than the
public responsibility — should have
IBA has taken before. In the past it
QIBA proposals
published such plans knowing full
has only been individual stations like
for next stage
lydo
Liverpool's Radio City that have
well that nothing can be done until
Forth
the Government comes to a decision,
directly challenged the BBC's
0
and that at some stage (if they are
inherent belief that only the BBC
type of local broadcasting is morally
not both to give way to a new
Metro
uplifting.
authority, which seems increasingly
unlikely) they will have to sit down
The IBA has gone further, to say
Too
that after the next round of 15
and come to an agreement?
NOT SHOWN.
stations it plans to create "a new
An obvious answer is that the
* Downtown
style of ILR offering extensive rural
manoeuvring is for propaganda
(Belfast)
coverage of an unserved area,
purposes. Since the Annan Report
O West of Ulster
pen y0 hi'0
possibly located in the Highlands, in
came out the BBC's backing for its
FY Swc^
,
local radio service has grown almost
Wales or in Lincolnshire."
Piccadilly • Hd||0
The financing and organisation of
daily. The recent elevation of
Michael Barton to the title of
such stations clearly reflect the
O
Annan Committee's plea for variety
Controller of Local Radio (on a par
0 Trent
in commercial radio. "Moreover,"
therefore with the heads of the four
^Beacon
major networks) confirmed the new
last week's statement continues,
qNo
# BRMB
status that local radio has acquired
"the IBA has indicated its
O CoventryOPoto'borough
willingness to invite proposals from
within the Corporation. Always the
ONorthompton
poor relation, it has suddenly
groups with plans for selfGloucastor/ QLuton
Sv^onsoo Sound O Cheltenham
^ /
supporting local radio, regardless of
become a prized possession and
those in BBC local radio are
what area they come from."
Cni
0
Capital
Southond
understandably taking every
Yet while the IBA is trying to
Thames Volley ®LBC
#
opportunity to exploit their newimpress the Home Office with its
found position in the limelight.
ability to take on all the functions
Exoter/Torbny Bourriomouth ^ victorY
proposed for a new radio authority,
Similarly, the IBA is much
o _
o
it announces a plan for further
heartened by recent audience
stations which carefully avoids
research and, finding itself with 19
treading on the BBC's toes. Have
commercially viable (if not yet all
the authorities accepted that neither
profitable) stations on its hands has
is going to lose its local network? If
gained in confidence. At last week's
IBA will say, is to provide radio consortia all over the country
so,
what is going to happen to their
press conference the IBA Directoranxious to bid for ILR stations.
services for as much of the country
carefully laid plans when, as must
General, Sir Brian Young, was able
The proposals allow for some of
as possible. "What the BBC decides
happen, they sit down together to
to defend the commercial network
the new stations to be "associates"
to do must be its own affair", IBA
devise a common strategy to ensure
saying:
Director of Radio John Thompson
of others — a new word for the
what Annan and everyone else
"I get tired of -the myth that
suggested "satellite" stations that
commented.
wants; nationwide local radio?
aitcmpis to polarise popularity and
have been much discussed this year.
It makes sense for the BBC and
No answer can be expected from
public service. Public service must
A station in the west of Ulster, for
IBA to let the Home Office know
the Government for a few months
mean serving all the needs of the
example, might have 35 percent of
what they would like to do but to
yet, and in the meantime the IBA
public — music, news and fresh
its shares owned by Downtown
outsiders it makes no sense at all to
will argue that as it is instructed to
ideas. We think that ILR has done a
Radio in Belfast and gain from a
publish it so widely without a shred
provide radio services that are
most worthwhile job by the fact that
of proof that any of it will happen.
combined news services, sales force
complementary to the BBC it can do
it is popular. It would not, for
If the IBA did get the go-ahead
and so on. The possibility of small
nothing that will encroach on those
example, have done the job that it
for its plan, between six and eight
stations being "twinned" by a
services (despite the fact that several
has for the young unemployed if it
franchises would be offered in the similar, though this time mutual,
ILR stations already compete with
were not for this popularity."
first place. It is known that there are
BBC local radio). The first job, the
arrangement is also mooted.
This was echoed in a press

D
m

beacon

THE CRICKETS, Buddy Holly's former backing group who are appearing in
England to celebrate the late singer's birthday, are pictured beside the Beacon
Radio OB unit during their visit to the Wolverhampton station to be
interviewed by presenter Mike Baker (second from left).
Mansfield rings in new

TV variety, pop shows
begin a 13-week run until next
MIKE MANSFIELD, producer of
summer. The programme features
Supersonic and Supcrpop, records a
new singles releases and the artists
new tv series in January for
talking about their own and others'
broadcast later in the year. It is The
efforts. "The critics will hate it but
Gong Show, based on an American
the public will love it,' 'he comments
programme of the same name which
cheerfully.
features all possible kinds of variety
A previous Mansfield production
act in a 'New Faces' type of format.
has won the producer an unusual
The going is sounded by a panellist
accolade, A copy of the "Too Old
whenever he or she thinks an act too
To Rock And Roll, Too Young To
av/ful to continue.
Die" Jethro Tull film, broadcast
Mansfield's Blast-Off show,
simultaneously on London Weekend
which was piloted on Southern TV
TV and Capital Radio last year, has
earlier this summer, has been
been requested by the National Film
accepted by the network but will not
Archives.
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Vance leaves Capital
Roger Kirk has moved to weekend
TOMMY VANCE, former pirate
shows, and the station is still looking
and Radio 1 dj is now a former
for an experienced, full-time
Capital Radio dj as well. Following
presenter.
his departure from the London
Clyde's Colin MacDonald, the
station last week, head of
Glasgow station's press man and
programmes Aidan Day remarked:
presenter of a variety of alternative
"It was all perfectly amicable. We
just felt that it was time for a
folk-based programmes, is no longer
dealing with publicity but will be
change. Who knows, we might do
employed solely on a freelance basis
something with Tommy again in a
few months' time."
as a broadcaster.
Vance's Saturday slot will be
While Rosko touts his American
taken over by Nicky Hornc, whose
wares around the country {MW
Your Mother Wouldn't Like It show
September 3), the New Jersey
now has a six-day run featuring the
company Air Crafts is offering a
listeners' requests on Mummy's
free trial package of two new 15Chan on Saturdays. The rock show
minutc rock shows with which it
also now incorporates a magazine
hopes to boost its overseas
feature including "news of rock
syndicated business. The shows are
events, reviews of rock functions
Rock & Roll Illustrated (a rock
and all that would interest rock
magazine featuring a different artist
fans", the Capital newssheet
or theme each week) and 15 Big
explains.
Ones (a rock quiz show), each
Still at Capital, Clivc Smith is to
formatted with a commercial break
take over from librarian/producer
Those wishing to dabble with the
Annie Challis and the library is to be
idea can get a presentation package
computerised. The new system will
from Air Crafts at P.O. Box 68
help listeners wanting to know which
Woodbridge, New Jersev 07095'
record they heard at a certain time of
USA.
the day, simplify ncedlctime
1
ana dian
payments and aid the djs in all
SiJ'
/ . ^Broadcasting,
.
connection;
Standard
whose large
manner of ways with information.
shareholdings
in UK radio were so
At Pennine, former commercial
recently exposed after being known
production manager Mike Hurley
lor so long only to the IBA, the 10
has been restored to the payroll as
companies and anyone else who had
breakfast show presenter. Hurley
seen the press releases, has formed a
resigned in July to set up his own
Toronto-based consultancv division
creative company. Former earlybird
un
Uil1
who for -.wo years

ran Standards' UK operation which
included time at the London rep
house Broadcast Marketing
Services. Hall expects to retain his
UK connections.
Reports once more of reception of
the soul-music "station" Radio
Invicta being heard on 92.4 khz
between noon and mid-afternoon on
Sundays in London. Invicta was last
tracked down and fined in 1973.
BBC Radio Sheffield points out
in response to Landlincs of August
13 that its full programme schedule
is and always has been available on
the Rediffusion cable Channel C.
August revenue for the 19 ILR
stations showed a 60 percent
increase over the same month in
1976, totalling nearly £1.5m. The
total for the year now exceeds
£13.6m.
Finally, a subtle case of BBC
discrimination was unearthed during
the compiling of Music Week's
Tenth Anniversary Radio 1
supplement. BBC publicity shots ol
djs are captioned on the back;
"Radio 1 disc jockey Noel
Edmonds" or whoever. All except
one, which reads "Popular Radio 1
disc jockey Tony Blackburn."
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Order from your WEA salesman
or telephone 01-998 5929
WEA Distribution, PO Box 59,
Alperton Lane, Wembley, Middlesex HAO 1FJ

Taken from the forthcoming album
FOOTLOOSE 'N' FANCY FREE
RVLP5
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Clash of old, new wave TV
Joan Armatrading, the Sutherland
ROCK BANDS ai 20 paces: the
Brothers and Quiver, Tim Moore,
weapons in a BBC-ITV duel that
GODFREY RUST
Dr Hook, Otway and Barrett and,
promises to provide the best
looks
at
the
Appleton hopes. Queen.
autumn's tv rock music since the Old
coming
autumn
tv
Christmas week will see a oneGrey Whistle first peeped.
hour special, akin to last year's
season
What has spiced up a traditionally
Macon Whoopee programme,
unexciting part of our tv diet is, of
featuring the Whistle Test crew at
course, the new wave music. While
Bearsville.
Morrison, Iggy Pop. Dave
the Whistle Test finds itself dragging
Appleton will have a busy
Edmunds, Jam, the Albertos and
behind even Top Of The Pops and
autumn. Apart from the Whistle
Mink de Ville have also been filmed:
Radio 1 in giving exposure to the
Test he is also producer of the tv half
others including Jonathan Richman
new acts Granada's So It Goes has
and Otway and Barrett will be
of the simulcast Sight And Sound In
leapt unashamedly into the clubs
Concert, returning after its success
making studio appearances.
themselves to record an apparently
last year for a six-month run. Radio
Artists with more than six months
unending stream of hopefuls.
experience will generally find their
1 In Concert producer Jeff Griffin is
Apart from the clash of styles
Appleton's colleague in the project,
best bet is a spot on The Old Grey
there is also the volume of this
and together they are compiling a
Whistle Test, which began again two
season's offerings. A full run of the
strong batting order of one-hour
weeks ago with film of the Rolling
Whistle Test, 26 weeks of Sight And
concerts that began last Saturday (1)
Stones' 1976 Paris concert.
Sound In Concen and ten of So It
The director-producer-presenter
with Camel and continue (again, not
Goes are only the major showcases
team of Tom Corcoran, Mike
in this order) with Alex Harvey, the
for non-Top 30 music.
Stranglers, Elkie Brooks,
Appleton and Bob Harris has
When So It Goes ran for nine
Supertramp and Nazareth.
returned
from
its
annual
American
weeks last summer it was greeted
trek with the usual collection of
No doubt it will be the BBC's turn
with prolonged and almost
for a critical pasting this session for
suitable film clips for the
unanimous criticial disapproval.
forthcoming session. Out of that
failing to give the new wave
True, it was hardly the best putexposure. In fact the studio and bigmaterial came the idea for the new
together pop show on record; but it
stage formats of the two main BBC
feature in this serires: 'Portrait', a
did introduce Graham Parker and
shows hardly do justice to most of
look at one artist or group via an
the Rumour, Eddie and the Hot
interview and two songs, running for
the new crop, and the clash of
Rods, Tom Waits, the McGarrigle
14 or 15 minutes of the 40-mmute
'policy' between the networks is
Sisters, the Albertos, Matumbi, Kiss
show.
more than a natural extension of the
and the Sex Pistols to British tv.
current rather rich confusion on the
Portrait began this Tuesday (4)
Now it has a new producer, exmusic scene. In six months' time
with singer-songwriter Harry
World In Action man Geoff Moore
Bob Harris might be whispering
Chapin, to be followed (though not
(Tony Wilson remains as presenter),
through a very different Whistle
necessarily in this order) by Carole
and has discarded the studio format
Bayer Sager, Tom Petty, Andrew
Test: like any topical tv programme
in favour of putting tv crews into
it can only respond to what is
Gold, Jefferson Starship, Stephen
clubs like Liverpool's Eric's and
happening. Meanwhile Granada's
Bishop, Andy Pratt and Rod
London's Hope And Anchor to
experiment might produce some
Stewart. Obviously most of material
capture the new bands in their
rough and ready footage, but among
at present is American, but
natural habitat.
Appleton
hopes
to
supplement
it
it may be videotape of one or two
Elvis Costello, the Buzzcocks, Sad
acts that will hold in ten years' time
with Portraits of British acts. The
Cafe, John Cooper Clark,
the kind of nostalgia that film of the
feature is scheduled every fortnight.
Penetration, the Movies, Nick
Beatles in the Cavern holds in the
Live appearances in the early
Lowe, XTC and 999 get their tv
Seventies.
shows are from Lone Star, Crawler,
premieres on the programme. Van
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TWO SIDES of Atv rock.
with Levon Hulm
n
Corcoran,
Mike PPle*?
™d*°HwYork
ex-Band member's
at
a party-cum-concert
in upstate
New York to celebrate
^ the
OGWt had flown in
solo album Levon Hulm and The RCO All o/ .
Below the new
from Emerson, Lake & Palmer's last concertM
^fX
'tr jTcole whih
v
ad
wave: So It Goes' cameraman zooms in on ° MJf
recording at Eric's club in Liverpool for the new ITV series.
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FRONT PAGE NEWS'
ORDER NOW! (MCG3S24)
CAMPAIGN BEGINS
Wishbone

MCA

BACKING

IflSHES

mimms
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MCA Records are really pulling out all the stops for "Front
Page News" the new Wishbone
Ash album, released Friday
7 th October.
They'll be piling on the pressure with outside back covers
throughout the music press.
During Wishbone Ash's tour,
fans will be given a special
"Evening Argus" newspaper
packed with band and album

B

u
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v rv-.t . & ^^7

NEW

ALBUM

s

A
IS

w

OCTOBER 10

details, and there'll also be a
4 page pull-out in Sounds with
a total print run of xk million!
At the same time, The Ash
will be ruling the air-waves
with a rock solid radio campaign advertising not only
"Front Page News" but also
details of the bands 11 date U.K.
Tour. So listen for them on
BRMB, Capital, City, Clyde,
Hallam, Metro and Piccad illy.

/J

"FR ONT PAGE NEWS," POINT- OF-SALE.
o
NATIONWIDE TOUR COINCIDES

if*

SINGLE FROM THE ALBUM
WITH ALBUM
"Front

rap

News"
c/w'DIAMOND JACK'
MCA 326
OUT NOW ON MCA RECORDS

MCG 3524

RELEASE
Oct 16
Newcastle City Hall
Oct 17
Glasgow Apollo
Oct 18
Sheffield City Hall
Oct 20
Birmingham Odeon
Oct 21
Liverpool Empire
Oct 22
Manchester Belleview
Oct 24
Leicester De Montford
Oct 25
Coventry Theatre
Oct 26
Cardiff Capital
Oct 27 ...Southampton Gaumont
Oct 31
Empire Pool Wembley

"Front Page News" is big news! In the press,
on the radio and in-store too, with the P.O.S.
shown above - Newspaper placards, large
colour cut-outs, counter display and colour
poster with over 550 major window displays
throughout the country.
STOP PRESS...
Harvey Goldsmith campaign guarantees tour
action. Bus fronts, tube posters and massive bill
posting including 6' x 4' special posters for London.

ADVERTISEMENT

AGE

NEWS

FRONT

PAGE

NEWS

FRO
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Wild Walt Brown, the music hall dj.

breed

of dj-entertamer

by ROGER ST. PIERRE
BRITAIN'S GREAT disco boom
has brought with it a new breed of
entertainer — the dj who isn't
content to simply put records on
interspersed with a few words of
chat but who presents a truly visual
show.
While it is the top Radio One and
commercial radio djs who command
the real big money on live gigs it is
the djs nurtured in the discos who
provide the real entertainment.
It's been estimated that there are
around 50,000 disc jockeys working
around the country. Most are just
playing at it, probably no more than
a few thousand actually make
money and less than a thousand
work at it as a full-time job.
Of these "professionals" the vast
majority clear no more than £60-£70
a week but there are a handful who
command upwards of £100 a night
— like Wild Walt Brown, Steve
Maxted and Tony "Shades"
Valence.
What makes the difference in
earning power is the uniqueness of
this elite and each puts on a total
concept show. In Walt Brown's case
it consists of a zany approach
dressed in a frilly skirt and blouse
and zooming around the audience
on Wellington boot-mounted rollerskates to the strains of Swan Lake or
doing a Tarzan and Jane act to Ray
Stevens' oldie Guitarzan.
"What I'm really into is an
updated version of music hall," says
Brown, an ageless teenager of the
Jimmy Saville mould who - is
accompanied on gigs by his 16-yearold son and a silver-painted dustbin
full of props.
Brown is probably unique in being
able to get away with playing heavy

rock to soul audiences, punk to
middle-aged crowds and classical
music to teenagers: "It's not what
you play, it's how you present it,"
argues Brown whose records are
transported in empty beer-crates and
are played in no particular sequence.
Another big earner is Blackpool's
Ian Levine who used the
springboard of his regular gig at the
local Mecca to get into a second
career as a record producer. He has
had some measure of chart success
with his efforts in the Northern Soul
field.
Northern soul was also the key to
his renown" as a dj. He used his
ability to pick up on obscure sounds
and turn them into in-demand
classics to build himself a following,
rather than having a particularly
distinctive style of presentation.
Building a faithful following has
been the secret for most of the big
money earners whose fees depend on
their ability to virtually guarantee a
sell-out audience at their venues.
"Djs build up a long-standing
rapport with their crowd and it
reaches the stage where they will
follow you from one club to
another," says Jeff Spence who has
held several high fee residencies at
clubs in the South West over the past
eight years.
"If a dj wants to earn big money
then he's got to build his reputation
to the level where people aren't
going to the club for the club itself
or even for the music but to see him
perform."
In common with many of the topleague disco djs, Spence is angered
by the kind of money denied to them
but which club owners happily pay
out to radio djs.
"Some of those guys are asking

Introducing for

1977

UaS
rr.V-

disco club

for and getting £200 and more a
show yet few of them pull a c1"0^'
One club I worked started booking
Radio One names
^ ^
drawing fewer people than I was
pulling in every other night ot tne
week. Yet I was being paid less tor
six nights than they were getting tor
one."
J.
0
There is, the disco djs argue, a
vast difference between being good
on radio and good at the disco: "It s
like expecting a good drummer
automatically to be a good bass
player. They are both musicians,
sure, but doing totally different jobs
and the same applies to this job,
argues Andy Stinton, assistant
promotion manager at DJM, with a
special responsibility for discos, and
himself a respected dj at the
Sundown in Charing Cross Road.
"The techniques are totally different
for a variety of reasons but most
importantly because a disco dj needs
a more dynamic approach and he
needs to consider the visual as well
as the aural aspect."
This explains their anger at radio
djs compering Top Of The Pops and
other tv shows: "The standard of
presentation is pretty dire," says
Walt Brown, "A really good disco
dj could take that show and really
shake it out of- its present stylised
doldrums and inject some real
excitement."
Optikinetics
BADEM order
OPTIKINETICS CLAIM to have
landed orders worth £2,000 for their
Solar Dynagraph lighting effect
during the three days of the recent
BADEM exhibition in London.
The Dynagraph consists of 10
wheels and two wheel rotators to be
used in conjunction with either the
Optikinetics Solar 250 or Solar 100B
projectors. The 10 fully interchangeable wheels offer 45 effect
combinations.
One of the wheel rotators has an
extended motor spindle to bring
both wheels into focus. Wheel
diameter is five and threequarter
inches and the rotators consume
four watts maximum each.

scheme set
by PAUL PHILLIPS
A NATIONWIDE discotheque club
membership scheme has just been
launched by Nightbird Promotions.
Director George Perry, previously a
club-owner himself, has spent the
past six months with partner Terry
Jones setting up the scheme.
Membership is for over-18s and
currently covers 65 clubs throughout
Britain, 20 of them in Central
London including Fangs, Gullivers,
Samantha's, Hatchett's and
Anthea's, the club owned by Bruce
Forsyth'swife.
Other areas with clubs that will
admit Nightbird members include
Bournemouth, Bath, Torquay,
Surrey, Edinburgh, Newcastle,
Sheffield and Weston-Super-Mare.
Membership costs £5.50 and for
that members will receive a club card
designed on the lines of credit cards,
a guide with full details of every club
in the scheme and complimentary
tickets as an introduction to clubs in
the area where applicants live. The
guide will include such information
as age limits, food and beverage
costs and opening and closing times.
Nightbird clubs will display a sign
saying 'Nightbird Members
Welcome' and all concessions
usually offered to club members will
apply to cardholders such as twofor-the-price-of-one tickets, free
nights and half-price. Clubs in the
scheme cover the range of soul,
rock, gay and cabaret. A special
offer currently gives an additional
card to married couples at the
reduced rate of £2.

DISCO TOP 40
AND
PHART
COMMENTARY
PAGE 28

New centre for Cookie's
COOKIE'S DISCO Centre in
charts, stock is made up of around
Crewe, Cheshire has moved into new
500 titles including vintage rock 'n'
premises at 126/128 West Street,
roll, standard disco material and
just two doors away from its old
new releases.
shop.
Cookie's Disco Centre is run by
The new shop was previously a
Colin Cook. He opened the shop
mini-supermarket and incorporates
because there was nowhere for local
approximately 1800 square feet of
djs to buy equipment without a trip
space. Part of the extra space has
to London.
been used to open a record bar
The Centre is main agent for
dealing in chart and disco material.
leading manufacturers including
In addition to the Top 50 and Top 40
Citronic, Fal, Pulsar and ICElectric.

i
m

... the new complete range of
Available in 3 styles and 4
colours and manufactured to a
high standard, incorporating a
6 ball-bearing turntable.
At last a range that caters for all types of
cassette collectors from the popular buyer
through to the serious collectors who can
now buy a large capacity cassette holder
at a reasonable price for the first time
• Wo price increases before 30th
June, 1977 (ex. VAT)
• Up to 40% Discount off
recommended retail price
• Immediate delivery for profitable
and quick lurnround
• Easy to order through your usual
wholesaler *
PAGE 24

cassette-cube cassette holders
All 3 styles of Cassette-Cube
7
are manufactured in shiny
plastic in 4 colours: Black.
White, Red and Yellow, and
each one comes in an eyecatching full colour revolving
Export
display box.
r
enquiries
Remember to order your:
direct to
C/C 60 (to take up to 60
Sculkhorp Plastics Limited
cassettes) £4.62 VAT
The Barge Walk, East Molesey,
C/C 36 (to take up to 36
Surrey KT8 9AZ.
cassettes) £3.60 • VAT
Tel; 01 -941 2929.
C/C 20 (to take up to 20
cassettes) £2,86 VAT
when your Cassette-Cube wholesaler next
calls.
PL
•Wi'0!e»#)e'i and Ditiributoii include SeiIocij
Lugions
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Order from CBS Order Desk, Tel: 01 -960 2155 CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10

THIS COMMERCIAL IS

FOR

We're bringing you the very best of "Bread"
on one album.
We're giving you three weeks of television
-nationally
We'll have an estimated 35 million viewers
watch the commercial. 4 times each.

The

oiindo

rea

THEIR 20 FINEST SONGS

THE

BIGGEST TELEVISION

uuea
O—Marketed by WEA Records Ltd., P.O. Box 59, Alperton Lane, Wembley, Middx. HAOIFJ Phone 01-998 5929
or order from your WEA salesman

35

MILLION

PEOPLE.

YOU.
We're offering £190,000 worth of national
promotion. With full Point Of Sale display back-up.
Dealer margin is 25%.
No minimum order.
R.R.R £3.79 for records and tapes.
Campaign starts October 17.
SIDE ONE
iJWake It With You. 2Dismal Day. sLondon Bridge.
4 Any way You Want Me. 5 Look What Yoube Done.
(

6It Don't Matter To Me. /The Last Time.
sLet Your Love Go. sLruckiri. mlf.
SIDE TWO
iJ^abyLmA WantYiu. SmerythingI Own.

|

3Down On My Knees. 4Just Like Yesterday.

ALBUM

OP THE YEAR.

BREAD K52062
Available on Elektra Records and Tapes
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Chart
Disco

picks

by JAMES HAMILTON
STAR POTENTIAL: *** Pop Top 50, ** Disco Top 40, * Possibles
VARIOUS Motown Gold Volume 2 (Motown STML 12070, LP) hits old
and new***
TINA CHARLES Love Bug-Sweets For My Sweet (CBS 5680) jaunty 12inch***
ROKOTTO Boogie On Up (State STAT 62) popular stage act's first 12inch***
MIKE THEODORE ORCHESTRA The Bull/others (Cosmic Wind LP,
Atlantic K 50411) powerful disco instrumentals with CJ & Go's vocal
support**
JOHN DAVIS & THE MONSTER ORCHESTRA The Magic Is You
Medley/others (Up Jumped The Devil LP, Polydor 2383455) powerful
rhythm rattlers**
LASO LaSo Square (Are You Ready) (MCA 325) edited from popular
LP**
WsBm
JAMES BROWN Give Me Some Skin/others (Mutha's Nature LP,
Polydor 2391300) typically funky**
LEE VANDERBILT Funky Tropical (Get Into What You're In LP, RCA PL
25102) Biddu-produced instrumental**
PAUL JABARA Shut Out/Heaven Is A Disco/Dance (Shut Out LP.
Casablanca CAL2019) full length medley**
STEPPENWOLF Born To Be Wild (ABC ABE 12008) "+ Four" 12-inch
maxi*
DRIFTERS It Looks Like I'm The Clown Again (Arista 124) predictable*
AL MATTHEWS It's Only Love (Mercury 6007152) Real Thing-ish*
FANTASTIC FOUR Got To Have Your Love (Atlantic K 11017) soul
chugger*

commentary
Rose Royce (2) has been 12-inched
with both edited and long versions
Whispers (31) is finally out
after Presley-caused pressing delays
Ronnie Jones (40) and Smokcy
Robinson (5) were DJ-serviced as 12inch promos
Boncy M (14) will
be out on 45 next week, with new
less controversial lyrics
Mass
Production (21) will have both
charted titles out on 45 in a fortnight
Eddie Henderson (11) stays
strongest in London/SouthEast/North-Easl
Archie Bell
LP (20) and 45 (26) seem strongest in
N-West/London/S-Easl.
BREAKOUTS
There are no really significant new
breakouts this week, most having
already been featured in the Disco
Top 40's lower reaches, or in last
week's Breakouts section.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS

OF RECORDED SOUND

THELMA HOUSTON — featured
on Motown Gold Volume2.

,
"p„edf-omn..lo
.wlde dl.«. OJ returns, bui excluding ony titles which have previously
om nauonwmo
appeared in Mua.c Week $ Top 30.
K 17006,12-inch)
1 (1) STA^WARST^
2 (5) KeVpTu^ oSc "u/ners/George Chandler (RCA PB
3 (3) 5048.12-inch)
^Hnres (Motown TMG 1086)
(M Rob.nson (Motown)
4 (10) BRICK HOUSE commodores
Tl
5 (11) THEME FROM BIG i^'fBU7Zy Bunch ITK XC 9145,12-inch)
THIS
6 (4) COULD^fEAVEN^V^S^B^ ^945)
^
7 (8)
OUT. Idris Muhammad (Kudu 9«
GTLP 025, LP)
8 (9) LOVE'S UNKIND, Donna Summ
y iijams (ABC 4194|
9 (23) SHOO DOO FU FU OOH,
NC|NG RoSe Royce (Whitfield)
10 <» far,KOU W^JSksSSS, Eddie H.-d.-.n ,e.pto,
11
CL15937)
_u „ lrthn<;0n(A&MAMS 7313.12-inch)
Philadelphia Int. All Stars
12 (32) RIGHT ON
CLEANPIR
UP5451)
THE GHETTU,
rn. i p)
13 (14) LET'S
(Philadelphia
,, kaoqc
K
14 (16) BELFAST, Boney M. (Atlantic 5038|'
2 inchj
15 (13) BEE STING, Camouflage (Sttte STAT ^
n Bohannon
16 (30) BOHANNON DISCO SYMPMUivr,
D/uSctPrAND^SHAKE YOUR FUNKY TAMBOURINE. Inner
17 (40) City
Express (Ebony EYE D
18 (38) SPRING HIGH, Ramsey Lewis (CBS 55161
19
SS Archie »... t,
20 15
3
21 (36) rBilEV^IN MUs!c/^£^ '"LUST, Mass Production
(Cotillion K50400. LP)
..p gcogoi
22 (20) BOND 77. Marvin Hamlisch (UA UP 3^01)
23 (19) BITE YOUR GRANNY, Morning Noon & Night (UA UP 36292)
24 (28) TANGO IN SPACE/CARRY ON TURN ME ON, Space (Pye)
25 (27) [t S ECSTACY WHEN ySu LAY DOWN NEXT TO ME, Barry
White (2(>th Century BTC 2350)
/ohiiaHplnhia)
26 (-) DISCO SHOWDOWN, Archie Bell & The Drells (Phila P
27 (34) GOING BACK TO MY ROOTS. Lament Dozier (Warner Bros)
28 (29) SAN FRANCISCO/HOLLYWOOD/FIRE ISLAND, Village
People (US Casablanca NBLP 7064, import LP)
29 (-) NICE AND SLOW, Kalyan (MCA 317)
JAM
JAM JAM, People's Choice (Philadelphia PIR 81370, LP)
(24)
30
31 (-) MAKE IT WITH YOU, Whispers (Soul Train FC0996,12-inch)
32 v-,
(-) DOWN BY THE DOCKS. Sailor (Epic EPC 5566)
33 (15) QUIET VILLAGE, Ritchie Family (Polydor 2058912)
34 (-) SHUT OUT, Paul Jabara (Casablanca CAN 109)
35 (-) GET YOUR BOOM BOOM, Le Pamplemousse (US AVI AVID
12-136, import 12-inch)
36 ((-) SHE'S AWINDUP. Dr Feelgood (UA UP 36304,12-inch)
37 (-) HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS, Gladys Knight & The Pips
(Buddah BDS460)
FREE onm
SPIRIT,
Coffey (Atlantic ixK 10991)
38 (21) rncc
i, Dennis
uoiiiiis ouncy
i w i/
39 (37) RUNNING AWAY, Roy Ayers Ubiquity (Polydor 2391292, LP)
/_\ CniM QIQTPR Rrmnip.l

...WITH THEIR FIRST 12"SINGLE
DADDYCOOL (the girlcan thelp it)
b/w SHOT GUN MEDLEY
•/

Wed 12 Keole University Students Union-Newcastle-Staffs.
Thu 13 Mr Georges Club-Coventry
Fri 14 Westminster College Students Union - Oxford
Sat 15 Thames Polytechnic
v
Fri 21 Nev^castle Poly Students Union-Newcastle upon Tyne
Sat 22 C F. Mott College Students Union-Prescot-Lanes.
Sun
23
Grey
Topper
Club-Jackdale,
Nr
Eastwood,
Notts,
/
Fri 28 Sealo Hayne Agricultural College Student Union
- Newtoh Abbot - Devon
Sat 29 RAF Brandy - Nr. Haverford West - Dyffod - South Wales
NOVEMBER.
Thu 3 Huddersliold Poly-Huddersfield
Fri 4 Universityof Aston in Birmingham Student Union
Sat 5 Erics - Liverpool - 9 Mafhen Street
Sun 6 Encs-Liverpool • 9 Mathen Street Liverpool 2
Wed 9 Wolverhampton Poly
Fn 11 S.R.C. Aberdeen University-Aberdeen
Sun 13 Apollo - Satalite Rooms - Glasgow
Mon 14 Tiffanies-Edinburgh
Tue 15 Fushion-Aberdeen
Wed 16 Kmema - Dunfermlina
Fri 18 Hamilton College of Education Students Union - Hamilton
Fri 25 Endsleigh College - Hull College Education - Students Union - Hull
Sal 26 Bishop Lonsdale College - Derby
12"
^
Tuo 29 St. AlbansCity Hall -St Albans
Wed 30 Brunnel University Students Union - Uxbndgo
LIMITED ^
k
DECEMBER:
EDITION
CATCH DARTS ON TOUR
Fn
2
Cityof
Coventry
Collcgoof
Education
Student
Union-Coventry
10,000
ONLY
OCTOBER;
Sal 3 Manchester Poly Students Union-Manchester
Mon 5 Middlesex Poly
Sat 1 Sheffield Polytechnic
Mon 3 North East London Polytechnic
Fri 9 Birmingham University-Edgbaston-Birmingham
Tuo 4 Manchester University Students Union
Sat 10 Brighton Poly Students Union - Brighton
Thu 6 London Hosp-.tal School of Physiotherapy Social Society
Tue 13 Teeside Poly Students Union - Toeside
Fn 7 Kings' College Students Union - Strand
80p.
Thu 15 Essex University Students Union - Colchester
12 MAG IOO
Sat 8 L S E. Students Union
Fri 16 Alsagcr College Students Union - Alsagor- Cheshire
Mon 10 Middlesex Hospital
Sat 17 Bolton Institute of Technology Student's Union - Bolton
TOUR ARRANGED BY TOWER BELL LTD TEL O. 749 670213
Obtainable from your EMI Salesman or EMI Sales and Distribution Centre
l-3Uxbridge Road, Hayes,Middlesex. Tel:(0l)759 4532/4611 &84898II
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BBC Records and Tapes

Qmt Christmas

Collection...
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For full details of these Christmas
Albums and all our other releases
please ask your RYE Representative.

* ^ BBC

AM orders should be placed through
RYE Distribution Centre:
Tel: 01-640 3340
Order now to
ensure your
Christmas stock

•fS*4 QjW^
ALSO AVAILABLE:
Don't forget our great Radio One 10th Birthday
Album and Single. The album
featuring 37 original hits sung by the
original artists. Album BEDP 002 Stereo
ZCD 002 Stereo. Single - Ten Years After/
All Tunes Needletime Loser. A specially
made musical salute to Radio One's
Anniversary. BEEB 021
THE WATER MARGIN
The theme music of the series sung in
Japanese and English is currently available
on RESL50.

1.'ZO GOLDEN GREATS'
From Radio One's Tony Blackburn Show. 20 personally chosen
hits spaning the years 1962-1974. Album BELP 011 Mono/
Stereo Cassette ZCF 011 Mono/Stereo.
2.'ROUND THE HORNE'Vol3
Another two programme volume released due to public demand,
featuring the usual hilarious team. Album REH 296 Mono
Cassette ZCF 296 Mono.
3. *20 TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS*
Sung by the Girl Guides and Rangers, this new album features
Christmas Carols we all know and love. Album REC 288 Stereo
Cassette ZCM 288 Stereo
4.'ARABEL'S RAVEN
Features a 'Jackanory* story read by Bernard Cribbins, the ideal
children's Christmas gift. LP REC 292 Stereo Cassette
ZCM 292 Stereo.
5.'FAVOURITE IRISH RHYTHMS'
Specially recorded earlier this year, this album features 18 well
known Irish dance tunes. Album REC 289 Stereo Cassette
ZCM 289 Stereo.
6. 'COMEDY SPECIAL'
Highlights from some of the ever popular BBC. TV and Radio
comedy shows, this new compilation features favourite tracks
from programmes like the 'Goons', 'Dad's Army' and the
unforgettable 'Round the Home*. Album REH 294 Mono/
Stereo Cassette ZCF 294 Mono/Stereo.
7. 'DISASTERS' Sound effects No: 16
The album continues our impressive collection of sound effect
discs. This record features all kinds of disasters - plane crashes,
volcanoes, explosions and earthquakes etc. Album REC 295
Mono/Stereo Cassette ZCM 295 Mono/Stereo.
8.'BALLAD FOLK'
This record based on the Scottish TV series, features some of the
many songs sung by Jean Redpath and her guests. Album
REC 292 Stereo Cassette ZCM 293 Stereo.
9. 'GOON SHOW CLASSIC'S Vol 4'
Two more programmes 'Napoleons Piano' and 'The Flea' are
featured on this new album. Harry Secombe, Peter Sellers and
Spike Milligan star as usual!
Album REB 291 Mono Cassette ZCF 291 Mono
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STRA THEARNSL2 loudspeaker

Neaf studio
reel-to-reel
OF INTEREST to professional users
and those with a tape demonstration
requirement, the NEAL 302 is
essentially a miniature version of a
studio reel-to-reel recorder and
incorporates three AC motors for
reliability and drive power. This unit
can be operated as either front or
top loader and features computerstyle ultra light touch buttons for all
deck operations. Other features
include display of bias information,
peak recording meters, high-speed
wind, and remote control device.
Expected retail price is around £300.
Full specification from North East
Audio Ltd, 5 Charlotte Square,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

will 'reduce distortion'
Recommended power input rating is
DRIVE UNIT arrangemeni in a new
30 to 100 watts, and suggested price
Sirathearn loudspeaker is claimed to
is £267 per pair including VAT.
reduce distortion, maximise
Finishes are American walnut or
response and have superior
Canadian white elm. Details of this
resistance to thermal overload
model and two direct drive
damage. At the same time the
turntables ST4 and SMA2 are
speaker system is essentially simple
available fron Stratheam Audio,
with exceptional integration over the
Kennedy Way, Industrial Estate,
critical listening range.
Belfast, N. Ireland.

direct load
NOVEL FEATURE of Toshiba's
new PC-4360 stereo cassette
machine is the projecting direct-load
cassette holder on the front of the
unit, designed to make changing
cassettes as simple as changing discs
on a turntable. At a suggested VATinclusive price of £139.50, this
machine incorporates DC servo,
Dolby noise-reduction, and" auto
stop, and cue review facilities.
Extensive additions to Toshiba's
range includes turntables and a
music centre.

New packaging and a
tape revamp from EMI
maintenance and editing aids and
REDESIGNED packaging and a
moving into the record-care business
new high-grade tape provide a fresh
with a record cleaner, anti-static
identity for EMI's range of blank
fluid, stylus cleaner, a cleaning
cassettes and open-reel products. In
cloth, anti-static mat and other
future EMI Tape's blank cassettes
items. Several of the products are
will be known as EMI Cassettes,
brought together in a kit.
which form an upgraded series
headed by a super ferric oxide tape
WELL KNOWN for the Zerostat
but retaining Hi-Dynamic and
anti-static gun, Zerostat
XI000 formulations. By this means
Components of Huntingdon has
the grades will be called Standard,
augmented its range with imported
Super and Hi-Fidelity, distinguished
accessories by the American
by bronze, silver and gold colour
Discwasher concern. These include
coding with indication of playing
the Discwasher cleaning system, a
times and qualities.
stylus cleaner and an anti-static mat.
EMI is also extending the tape

mw

MANUAL PARASTAT
• The
Totally
original
British Made
Dust Bug
Write or telephone
• Parostatik (g) Disk Preener for leaflets and
price lists.
• Manual Paraslat ®
Manufactured in England by
• Hi-Fi Parastat®
• Stylus Cleaner
• Parostatik® Antistatic Fluid CsJlho&Od
• Parastat® Wash Brush
Darby House, Sunbury-on• Humid Mop Kit.
Thames, Middlesex. Telephone
Plus a full range of
Sunbury-on-Thames 83252
replacement parts.
Telex; 27750.
Watts products really work for you and your customers!
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for SME Series III
at a recommended retail price of
Long awaited by discerning £113 85 Big features are the use of
enthusiasts, the SME P'^"P
titanium for the arm tube in the
now appears in its Series HI v
interests of low inertia and rigidity
and the change to a one-piece
headshell and arm-tube, which plugs
Goldringer
into the bearing assembly near to the
GERRY SHARP, former chief of
oivots This aids interchangeabihty
Goldring manufacturing, has
in applications where several
formed a new company, Goldring
cartridges are used - spare carrying
Products Ltd, which has acquired
arms are available. The Series III has
the assets, stock and goodwill of a new type of tracking adjustment
Goldring Ltd. The new business will
designed to minimise inertia as well
be based at Anglian Lane, Bury St.
as a bias device of the gravity type.
Edmunds, Suffolk, and service for
Mounting requirements are similar
all Goldring cartridges as well as the
to those for the well known Series II
supply of replacement style will be
assured.

Toshiba's new

New Stratheam speaker

' The only
comprehensive
range of record {
maintenance
^ equipment/

Titanium pick-up arm

Another new item is known as Goldens, an audio signal connecting lead
fitted with gold-plated contacts and
low-capacitance cables. A movingcoil pickup cartridge and associated
preamplifier are also being imported
by Zerostat: known as the Entre-l
this model, to sell at nearly £100
boasts low mass and an array of
advanced technical features.
A SERIES of craftsman-made
loudspeakers is marketed under the
Slag tradename by DTR Electronics
of Bideford, Devon. A high
standard of finish and attention to
detail are applied to a bookshelf
model and two free-standing
speakers the largest of which is a
reflex-type system with 100 watts
rating on programme. Decor
features are microcellular grilles and
a wide choice of matched veneer
finishes. A power amplifier rated at
100 watts is introduced together with
a separate control unit; finishes
match the loudspeakers.
AMONG LATEST introductions by
Toshiba are a Dolby cassette
machine, new turntables and an upmarket music centre. In the popular
mid-price series is the PC-4360
stereo cassette unit with Dolby
noise-reduction and new-style "easy
access" direct loading from the
front. Music centre SM-3600 has
four-band radio, cassette section
with Dolby, two-speed turntable,
amplifier with 22-watt rating, and
separate speakers. Automatic and
semi-auto turntables for hi-fi include
the SR-F430 direct drive model with
auto/manual control option and
suggested £119 price tag excluding
cartridge. The other new players are
belt driven models.
A RANGE of specialised
loudspeakers with relatively high
power handling and distinctive
modern styling is made by Jennings
and marketed by Janorhurst of
Bigglcswade, Beds. Vector Two, and
example of their small free-standing
models, has a claimed power
handling of 150 watts on
programme, while the Conlrara
Rectangle, of virtually bookshelf

r

r\

TOSHIBA PC-4360 direct-loading cassette unit
proportions, has a 75W rating.
Amplifier from this source is rated
at 200 watts per channel into 8 ohms
loads.
TWO LOUDSPEAKERS for hi-fi
systems are introduced by
Audiomaster of Watford. MLS-1
has a 165mm bass and mid-range
unit plus dome tweeter and the
driving power requirement is 15-60
watts, while the MLS-2 is in some
ways similar but has a larger bass
unit. Both models incorporate
special damping pads and slabs of
polyurethane foam to suppress
resonances. Nominal impedance is 8
ohms, and finishes are teak and
walnut. Prices are £99.90 and
£129.90 per pair respectively.
A NEW adaptor by accessory
specialist QAS allows batteryoperated equipment such as radios.

cassette machines and calculators to
be converted to mains power. Input
is 240V AC and the output is
adjustable to 6, 7.5 and 9V DC by
means of a switch. An internal delay
fuse is fitted and the unit is supplied
with appropriate leads.
THREE NEW speakers from Sanyo
have been crafted and assembled in
the UK, the aim being to meet the
demand for low-colouration
reproducers — described by Sanyo
as the "European sound'. Models
Hi-fi 1 and 2 are compacts with
generous power handling ability,
while the Hi-fi 3 is a free-standing
model intended to be mounted on a
stand. For this speaker the amplifier
power compatibility is 10 to 75
watts. All models have black
acoustic foam grilles, detachable
from the teak-veneered cabinets.
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cut it out]
You don't know what you're
mosjcu^"
missing!
I
Involved in the business of
the U.K. Music Scene?
I
•I '
Subscribe to Music Week
every week and stay in tune.
I
Music Week, the music
1FT
business weekly that tells
I
you what's going on . . .
(T\
and more—subscribe today
I
Subscription Rates
U.S., S. America, Canada,
U-K
£20.75
I
Africa, India,
Europe
U.S. $46.00
Pakistan
U.S. $79, 00
Middle East and
I
Australasia,
North Africa
U.S. $69 00
Far East, Japan. .. U.S. $95 00 |
Please send me Music Week ever/ week for one year
" I
Name
Address.
I

I
I
I
I
I

Nature of Business
I enclose a Cheque/PO Value
oljr
uCOliPOn0,od.av wilh
an V romiitanceto^
rTirt^^c
"'
9
Grampian
House
30CnIdorwood
Phono: 01 855 Stroot.
7 777 London SE186QH
Europe's leading Music Business Weekly
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Produced by Bowie and Visconti.
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The forthcoming album
available now.
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It's been a long time... but here at last is a reissue
of a rich store of unique Presley.
Here are the songs from five of Presley's classic
films - 'Girls, Girls, Girls; 'KissirT Cousins,'
'Roustabout; 'Fun in Acapulco; 'Loving You'!

/>

They date from the great period. They include
classics like Teddy Bear,' 'Loving You;
'Return to Sender'! But they also include superb
songs rarely collected - 'Little Egypt;
'Hard Knocks,' 'Guadalajara,' 'Smokey Mountain
Boy,' 'Earth Boy,' and many, many others.
For fun... for a balanced view of Presley's
wonderful range... for the sheer electrifying
heart Presley brought to every song he
sang... these albums must simply not
be missed.
Portrait sleeves and rarity of content will
mean a heavy demand between now and
Christmas. These albums are heading
for the charts. Don't miss out.
Stock up now.
PL 42354
Girls, Girls, Girls
PL42355
Kissin' Cousins
PL42356
Roustabout
PL42357
Fun in Acapulco
PL42358
Loving You
Also available on cassette.
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NEW ADDITIONS TO PLAYLISTS
Radio 1

Downtown Radio

records of the week
Noel Edmonds: WAKING UP ALONE — Paul Williams
(A&M AMS7311)
Tony Blackburn: NEEDLES AND PINS — Smokic (Rak 263)
Paul Burnett: DANCING THE NIGHT AWAY — The
Motors (Virgin VS 186)
David Hamilton: YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart
(Riva 11)

Rad o 2
ALBUM OF THE WEEK
BEST OF BRITISH — Perry Como (Victor PL 12373)
Luxembourg
HOTSHOTS
Barry Alldis; CALLING OCCUPANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT — Carpenters (A&M AMS
7318)
Stuart Henry: RIGHT ON TIME — Brothers Johnson (A&M
AMS 7313)
Tony Prince: SHOO DOO FU FU OOH — Lenny Williams
(ABC 4194).
Peter Powell: LONDON GIRLS — Vibrators (Epic EPC 5565)
Mark Wesley: SAVANNAH — Matthew Moore (Shelter WIP
6409)
Bob Stewart: BABY WHAT A BIG SURPRISE — Chicago
(CBS 5672)
POWER PLAY:
YOU'RE IN MY HEART— Rod Stewart (Riva 11)

Beacon Radio

WOLVERHAMPTON/
BLACK COUNTRY

ADDONS
BRICK HOUSE — Commodores (Motown TMG 1086)
STAR WARS THEME — Meco (RCA XB 1028)
GOODBYE CITY LIGHTS — Scoundrel (Ariola ARO 101)
MIDNIGHT CREEPER — Denne& Gold (MCA 323)
YES SIR I CAN BOOGIE — Baccara (RCA PB5526)
THEME FROM BIG TIME — Smokey Robinson (Motown
TMG 1085)
SILVER LADY — David Soul (Private Stock PVT 115)
IMAGINE — Average White Band & Benn E. King (Atlantic K
11019)
IT'S ECSTASY WHEN I LAY DOWN NEXT TO YOU —
Barry While (20lh Century BTC 2350)
OH DANCER — Crane (Capitol CL 15941)
HEROES — David Bowie (RCA PB 1121)
KEEP ON MOVIN' — Papa John Creach (DJM DJS 10809)

BRMB

BIRMINGHAM

ADD ONS
RIGHT ON TIME — Brothers Johnson (A&M AMS 7313)
ANGEL OF THE MORNING/ANY WAY THAT YOU
WANT ME — Mary Mason (Epic EPC 5552)
HELLO JAMAICA — Gary Reed (CBS 5654)
STARDANCE — John Fordc(EMI 2656)
YOU'RE IN MY HEART— Rod Stewart (Riva 11)
EGYPTIAN REGGAE — Jonathan Richman & The Modern
Lovers (Beserkley BZZ 2)
CITY TO CITY — Gerry Rafferty (United Artists UP 36278)
MY OWN WAY TO ROCK — Burton Cummings (Portrait
PRT5567)
I BELIEVE YOU — Dorothy Moore (Epic EPC 5573)
YESTERDAY'S MUSIC — Meal Ticket (International INT
539)
SOUL SISTER — Ronnie Jones (6198 125)
SEASONS IN YOUR EYES — Lone Star (CBS 5707)
SOMEBODY TOUCHED ME — Shakin' Stevens (Track 2094
136)
OLD DJ's (PLAYING NEW SOUNDS) — Jonathan King
Capital Radio

LONDON

CLIMBERS
ANGEL OF THE MORNING/ANYWAY YOU WANT ME
— Mary Mason (Epic EPC 5552)
ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status Quo (Vertigo
BAB^WHAT A BIG SURPRISE — Chicago (CBS 5672)
I WILL — Ruby Winters (Creole CR 141)
NEEDLES AND PINS — Smokie (Rak 263)
PEOPLES CHOICE
HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE — Bee Gees (RSO RS 882)

TOP ADD ONS
1 YOU'RE IN MY HEART - Rod
Stewart (Riva 11) R1, RL, C, BR, RC#
D, M, T, SS, RT, O, P, Md, Hb, Bb,
PS, H.
2 CALLING
OCCUPANTS
OF
INTERPLANETARY
CRAFT
Carpenters (A&M AMS 7318), RL, RC,
D, M, T, TV, O, P, V, Ln, Md, Bb.
3 ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD Status Quo (Vertigo 6059 184) CR, PR,
C, RC, D, H,F, RT, O, P, V.
4= IT'S ECSTACY WHEN I LAY DOWN
NEXT TO YOU - Barry White (2Qth
Century BTC 2350), PR, C, RC, H, B,
RT P
4= EGYPTIAN REGGAE - Jonathan
Richman and the Modern Lovers
(Beserkley BZZ 2), BR, D, H, SS, RT,
P, Md.
6 RIGHT ON TIME - Brothers Johnson
(A&M AMS 7313) RL, C, BR, T, RT, P.
*7 NEEDLES AND PINS - Smokie (Rak
263) R1, CR, D, H, Bb.
*8= BRICK HOUSE - Commodores
(Motown TMG 1086) C, T, V, B, Ms.
8= GEORGINA BAILEY - Noosha Fox
(GTO GT106) C, D, T, SS, Hb.
*Second week in Top Add Ons
Station abbreviations: R1 Radio One; B Beacon; BR
BRMB; Bb BBC Blackburn; CR Capital; C Clyde; RC
City; D Downtown; F Forth; H Hallam; Hm BBC
Humberside; L BBC London; RL Luxembourg; M Metro;
Md BBC Medway; Mr BBC Merseyside; O Orwell; P
Pennine; PR Piccadilly; PS Plymouth Sound; S Swansea
Sound; T Tees; RT Trent; TV Thames Valley; V Victory.

Radio City

LIVERPOOL

HIT PICKS
Roger Blythe: CITY TO CITY — Gerry Rafferty (United
Artists UP 36278)
Dave Lincoln: THE DANGER OF A STRANGER — Stella
Parton(ElekiraK 12272)
Phil Easton: ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status
Quo (Vertigo 6059 184)
Mark Joenz: IT'S ECSTASY WHEN YOU LAY DOWN
NEXT TO ME — Barry White (20lh Century BTC 2350)
Chris Jones: CALLING OCCUPANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT — Carpenters (A&M AMS
7318)
Brian Cullen; YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva
U)
Norman Thomas: MAKE IT WITH YOU — Whispers
(Soullrain FB 0996)
ADDONS
I GO CRAZY — Paul Davis (Band 011)
ANGEL OF THE MORNING — Mary Mason (Epic EPC
5552)
LIPSMACKIN' ROCK 'N' ROLLIN' — Peter Blake (Pepper
UP 36295)
LOVERS HOLIDAY — Engelbert Humperdinck (EMI 2707)
HAPPY DAYS — Pratt & McLain (Reprise K 14435)
NEVER TOGETHER — Elaine Simmons (Polydor 2058 927)
DO YOUR DANCE — Rose Royce(WhitfieId K 17006)
Radio Clyde

GLASGOW

HIT PICKS
Dave Marshall: 1 PLEAD GUILTY — Slylistics (H&L 6105
085)
Steve Jones: ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD - Status
Quo (Vertigo 6059 184)
Richard Park: IT'S ECSTASY WHEN YOU LAY DOWN
NEXT TO ME — Barry White (20th Century BTC 2350)
Tom Ferric: RIGHT ON TIME — Brothers Johnson (A&M
AMS 7313)
Bill Smith: LASOSUARE— Laso(MCA325)
Dougie Donnelly: IMAGINE — Average White Band & Ben E.
King (Atlantic K 11019)
CURRENT CHOICE
YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva 11)
ADD ONS
LITTLE GIRL — Mink Dcvillc (Capitol CL 15942)
GEORGINA BAILEY — Noosha Fox (GTO GT 106)
BRICK HOUSE — Commodores (Motown TMG 1086)
THEME FROM BIG TIME — Smokey Robinson (Motown
TMG 1085)

BELFAST

HIT PICKS
John Paul: ANYTHING FOR YOU — Flintlock (Pinnacle P
8449)
Trevor Campbell: SLEEPIN' LATE — Dr Hook (Capitol CL
15943)
Candy Dcvine: WAKING UP ALONE — Paul Williams
(A&M AMS 7311)
Cherry Mcllwaine; BABY WHAT A BIG SURPRISE —
Chicago (CBS 5672)
Michael Henderson: ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD
— Status Quo (Vertigo 6059 184)
Eddie West: YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva
H)
Lawrence John: BE MY BOOGIE WOOGIE BABY - Mr
Walkic Talkie (Polydor 2058 914)
ADDONS
HEROES — David Bowie (RCA PB 1121)
STARDANCE — John Forde (EMI 2656)
HAPPY DAYS — Pratt & McLain (Reprise K 14435)
CALLING OCCUPANTS OF INTERPLANETARY CRAFT
(A&M AMS 7318)
EGYPTIAN REGGAE — Jonathan Richman (Beserkley BZZ
2)
GEORGINA BAILEY — Noosha Fox (GTO GT 106)
YOU MAKE LOVING FUN — Fleetwood Mac (Warner Bros
K17103)
NEEDLES AND PINS — Smokie (Rak 263)

Radio Forth

EDINBURGH

ADDONS
CITY TO CITY — Gerry Rafferty (United Artists UP 36278)
BOOGIE ON UP — Rokotto (State STAT 62)
SOMEBODY TOUCHED ME — Shakin' Stevens (Track 2094
136)
MONEY SON — Co-Co (Ariola AHA 501)
ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status Quo (Vertigo
6059 184)
SHE'S NOT THERE — Santana (CBS 5671)
LET'S MAKE LOVE — Guys 'N' Dolls (Magnet MAG 98)
TRYING TO FIND MY BABY — Dwight Twilley Band
(Island WIP 6408)

Radio Hallam

SHEFFIELD

HIT PICKS
Keith Skues: NEEDLES AND PINS - Smokie (RAK 263)
Roger Moffat: KEEP DOIN' IT — Showdown (State STAT
63)
Johnny Moran: EGYPTIAN REGGAE — Jonathan Richman
and the Modern Lovers (Berserkley BZZ 2)
Colin Slade: ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status
Quo (Vertigo 6059 184)
Ray Stuart: IT'S ECSTASY — Barry White (20th Century
BTC 2350)
Bill Crozicr: IMAGINE — Average White Band & Ben E King
(Atlantic K 11019)
Cindy Kent: YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva
ID

Metro Radio

NEWCASTLE

ADD ONS
LET'S MAKE LOVE — Guys & Dolls (Magnet MAG 98)
STARDANCE— John Forde (EMI 2656)
YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva 11)
CALLING OCCUPANTS OF INTERPLANETARY CRAFT
— Carpenters (A&M AMS 7318)
YES SIR I CAN BOOGIE — Baccara (RCA PB 5526)
COULD HEAVEN EVER BE LIKE THIS — Idris
Muhammad (Kudu 935)
SHOO DO FU FU OOH — Lenny Williams (ABC 4194)

Radio Orwell

IPSWICH

ADDONS
YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva 11)
SILENT TREATMENT — Evcrly Brothers (Warner Bros K
17004)
POOR POOR PITIFUL ME — Linda Ronstadt (Asylum K
13094)
TRYING TO FIND MY BABY — Dwight Twilley Band
(Island WIP 6408)
CALLING OCCUPANTS OF INTERPLANETARY CRAFT
— Carpenters (A&M AMS 7318)
SILVER STRINGS — Caravan (Arista 110)
NATURES RADIO — Mickey Jupp(Arista 136)
ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status Quo (Vertigo
6059 184)
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Pennine Radio

BRADFORD

HIT PICKS
Julius K Scragg: LOVE BUG - Tina Charles (CBS 5680)
Paul Needle: CALLING OCCUPANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT — Carpenters (A&M AMS
7318)
Stewart Francis: LITTLE GIRL — Mink Deville (Capitol CL
15942)
Mike Hurley: 1 GOT TO HAVE YOUR LOVE — Fantastic
Four(Warner Bros. K 11017)
Peter Levy: YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva
11)
PENNINE PICK
ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status Quo (Vertigo
6059 184)
ADDONS
IT'S ECSTACY WHEN YOU LAY DOWN NEXT TO ME —
Barry White (20th Century BTC 2350)
EGYPTIAN REGGAE — Jonathan Richman & The Modern
Lovers (Beserk ley BZZ 2)
MAKE IT WITH YOU - Whispers (Soultrain FB 0996)
LIPSMACKIN ROCK 'N' ROLLIN — Peter Blake (Pepper
UP 36295)
RIGHT ON TIME — Brothers Johnson (A&M AMS 7313)

Piccadilly Radio

MANCHESTER

ADDONS
IT'S ECSTASY WHEN YOU LAY DOWN NEXT TO ME —
Barry White (20ih Century BTC 2350)
ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status Quo (Vertigo
6059 184)
SHE'S NOTTHERE — Santana (CBS 5671)
MAKE IT WITH YOU — Whispers (RCA FB 0996)
IF YOU'RE NOT BACK IN LOVE BY MONDAY — Millie
Jackson (Polydor 2066 843)

Plymouth Sound

PLYMOUTH

HIT PICKS
Ian Calvert: YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva
H)
Peter Greig: OH WHAT A FOOL I'VE BEEN — Gary Glitter
(Arista 137)
DANCE AND SHAKE YOUR FUNKY TAMBOURINE —
Inner City Express (Ebony EYE 1)
SHUT OUT — Paul Jabara (Casablanca CAN 109)
Carmella McKenzie: SILENT TREATMENT — Everly
Brothers (Warner Brothers K 17004)

Swansea Sound

SWANSEA

HIT PICKS
Dave Bowen: HAPPY DAYS — Pratt & McLain (Reprise K
14435)
Colin Mason: YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva
H)
Jon Hawkins: GEORGINA BAILEY — Noosha Fox (GTO
GT 106)
Stuart Freeman; SURFIN' USA — Leif Garrett (Atlantic K
11001)
Paul Holmes: AMBUSH — Ronnie Sessions (MCA 320)
ADDONS
BEATING ROUND THE BUSH — Mud (Private Stock PVT
113)
DID IT RAIN - Barbara Fairchild (CBS 5066)
NICE AND SLOW - Kalyan (MCA 317)
EGYPTIAN REGGAE — Jonathan Richman and the Modern
Lovers (Beserkley BZZ 2)
MAN FROM MEXICO — Meal Ticket (International INT
539)

Radio Tees

TEESSIDE

HIT PICKS
Tony Gillham: CALLING OCCUPANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT — Carpenters (A&M AMS
7318)
David Hoare: SWEET LOVE — Commodores (Motown TMG
1086)
Dave Gregory: YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart
(Riva 11)
Alastair Pirrie: 1 GOT LOST TONIGHT — Clifford T. Ward
(Mercury 6007 149)
Ian Fisher: CIRCLES — Captain & Tennillc (A&M AMS 7314)
Brian Anderson; CITY TO CITY — Gerry Rafferty (United
Artists UP 36278)

ADD ONS
RIGHT ON TIME — Brothers Johnson (A&M AMS 7313)
ARI ANA — Stardust (Satril SAT 120)
WRAP YOUR LOVE AROUND YOUR MAN — Lynn
Anderson (CBS 5423)
NEVER TOGETHER — Elaine Simmons (Polydor 2058 927)
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY — Little River Band (EMI 2702)
GEORGINA BAILEY — Noosha Fox (GTO GT 106)

BBC Blackburn
Jude'sunkcr: . GOT LOST TONIGHT - Clifford T Ward
(Mercury 6007 149)
Ns _ Smokic (Rak 263)
SS «
Gerald Jackson: YOU'RE IN MY HEART - Rod Stewart

READING

PhiTscott: WRAP YOUR LOVE AROUND YOUR MAN Lyn Anderson (CBS 5423)^
puuins(MCA 315)

ADDONS
HEROES — David Bowie (RCA PB 1121)
CALLING OCCUPANTS OF INTERPLANETARY CRAFT
— Carpenters (A&M AMS 7318)
HALFWAY HOTEL — The Paul French Connection (Arista
138)
SHE'S NOT THERE — Santana (CBS 5671)
LOVE WILL SURVIVE — Sad Cafe (RCA 5052)
IT HURTS TO SAY GOODBYE — John Christie (EMI 2704)
SLEEPIN" LATE — Dr. Hook (Capitol CL 15943)
SOMEONE LIKE YOU — George C Smith (Decca F 13726)
LET'S MAKE LOVE — Guys & Dolls (Magnet MAG 98)
I GOT LOST TONIGHT — Clifford T. Ward (Mercury 6007
149)

^e?bDysoi:MlFNYOTU'RE nW BACK IN LoVE BY
MONDAY — Mi"'0
r QC C U PANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT - Carpenters (A&M AMS
7318)
BBC Humberside
RECORDS OF THE WEEK
Brighouse &
Barry Stockdale: THE FLORAL DANCE
Dat^c'Zanders;8LOOK's "LIKE PM A CLOWN AGAIN -

NOTTINGHAM

Rob!nrpuK?rd: GEORGINA BAILEY - Noosha Fox (GTO
GT 106)
Maggie Mash: YOU' RE IN MY HEART - Rod Stewart (Riva
11)

Thames Valley

Radio Trent

ADD ONS
RIGHT ON TIME — Brother Johnson (A&M AMS 7313)
ANGEL OF THE NIGHT/ANYWAY YOU WANT ME —
Mary Mason (Epic EPC 5552)
STAR WARS THEME — Meco (RCA PB 1028)
LIPSMACKIN' ROCK 'N' ROLLIN' — Peter Blake (Pepper
UP 36295)
THEME FROM BIG TIME — Smokey Robinson (Motown
TMG 1085)
ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status Quo (Vertigo
5059 184)
IT'S ECSTACY WHEN YOU LAY DOWN NEXT TO ME —
Barry While (20th Century BTC 2350)
ONLY WHEN I'M LONELY — Jigsaw (Splash CP 16)
SPRING HIGH - Ramsey Lewis (CBS 5515)
EGYPTIAN REGGAE — Jonathan Richman & The Modern
Lovers (Beserkley BZZ 2)
YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva 11)

Radio Victory

PORTSMOUTH

HIT PICKS
Glenn Richards: ROCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD —
Status Quo (Vertigo 6059 184)
Chris Pollard: MISTY ROSES — Jess Roden (Island WIP
6406)
Nicky Jackson: HAPPY ANNIVERSARY — Little River
Band (EMI 2702)
Dave Christian: CALLING OCCUPANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT — Carpenters (A&M AMS
7318)
Andy Ferriss: HEROES — David Bowie (RCA PB 1121)
Chris Rider: LITTLE GIRL — Mink Deville (Capitol CL
15942)
Anton Darby: HALFWAY HOTEL — Paul French
Connection (Arista 138)
Howard Pearce; BETTER BY FAR — Caravan (Arista 110)
ADDONS
STARDANCE — John Forde (EMI 2656)
THEME FROM BIG TIME — Smokey Robinson (Motown
TMG 1085)
I REMEMBER YESTERDAY — Donna Summer (GTO GT
106)

BBC London
PRESENTER PICKS
Paul Owens: BABY WHAT A BIG SURPRISE — Chicago
(CBS 5672)
Tony Fish: HOUNDDOG MAN — Lenny LeBlanc (Big Tree
K11005)
Susie Barnes; SHE'S NOT THERE — Santana (CBS 5671)
David Kremer: CALLING OCCUPANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT — Carpenters (A&M AMS
7318)
Jean Challis: CIRCLES — Captain & Tennille (A&M AMS
7314)
BBC Medway
PRESENTER PICKS
Jimmy Mack: MONDAY TUESDAY — Pilot (Arista 139)
Bernard Mulhern: LOVING CUP — Clodagh Rogers (Polydor
2059 934)
John Thurston: YOU AND I — Debbie Raymond (United
Artists UP 36311)
Mark Seaman: CALLING OCCUPANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT — Carpenters (A&M AMS
7318)
Tony Valence: YOU'RE IN MY HEART — Rod Stewart (Riva
11)
Rod Lucas: MISTY SUNSET — Johnny Pearson Orchestra
(Penny Farthing 941)
Mike Brill: EGYPTIAN REGGAE — Jonathan Richman &
The Modern Lovers (Beserkley BZZ 2)
BBC Merseyside
PERSONAL PICKS
Billy Butler: IMAGINE — Average While Band & Ben E. King
(Atlantic K 11019)
Phil Ross: SUFFICE TO SAY — Yachts (Stiff Buy 19)
Terry Lennaine: BRICK HOUSE — Commodores (Motown
TMG 1086)
Afternoon Merseyside: MAKE IT WITH YOU — Whispers
(Soultrain FB0996)
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The

new

album.

Dingwalls
Dingwalls
College of Art & Technology
Queen Mary College
Castle Hall
St. Marys College
Polytechnic
North Staffs Poly
University of London
Chancellor Hall
Rock Garden

Out

OCTOBER
London
London
Derby .
London
Hertford
Twickenham
Bristol
Stafford
London
Chelmsford
Middlesbrough

now.

Lg

Buy it.

Barbarellas
University
Windmills Club
Crewe & Alsager College
College of Education
Roundhouse
Outlook
Essex University
North Staffs Poly.
University
Erics Club

Birmingham
Keele
Rotherham
Alsager
Bedford
London
Doncaster
Colchester
Stoke
Manchester
Liverpool

.a.
mm
ouT OF their skulls tour
W*
Q
Marketed by WEA Records Ltd.. P.O. Bok 59. Alperton Lane. Wembley. Mlddx. HA01FJ Phone 01-998 5929 or order from your WEA salesman. Available on Wamer Brothers records and tapes K56411
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The BBC's 'adventurous autumn'
in two 20th-century programmes,
CLASSICAL MUSIC coverage on
collaborate for a live transmission of
one with Boulez and the other with
the first night of Die Fledermaus by
BBC TV would be part of " probably
Previn.
Strauss from Covent Garden.
the most adventurous schedule
Paco Pcna is the star of a film
Weekend viewers of The Lively
we've ever been able to offer the
made in Cordoba during the annual
Arts series will be to see two operas
public," according to Humphrey
flamenco
festival, while Lorin
— Prince Igor and Boris Godunov
Burton, head of the Corporation's
Maazel conducts the Cleveland
— which are being recorded this
music and arts department, speaking
Orchestra in the Great Orchestras
month, and there will be a relay of
about autumn plans. Burton
series and James Loughran discusses
declared: "It is my conviction that
Beethoven's Fidelio with the Vienna
the music of Dvorak (Loughran will
Philharmonic conducted by Bdhm.
we provide thcBritish viewing public
conduct the HaI16 Orchestra).
with the most extraordinary bargain
Lively Arts In Performance also
Towards the end of the year there
features this autumn a number of
of the year with our operas, ballets,
will be a special programme about
concerts and arts features."
outstanding young performers, all
the English violinist Nigel Kennedy,
of whom have recordings in the
Among highlights of the new
aged nineteen. He first attracted
"season" will be the first BBC TV
catalogues. They include the
notice at the Menuhin School, and
violinist Kyung Wha Chung playing
visit to the English National Opera
BBC cameras have been filming his
for a relay of Bizet's Carmen and the
Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto with
development in recent years. BBC
the LPO under Haitink; the pianist
first joint BBC TV-Radio 3 studio
TV will be screening his Festival
production of an opera (Verdi's
Murray Perahia conducting and
Hall debut with the Philharmonia
Macbeth) in stereo. On New Year's
playing Mozart concerti with the
under Muti.
ECO; and the pianist Michel Beroff
Eve BBC2 and Radio 3 will

-

Pictured here at an EMI soul presentation last Wednesday (21) to mark the
release of the six Tchaikovsky symphonies conducted by Ms t is lav
Rostropovifch are fl-r): Michael Patten (Guy Norris Ltd), Patricia Syms (Army
& Navy Stores); Peter Andry (EMI International Classical Division);
Rostropovitch; and John Pat trick (EMI classical division). The symphonies —
played by the London Symphony Orchestra — are being issued in a sevenrecord set (SLS 5099).

CFP releases
AUTUM RELEASES from EMI's
Music for Pleasure label are headed
by a performance of Rachmaninov's
Rhapsody On A Theme of Paganini
and the Piano Concerto No 1 played
by the Philharmonia Orchestra/von
Dohnanyi and the London
Philharmonic/Gibson. The
Philharmonia, this time under
Mackerras, is also featured on an
Offenbach and Strauss programme
and the London Philharmonic,
under Leppard, in one of Haydn's
Surprise and Drum Roll
symphonies. Gibson conducts the
Scottish National Orchestra in
Mendelssohn's Third Symphony
('The Scotch') and the same
composer's Fingal's Cave overture.
A popular selection of These You
Have Loved is introduced by
"Richard Baker. Classics for Pleasure
currently retail at £1.25.

BBCSO opens

Brahms and Tchaikovsky

at Festival Hall
THE BBC Symphony Orchestra
opens its winter season next
Wednesday (12) with a concert at the
Royal Festival Hall marking the
105th anniversary of the birth of
Ralph Vaughan Williams. Adrian
Boull and David Alherton will
conduct the orchestra, the BBC
Singers and the BBC Symphony
Chorus in the composer's Sinfonia
Antarctica and A Sea Symphony,
with Margaret Marshall (soprano)
and Brian Rayner Cook (baritone)
as soloists.

'bargain' sets
ALMOST EXACTLY a year after
Deutsche Grammophon's
prestigious issue of the four Brahms
symphonies conducted by Karl
Bbhm (2740 154) Decca heads its
current "bargain box" releases with
the symphonies conducted by Lorin
Maazel. In addition to the
symphonies, however, the Decca
release — which features the
Cleveland Orchestra — includes the
Tragic Overture, the Variations On

Philharmonia in Belgium
CLOSE ON 300 personnel from the
performances of Mahler's Eighth
Philharmonia Orchestra and
Symphony — the "Symphony Of A
Philharmonia Chorus were in
Thousand" — at the current
Brussels last week for two
Flanders Festival. For the second
time this year the ensemble
combined forces with the Dlisseldorf
The Fires Of
Chor Musikverein, this time under
the baton of Michael Tilson
Thomas, principal conductor of the
London leave
Buffalo Symphony Orchestra and
director of the New York
Philharmonic television concerts.
for Hungary
THE FIRES Of London, an
ensemble well-known for its
Premiata 'prix'
recordings of the contemporary
repertoire, left last Monday (3) for
LA FEDELTA Premiata, the first in
its second tour of Hungary with its
the Philips Haydn opera series
director, the composer Peter
conducted by Antal Dorati, has been
Maxwell Davies. After the lour the
awarded the coveted Prix Mondial
group — which is being funded by
du Disque. The opera was released
the British Council — will become
last year as part of the 1976
the first British ensemble to appear
Subscription series and the cast
at the Styrian Autumn Festival at
includes Frederic von Stade, Ueana
Graz.
Colrubas and Luigi Alva.
Finnie awarded Ferrier prize
THE KATHLEEN Ferrier Prize,
Linda Finnie, aged 25.
valued at £600, at the international
At the international singing prize
singing competition held annually at
held in Pula second place was
Hcrtogcnbosch in Holland has been
awarded by public vole to the
awarded to the Scottish contralto
English baritone William Elvin,
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from Decca
A Theme Of Haydn ("St Antony
Chorale"), and the Academic
Festival Overture.
The First Symphony in Maazel's
interpretation was already available
separately (SXL 6783), but other
works included are issued for the
first time. They were all recorded in
the Masonic Hall, Cleveland, during
1975-76 and the four-record set is
available at the special price of £9.95
for both discs and cassettes.
Another new set is of
Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake music
with the National Philharmonic
Orchestra under the Australian
composer Richard Bonynge (this
year marks the centenary of the
ballet's premidre in Moscow). The
three-record boxed album, recorded
at Kingsway Hall in 1975, follows on
from a critically acclaimed The
Nutcracker released in the same
year. Other major ballet music
recordings by Bonynge on Decca
include Coppelis (SET 473/4) and
Sylvia (SXL 6634/5) by Delibes and
Giselle (SET 433/4) by Adam.

L

e

. .egg at Snape
Maltings
AMONGST THE judges at the
Benson & Hedges Music Festival at
Snape Maltings during the past week
has been Walter Legge, founder of
the Philharmonic orchestra and
choir and a former head of EMI's
classical division. He was joined on
the panel by his wife, the soprano
Elizabeth Schwarzkopf.
The winner of the gold award
competition will go forward to a
number of concert, radio and
recording engagements, including a
Wigmore Hall recital on December
5, and stands to win prize money of
£2,000.
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Heath recording early

for Christmas and EMI
Bishop) recorded the programme
EDWARD HEATH, the former
with the Geoffrey Mitchell Choir
Prime Minister, has just completed and
the English Chamber Orchestra,
recording a programme of popular
and he will conduct the same forces
and traditional carols at EMI's
at a carol concert sponsored jointly
Abbey Roads studios. The record
will be released to tie in with by the record company and book
publishers at Westminster Central
Sidgwick & Jackson/EMI Music's
Joint publication of Heath's new Hall on December 19.
EMI also plans to release a double
book, Carols — The Joy Of
album of music discussed by Heath
Christmas, on November 21.
The conductor-politician in his previous best-seller, Music —
(pictured above discussing a point A Joy For Life, before the end of the
with senior producer Christopher year.

Glazounov's
sheer delight
Glazounouv: Symphony No 6 in C
minor, Op 58; Saxophone Concerto
in E Flat, Op 109. Moscow
Radio Symphony Orchestra/
Fedoseyev/Korneyev. Producers:
Severin Pazukhin and Pyotr
Kondrashin. HMV Melodiya
ASD 3383. The sheer delight on this
record given over to music by
Aleksandr D.K. Glazounouv (18651936) comes with the Saxophone
Concerto completed in the year of
his death. One critic, at least,
listened to it three times in
succession. The tone of Lev
Michailov's saxophone when it
appears is, in a word, beautiful, and
ideally suited to the composer's
rhapsodic yet lyrical style. The
symphony is also a mature work,
belied by the difference in the
prolific Glazounouv's opus
numbers; and here is found the
dramatic and heroic side of the
composer's nature. In the last
movement, particularly, with its
elegaic redolence of plainchant, the
skilful orchestration shines through.
This disc is carefully engineered
(although the pressing is not quite in
the top flight) and deserves to find a
wide audience.
Haydn: The Piano Sonati, Volume
5. John McCabe, pianoforte.
Producer James Walker. Decca 5
EUJN 112/15 (4 discs). This is the
final volume in McCabc's epic cycle
covering the complete oeuvre, so
most collectors who have brought
the previous four will want to round
off their set. As an added "bonus"
the final disc presents a pianoforte
transcription (approved by the
composer) of the Seven Last Words,
while on the sixth side — "a sample
of this entertaining side of Haydn's
output" — there is a selection of
minuets. As might be expected from
the Walker/Dunkerley production
team this volume is well up to the
standard of its precursors, and
indeed in many ways actually
eclipses them. The marriage between
composer, performer and
technicians now seems completely
assured — even relaxed — and
doubtless this relationship developed
as the scries progressed. Technically

too, the album serves as a first-class
example of how to record this
tricky instrument with success. A
splendid effort by all concerned.
Bach: The French and English
Suites. Gustav Leonhardt,
harpsicord. Producer not credited.
Phillips 6709 500 (5 discs). If this
celebrated artist's name did not exist
it would surely have to be invented,
since these performances are, in a
word, lion-hearted. Within the
confines of five records Leonhardt
has utterly captured the essence of
that very summit of the baroque era,
Johann Sebastian Bach. He has
done so, too, in a manner which
both makes light of the (sometimes
prodigious) technical difficulties and
explores the music for its merits
rather than for its mere form. He
gives the closest attention to detail,
yet never becomes pernickety; his
handling of the instrument has
masterly precision, yet is always
fluid. This boxed set — available at
the reduced price of £15.25 —
contains a scholarly booklet and is
given Philips's customarily careful
presentation. It deserves to be a
winner.

Classical charts
For its monthly Classicscene
supplement Music Week is
exploring ways of devising a
regular chart of best-selling
classical albums, based
largely on countrywide
returns from recognised
dealers. Retailers who wish
to be considered for
inclusion (successful
applicants will be credited)
should write on headed
notepaper to: Classical
Editor, Music Week, 40
Long Acre, London WC2,
marking the envelope
"Charts".
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Don Williams
DON WILLIAMS was back and a
capacity audience at the
Hammersmith Odeon (September
20) clearly indicated that he's still
continuing to weave his "gentle
magic", although the proceedings
were marred by a P.A. system
totally inadequate for the vastness of
the venue.
The now familiar formula, used
on three previous visits during the
past 18 months, clicked yet again.
All the right songs were there —
Atta Way To Go, Say It Again, 'Til
The Rivers All Run Dry, I Recall A
Gypsy Woman and She's In Love
With A Rodeo Man amidst the 16
song selection — with the artist's
exacting vocals perfectly matched by
superlative harmonies and
musicianship from his two backup
men, Danny Flowers and David
Williamson.
Then there were those other
distinctive Williams' touches — the
sparse amount of dialogue between
songs, the frenzied applause as he
took of his battered hat and the
audience taking over the vocals on
You're My Best Friend. And, at the
end of it all, he returned to take two
encores to the delight of all present.
The old formula worked again,
but how long will Don Williams be
able to keep it up, making use of the
same presentation; The same
material — there was only one new
song, his current single Country
Boy, slipped in during an encore;
and the same, short set of dialogues.
Surely now is the time to make
changes before that gentle magic disappears under the weight of too
much familiarity?
In support, and making, her
British debut on the tour, wa's
Barbara Fairchild, an artist who
enthusiastic support of the audience
through a performance that well
mixed highly distinctive vocals with

Q
c
n
an exhuberant personality.
During the course of her 40minute set Miss Fairchild covered a
wide musical spectrum, moving
from downhome country styled
material that included I Saw The
Light and Mississippi to emotionally
charged ballads like When The
Morning Comes and Sing The Blues;
Bluebirds, well carried by her
plaintive styling. Encoring with
Your Cheatin' Heart, the audience's
response clearly indicated that the
lady is on the verge of an important
new career on this side of the
Atlantic.
TONY BYWORTH
Steve Gibbons
IT IS amazing what a difference a
little thing like a hit single can make.
The success of Tulane, in its eighth
week in the chart, not only had the
fans queueing up but it seems to
have brought about a change in the
Steve Gibbons band itself. Gibbons,
one of the longest overnight
successes in the business, at last
looks the part of a headlining act.
Last Sunday (25) at the Croydon
Greyhound promised to be a
meeting of two worlds: Gibbons,
purveyor of old-styled rock and roll,
and the Depressions, yet another
quartet of shorn, angry, shouting
youths belting out unintelligible
lyrics on top of ear-splitting highvelocity guitars. Good stuff, but it
was not to be. At least a couple of
the support band was not as
youthful as the uniform suggested
and for some reason there is
something very disturbing about
mutton posing as punk. Their music
is good solid heavy rock but.the
Depressions have got an identity
crisis to sort out before they start
making any real headway.
If the Depressions were
confusing, Gibbons was a triumph.
This was only the fourth date of a

protracted British tour, but the story
had been the same in the unlikely
venues of Cleethorpes and
Eastbourne: controlled energy that
never let up for a minute and had the
audience wanting it to go on all
night. No band in Britain plays
straight rock and roll as well as Steve
Gibbons does now.
Gibbons always had the style to be
a star and now he has learned to
communicate it. With leather jacket,
white shirt and teeth to rival the
Osmonds he has mastered the art of
being Cool. The knowing shrugs and
flashing smiles are straight out of
Happy Days.
His song writing as developed
from standard rock and roll themes
like Take Me Home and Rollin'
into, for example, a kind of antipunk defence of British Tradition
(No Spiltin* On The Bus) or the
downright bizarre (The Girl In The
Bunker). His best songs, though, are
still in the American tradition: Mr
Jones, Johnny Cool and He Gave
His Life For Rock And Roll.
The band, once an unconvincing
combination, now play, to borrow
the football commentators' phrase,
as one man. Dave Carroll's lead
guitar is more piercing than even but
it gains from blending in better with
the whole, uncompromising sound.
It seems likely that Gibbons has
gained from the success of the new
wave because however long he has
been doing the rounds he has always
stayed close to the roots of rock and
roll, simplicity and excitement, and
those are at the heart of the new
music as well. The only cloud on
their horizon may be the choice of
Tupelo, Mississippi Bash as the
follow up single. Picked presumably
on the assumption that you never
change a winning combination, it
puts the band in danger of being
known for nothing more than doing
good cover versions of old rock and
roll standards, aside from which it is
not as strong as Tulane anvway.
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Still, the Polydor Caught In The
Act live album, out this vvcek»
should sell well on the strength ot
performances like this and the band
has surely bought enough time with
the Top 20 hit to build a big
following by the time the next studio
album comes out. Live music is big
again, and the Gibbons Band live is
big indeed: as they trek around the
country for the next two months
they will only get bigger still.
GODFREY RUST
Brendan Grace
REGIONAL HUMOUR is a wellproven formula for album sales as
borne out by the success of Billy
Connolly, Max Boyce and Mike
Harding. Ireland, surprisingly, has
not so far entered a contender (Dave
Allen strangely does not make
records), but the chances are that
Brendan Grace may be on the way to
a Connolly-Boyce breakthrough.
He's well enough known already
on the other side of the Irish Sea and
has made several albums for
Release, but it is obviously going to
take time before his name becomes
known outside the UK's strongly
Irish areas. He played a sell-out
show at Kilburn State — 400 were
turned away — and then one week
later on his current English tour
attracted aroupd 150 people last
Saturday to the Hatfield Forum. "It
is," said Grace with commendable
restraint "wonderful to see you —
both of you!"
However it was a tribute to his
professionalism that never once did
his show indicate that the theatre
was less than jam-packed and also to
his engaging personality that it was
doubtful that the audience was
aware of the empty spaces either. An
amiable, roly-poly figure of a man,
he is less abrasively outrageous than
Connolly — although a song about
the problems of constipation
delivered in a Belfast accent was
worthy of the Big Yin — and is not
so indulgently nationalistic as
Boyce. Inevitably he targets on the
idiosyncratic behaviour of the Irish,
but thankfully didn't build a show
around it. There were moments, also
inevitable, of gay humour, but the
material was always of sufficiently
high quality never to give offence.
Grace is not inclined to pepper his
patter with smut. In between the
gags, Grace sang engagingly, some
humorous songs like Combine
Harvester, for which he wrote the
lyrics, and some traditional like
Cushy Butterfield, performed to a
taped backing track. Grace has just
been signed to CBS and it is certain
that more will be heard of him.
BRIAN MULLIGAN
Mngi

/f,

¥,
FROM HER LATE
ALBUM "CRYSTAL"
DON'T IT MAKE MY
BROWN EYES BLUE
c/w
ALL I WANNA DO IN LIFE
UP 36307
ON TOUR WITH KENNY ROGERS
NOVEMBER
2 - DUBLIN
5 - LONDON Rainbow
3-BELFAST
(»-LIVERPOOL Empire
4 - BIRMINGHAM 7 - CARDIFF Capitol
Hippodrome
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Gibbons' pop image needs fleshing
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Montgomery
MARIAN MONTGOMERY has
one of the most distinctive singing
styles in popular music today, while
Richard Rodney Bennett — now
based mainly in New York —
remains a highly respected composer
of classical, jazz and film music. The
combination of these two
exceptional talents, as proved by
their concert at the Windsor Theatre
Royal on Sunday (25), is a musical
partnership that should have
materialised before now.
The Theatre Royal was an
ideal venue for Montgomery and
Bennett — its compactness lent itself
to the intimacy of the couple's
music, and the drawing room stage
setting was an appropriate
backdrop. The impression almost
was that they were performing in
someone's home, in front of a few
people, instead of a packed
auditorium.
Miss Montgomery's voice needs
little introduction - like Cleo Laine
she has the ability to take almost any

song and, despite how many times it
may have been performed 0r
recorded by other artist, make it
sound her own personal property.
She can take a number like James
Taylor' Fire And Rain, and reduce it
to stark simplicity; her Last Blues
Song (which included a quickfire
send-up of Mrs Cleo Laine) had
flashes of humour, and Don't Talk
— Just Sing also brought to the fore
Miss Montgomery's sense of fun.
However it was on songs such as
Any Place I Hang My Hat Is Home
and Blues In The Night that she left
her indelible trademark. She has the
kind of voice that remains in your
mind long after the performance is
over.
Richard Rodney Bennett proved
to be a superb team mate — apart
from providing piano (and
occasional vocal) accompaniment,
he had his own solo spots which
included medley of lesser-known
Gershwin compositions, and a
wicked version of the My Fair Lady
hit song, Wouldn't It Be Luverly?
Hopefully, although he is now living
in the US, he will find more time in
the future for UK concert work.
The Montgomery/Bennett
partnership is something special,
and their forthcoming album on
Cube, Surprise Surprise — We Sing,
should be well worth hearing. The
couple play further concert dates in
the near future, including two
performances at the Mermaid
Theatre on October 16. They should
surprise quite a lot of people.
CHRIS WHITE
Jenny Darren
HER PUBLICISTS describe
Manchester singer Jenny Darren as
punk rock's only really female
vocalist, and others have claimed
that she is a singer following in the
vein of such performers as Janis
Joplin. There is certainly no
denying, on the evidence of her
performance at the Rock Garden in
London's Covent Garden last
Wednesday (21), that she is a lady in
possession of a rather huge voice.
What does remain to be answered
is whether the excitement Miss
Darren generates onstage can be
captured on recordings — she is
currently completing an LP for
DJM, and has already had one
single, Citylights, issued by the
company. Quite often, something
which comes over incredibly well
during a live performance can be
completely lost on disc, when there
are no aspects to excite the listener's
imagination.
Jenny Darren has obviously
modelled herself on the work of
Joplin, and so far as the British
market is concerned, her only real
competitor would appear to be
Maggie Bell — who seems to have
been keeping a low profile anyway.
She took the title track from her
album, Lady Killer, and nearly tore
it apart — I'm A Woman, by her
very stage acrobatics, left no one
with any doubts about the fact, and
Stairway To Heaven, the Led
Zeppelin composition which Miss
Darren dedicated to several dead
pop heroes, was given a full-blooded
treatment.
Miss Darren undoubtedly is in
possession of a remarkable voice,
virtually capable of raising the roof,
coupled with a stage routine which
although somehow rather dated in
style, still managed to add to the
music's excitement. This was her
first London appearance, although
she has been playing dates all around
the country. The difficulty is going
to be expanding her style so that it
achieves mass-market acceptance —
her debut LP is obviously going to
be a crucial contributing factor, and
a few more gigs in venues like the
Rock Garden may well spread the
word yet.
CHRIS WHITE
MORE REVIEWS
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Bringing you:
The Boomtown Rats • Ray Tssier
Danny Williams • D.RU.M.
Flash &The Pan-Lipstique
Chris Hill.
ms
To Phonogram London
and Phonogram International
for your help in giving us
a hat trick of hits

m
2

from our first four releases.
And to everybody in the
business who has looked
our way...
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Love from Ensign.
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The smallest button in the business.
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The newAudioMagnetics Extra High Energy Tape

SELLER

We've recently been telling you

TAPE

maximum output levels and dynamic

that 'there's money for you in our

range. Comparing the new range with

cassettes/ A lot of retailers now know

its competitors proved there was no

that to be true. Our competitively priced

comparison.
But, as we've said before,

range of cassettes and other tape
products have proved AudioMagnetics
- the seller tape. When other cassettes

hearing is believing, so just listen with
your ears.
Blank cassette buyers will be

stick to your shelves AudioMagnetics
keep moving out and turning over even

attracted to the eyecatching NEW

more profit for you.

packs.
So take stock of the biggest news

And now the world's largest
manufacturer of blank recording tape,
announce NEW improved oxides

in cassettes and stick with the new
seller tape'.
For further information contact

across the whole AudioMagnetics

Nigel Bryden,National Sales Manager,

range.
Tests have proved startling.
The NEW FORMULA XHE shatters
conventional industry standards for

AudioMagnetics Incorporated (UK) Ltd.,
Loverock Road, Reading, Berkshire.
Tel: (0734) 598036.
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spotlighting the music makers and management

Sixties rock package cancelled
LONDON'S NEWEST pop venue,
the Roxy Theatre in Harlesden, has
been forced to cancel all existing
concerts set for the venue until
further notice, after the Greater
London Council refused at the last
minute to issue it a licence. The
GLC's decision has temporarily
knocked on the head theatre boss
Terry Collins' plans to book an
entire package of pop stars of the
Sixties, in the hope that they could
attract to the Roxy the same kind of
audiences that they have been
performing for in the North of
England and Midlands for several
years.
Collins' setback follows a lastminute list of GLC requirements. He
explained: "We were all ready to go
when it happened — I thought that
we had unravelled all the red tape.
Basically it is down to a small
minority of complaints from local
residents about excessive noise, but

we will be appealing against the
GLC decision. Whatever happens, it
will mean more structural and
soundproofing work, so I have no
option but to cancel all the existing
shows until further notice."
Collins' ambitious nostalgia
project, which stood to earn or lose
him a fortune, was reliant entirely
upon the public's wish to have a
walk down memory lane, or wallow
in nostalgia. Many of the artists and
bands he had booked no longer have
chart successes, but are still wellknown names to the generation who
grew up with their music — Susan
Maugham, Helen Shapiro, Joe
Brown, Billy J. Kramer, Jet Harris,
Marty Wilde, Billie Davis, Freddie
and the Dreamers, Lulu, Dave
Berry, Carl Denver, the Troggs and
Leapy Lee.
Surprisingly also, Collins had also
succeeded in booking several sixties
pop groups, many of whom so far as

Derek
Everett
of RCA
1. Bridge Over Troubled Water.
Simon & Garfunkel (CBS). Simon
and Garfunkel at their very best. A
superb collection of songs
beautifully performed and
produced.
2. Hot August Night. Neil Diamond
(UNI). For me, the definitive Neil
Diamond album. Neil is the singer
songwriter/performer, and this
album captures his magic.
3. Blood, Sweat and Tears. BS&T
(CBS). At the time of the release of
fhis album BS&T were the
rinnovators of the fusion of jazz and
ock. The album still stands up
today.
You Made Me So Very
H
appy, BS&T.
Milestones. Miles Davis (CBS).
Classic small group jazz with
Cannon Ball Adderley, John
Coltrane, Red Garland, Paul
Chambers and Philly Joe Jones.
cBaccara
^ HOLIDAY in the Canary Islands
y Leon Deane, head of marketing
j*naso promotion at RCA in Germany,
directly resulted in the success of
cs Sir I Can Boogie by Baccara,
hich to date has sold three million
opies
in Europe. Deane spotted
a
accara — Maria Mendiola and
yie Mateos, both from Madrid —
s ^ Canary Isles nightclub, and was
. .'^pressed by their potential that
tnviied them back to Germany to
a 0 the
0 girls
iw0rcl
: had S]Xjustmonlhs
S '
been dancers,
< rn
Vp!? ?. ' 1 8 regularly on Spanish tv.
, Can Boogie was one of the
sec
•
recording
q 51005
and^eirwasfirstreleased
in
fn„rman
y
during
May.
The
0w,n
one ai 8 May it reached number
}d remained there for eight
We
ton s'^nce
then the record has also
l le c
Holi
' us haris in Sweden,
Bolp-11'anc
^ tria,
Switzerland and
Norv 'Fin,and
' ':,een a in Denmark,
now n'• .
' Prance, Spain and
^coinl ta'n' German sales alone
hao 5 dforsc wone million units,
the i tl?'
' as issued by RCA in
K
about five weeks ago, and

5. Hickory Holler Revisited. O.C.
Smith (CBS). The Son Of Hickory
Holler's Tramp is one of my all-time
favourites and O.C. my kind of
singer.
6. Drift Away. Dobie Gray (MCA).
An album beautifully produced by
Mentor Williams. Why the title song
has never been a hit in the UK is a
mystery.
7. Elton John. Elton John (DJM).
Early Elton, simple arrangements
and
memorable
including
Your Song
and Sixtysongs
Years On.
8. Soundtrack American Graffiti.
(MCA). A superb collection of rock
'n' roll classics plus the voice of the
No. I dj Wolfman Jack.
9. Rudy The Fifth. Rick
Nelson. (Decca). Soft rock at its
best. Rick is still making good
ICLThe Most Of The Animals
(Columbia). A collection of the
Animals early recordings including
their first Number One, House Of
The Rising Sun.

immediately became a disco hit as
V e as being8 picked up by regional
well
a I s.a?U sNhe giris, ^o werecently in London for a TOP Of Th
Pops appearance, are currently
making an album.
Search And
Des^rov on Asylum, the Dictators
have been described
by one leading
Galifornian
newswrj

yC r
|d Sandy Pearlman of Blue Oyster
SfU produced ^ alburn.
Dictators Go Gut
^ a
^e/'^XsLtion Played Its
first public concert.neM«6«n[h
S^Cn^riahHeep.

EDITED
by
CHRIS WHITE
the general record punter and
London audiences are concerned,
had disappeared from the face of the
earth during the last ten years or so
— While Plains, Cupid's
Inspiration, the Swinging Blue
Jeans, Ivy League, Thunderclap
Newman, the Nashville Teens, the
Searchers, Edison Lighthouse, Love
Affair and the Mersey beats.
Collins said: "People told me that
they were amazed to hear that these
people were still working, years after
their initial hit success, and in some
cases when they had only ever had a
couple of hit records. They thought
that most of them had retired years
ago, and in sdme cases even died! In
fact, they have all been successfully
appearing in clubs and theatres in
the North of England, and some of
those names can still command
£1,000 for a good night's cabaret."
Collins decided to bring his
nostalgia package to London, after a
visit to Birmingham. "I was amazed
by the live entertainment scene there
— Marly Wilde was working one of
the clubs there, the Mojos were in
another, and then at a third there
was Thunderclap Newman. When I
made enquiries I realised that there
were all these names from the Fifties
and Sixties pop scene still
performing to a large audiences."
The difference in Collins's plan,
quite apart from bringing many of
these artists and names to the South,
an area that they have never really
worked before, was to put them
into a theatre rather than a club.
"Although they put on good shows
in the north, in many cases they are
working on cramped stages, with
limited orchestral backing, and arc
often competing directly with drink
and food."
. .
Collins adds: I believe that there
is still a market for the old names —
our nearest competitor is the
Rainbow Theatre at Finsbury Park
but that venue caters mainly for fans
of the Top 20 and contemporary
music. There are a lot of people in
the thirtyish age group who have no
out-door entertainment, other than
football matches and the local pub,
and that is the public which we arc
aiming for.".
US

contest

finals set
WISHBONE ASH will top the bill at
the finals of the US Sound
Spectacular talent contest, at
Wembley Empire Pool on October
31. Supporting the band will be the
five successful area finalists,
competing for a £5,000 prize, and
the possibility of a recording
contract with MCA.
The talent hunt has been
organised by British rock promoter
Harvey Goldsmith, and the makers
of US. the anti-perspiranl
deodorant. Entry was open to any
group that didn't have a recording
contract. Goldsmith reports that the
quality of preliminary tapes
submitted by competing groups has
been exceptionally high.

j

GORDON GILTRAP, whose new album Perilous Journey on Electric Records
was released last week, has put together a new band for his European tour.
They will be playing several dates in Switzerland, France and Holland, before
starting a UK tour later in the month. Left to right: Eddie Spence (keyboards),
Dave McDonald (bass), Giltrap (accoustic and electric guitars), Dave Barfield
(drums and percussion) and Pete Sommerville (keyboards).
Biddu to write disco
movie soundtrack
PRODUCER-COMPOSER Biddu is
expanding his activities to the film
world having been signed to write
the soundtrack music for The Stud,
a film revolving around the exploits
of a discotheque owner due to go
3
into production in Britain in
November.
The film will not only mark
Biddu's first soundtrack assignment,
but also his acting debut for it is album, A Kaleidoscope Of
planned that he will play a Rainbows, re-arranged for the tour,
supporting role in the film as a dj.
and some new Ardley compositions.
The Stud, based on a book by Jackie
Collins and starring her sister Joan
FOLLOWING AC/DCS recent US
Collins is being produced by Joan
tour, which included the Mid-West,
Collins' husband, Ron Kass, former Texas, California, New York and
m.d. of Apple and Wdrner Bros in
Florida, the Australian band has
the UK. Distribution will be through returned to Europe for its first
Brent Walker Film Productions and
headlining tour which includes 14
the film will have a particularly British dates. Coinciding with the
strong musical content.
visit, Atlantic is releasing a new
According to Kass there will be 45
album. Let There Be Rock this week
minutes of music including some 20 (7) and a single. Problem Child, has
songs, half of which will be already also been issued.
established international disco hits.
DEBUT ALBUM from Radiator,
Music co-ordination is in the hands
of attorney Martin Machat who will called Isn't It Strange?, is issued by
be negotiating for an album to be Rocket Records on November 4.
released in May to coincide with the The band is currently midway
through a 21-daie UK tour.
film's local releases.
Part of Biddu's musical
responsibilities will be a SMOKIE, which has a new single
collaboration with veteran lyricists out called Needles And Pins — the
Sammy Cahn in composing the title old Searchers hit — headline
track as well as some new songs. The concerts at nine major venues from
two are currently working together the end of this month. First date is at
in California. Other music is likely the London Rainbow on October 28.
followed by Blackpool ABC (29),
to come from the Millingtons, sisters
Manchester (30), Coventry Theatre
June and Jean formerly with Fanny,
and Lynsey dc Paul, both signed to (November 1), Sheffield City Hall
management with Kass via his Triple (2), Eastbourne (3). Wolvcrhampton
K Management — the other two Ks (4), Ipswich(5) and Hanley(6).
arc Peter Kameron and Bert
• Kamerman.
NEIL ARDLEY breaks new ground
with the first series of one-man
musical presentations of his work in
quadraphonic sound. He will be
playing 13 concerts around the
country, including Lancaster
(October 13), Leicester (14).
Liverpool (18), Plymouth (21),
Leeds (November 3), Sheffield (4)
and the London School of
Economics (12). The presentation
will include music from his Gull
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AT THE young age of 16, Marvin
Hamlisch wrote his first hit tune, a
song called Sunshine Lollipops And
Rainbows for a film featuring Lesley
Gore. It was a success which has led
him to his present day position as
one of America's lop composers,
with such credits as the Broadway
musical A Chorus Line, and the
music for films like The Way We
Were and The Spy Who Loved Me.
Hamlisch's musical career started
at the age of seven when he went to
the Juilliard School of Music in New
York; less than a year later he was
writing his first songs although it
was not until the mid-Sixties that his
career finally took off with the
success of Sunshine Lollipops and
Rainbows. During a recent visit to
London, for the BBC TV recording
of his own concert at the Royal
Albert Hall, when he conducted the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, he
recalled: "At that lime Lesley Gore
was recording for Mercury and her
producer Quincy Jones wanted a
suitable song for a film that she was
making — it was one of those beach
party and bikinis type of movies,
and when they heard my song they
thought it would be ideal for one of
the beach sequences. The next thing
I knew I had a hit record, and 1
reckon that it must have been one of
the shortest in the history of pop
music, because the total running
time was only about one minute and
45 seconds."
Shortly afterwards Hamlisch
started composing for a fellow high
school student — Liza Minnclli.
"We'd known each other a long
time, and although we were not at
the same high school, we were good
friends. One of Liza's first
recordings was of my song The
Travelling Life which she recorded
for her debut Capitol album, and
also sang at the London Palladium
with her mother in 1964. Judy
Garland had asked me to work on
that show, and I did the musical

arrangements for a medley of songs
called Take Me Along wluch Liza
sang to her mother onstage.'
One of Hamlisch's biggest
successes to date has been wit
Barbra Streisand and The Way We
Were. Originally it was intended that
Streisand should perform the song
on camera during the rilm of the
same name, and she did the
soundtrack recording about five
months before the film was
completed. "By the time filming was
completed, she had gone off the
number, and asked me if Td write
another song, so I did The Way We
Were Number Two," the composer
recalls. "Barbra preferred that song
because it was fresher, but finally
the decision was made to revert to
theoriginalThe Way We Were."
That song sold two million copies
for Streisand in the US alone, as well
as appearing on the soundtrack LP
and being the title track of another
chart-topping LP by her. Although
she failed to get the song away in
Britain, Perry Como also had a
minor success with it, before Gladys
Knight and the Pips had a massive
hit a year later with their version.
Hamlisch adds: "I had first
worked with Streisand 12 years
before, when she was appearing in
the Broadway musical Funny Girl,
and I was the rehearsal pianist. She
is a tremendous person to work for,
and it was one of the most thrilling
moments of my career. Streisand is a
perfectionist and a professional — if
she feels that you are not trying as
hard as you can, then she gets really
mad. Since I also like everything
perfect, we managed to get along
pretty well together."
Hamlisch's biggest musical
success has been A Chorus Line, a
box-office hit on Broadway, and
now repeating itself at the Theatre
Royal, Drury Lane. The show has
also spawned one of the hit
standards of the Seventies, What I
Did For Love, which has been

INTRODUCING

recorded by such names as Johnny
Mathis,- Tony Bennett and Shirley
Bassey. "That project started after
somebody played me some tapes of
various chorus dancers talking
together. He asked me if I thought
that there was a musical there
somewhere, and I could see that
there was a good basis for a show, I
was working on A Chorus Line's
music for at least 13 months,"
Hamlisch says.
Although he admits to not having
seen many British musicals,
Hamlisch feels that one reason why
they are not as successful as
American ones is because the British
musical tradition is still very much
based on music hall. "There is
certainly the talent in the UK; I did
all the music for The Spy Who
Love Me In London, and the calibre
of the musicians was excellent. In
addition Britain has produced one of
the best ever musicals, Oliver! I can
remember someone bringing me
back an album of the music, when it
first opened in London, and I was
knocked out by it. London is
probably the only place in the world
where there are equally excellent
facilities for recording music for
films, TV and radio."
Hamlisch's musical collaborators
have included the late Johnny
Mercer (they wrote a song together
called Life's The Way You Make It),
Paul Anka, and most recently,
Carole Bayer Sager. He has also
composed with Paul Williams —
"We did a number called Lovers
Kids And Fools, and I was
convinced with a title like that it
would be a huge hit. It turned out
that we could't even get arrested
with that song, and it has never been
issued to this day."
He has no specific projects to
work on at the moment, although he
says "I enjoy doing three things,
films, shows and songs, and I hope
to continue giving all three equal
attention in the future."

SPARKS
For the first time on their
new label CBS-a great new album
INTRODUCING SPARKS
featuring the new single
A BIG SURPRISE' CBS5593

Due for
release
soon
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Produced by Terry Powell,
Ron Mael & Russell Mael
82284
CBS
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Gerry Rafferty: second spin as a solo artist.

wheel

TWO YEARS after the break-up of
Stealers Wheel, and many legal
problems — which have prevented
him from either recording or making
live appearances — Gerry Rafferty is
about to launch his second attempt
at a solo career. It was in 1968 that
Rafferty first came to record buyers'
notice, when he became a member of
the Humblebums, the Scottish group
that spawned Billy Connolly.
Rafferty's recording comeback
has been via United Artists Records,
and at the instigation of no less a
person than Artie Mogull, president
of UA's American company.
Mogull had first become aware of
Rafferty's work while he (Mogull)
was involved with Blue Thumb
Records in the US, which released
the artist's first solo album, Can I
Get My Money Back. The Scottish
singer/songwriter's debut single for
UA, City To City, marks his return
as a solo performer after six years.
Rafferty says: "There have been
many problems in the last two years,
mainly because Stealers Wheel's
management decided to go into
liquidation just as we were about to
issue our third album. The result was
that only now has everything been
sorted out, and for the first timesince 1975 I have found myself in a
position where I can release records
and make live performances. The
last couple of years I have just had
to concentrate on my song-writing."
Stealers Wheel, led by Rafferty

Skipper

*

folk

CHARISMA RECORDS has signed its first female vocalist for some time —
Joy Yates, a New Zealand Maori girl singer with Pacific Eardrum, along with
the rest of the group, has signed a five year recording contract with the^
company. Their first album, Pacific Eardrum, is released this month. Pictured,I
left to right, Joy Yates, (seated) Brian Smith, Gail Coulson (Charisma jointmd), Billy Kristian, Isaac Guillory, Chris Gilbert, Dave Macrae, and Brian
Gibbon (joint md).

ONE OF the most unusual
Christmas records this year will
feature the recording debut of a 69year-old coaster-skipper from Ryde
on the Isle of Wight. Bob Roberts,
who has spent most of his life on the
boats, much of it as a Suffolk
bargeman, recently recorded in his
low sitting room a number of
traditional folk songs for release by
Topic, the North London-based folk
record company.

car number in Britain
is now for sale . . .
r
1

The owner, Mitch Murray, is not
returning to live in the UK
and will accept a substantial
offer for this magnificent
registration mark

PHONE:
AMSTERDAM (020) 797438
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Roberts

deal

Possibly the most admired

POP

turns full circle
recording studios around the
and Joe Egan, became one of the
country, but most of them still seem
most successful British bands of the
to cater for the Jimmy Shand and
mid-Seventies. Stuck In The Middle
Andy Stewart type of artist — the
With You was a Top Ten hit on both
traditional Scottish artists. I would
sides of the Atlantic, while the
like to record in Scotland myself,
second album, Ferguslie Park,
but at the moment they just don't
spawned a similar success in Britain
have the right studios. In addition,
and the US. The band also made a
major tour of the US. The last 'there aren't all that many venues
around for live performances, the
album before the legal problems.
discotheques are flourishing
Right Or Wrong, was produced by
everywhere at the expense of a lot of
Mentor Williams and issued in
the local acts."
March 1975.
Rafferty is currently working on a
Rafferty made two albums with
new album for UA, produced by
Billy Connolly, under the name the
Hugh Murphy who was responsible
New Humblebums. "I'd been
for the last LP by the Poet Laureate,
playing with several locals bands in
Sir John Beljeman. The first two
Scotland, and one night at a party I
albums he made with Stealers Wheel
was invited to join Tom Harvey,
were produced by one of America's
who was then a member of the
legendary production and
Humblebums. Later Harvey left, so
songwriting
teams, Leiber and
Connolly and myself went out as a
Stoller. "It was the idea of our
duo. At that time we were both
management company to team us up
writing material seperately for our
with the pair, and it was a great
two Transatlantic albums, and
experience working with them," he
playing folk clubs both in Scotland
says. "I had a hunch that the whole
and various parts of England. After
thing could come off well, and those
the Humblebums split, Billy
two albums were both big sellers in
Connolly went on to pursue his own
the US and Britain."
successful solo career, and I made
He added: "It has been good to
the Can I Get My Money Back?
album for Transatlantic, although it get back into the recording studios
after all the problems of the last
didn't sell well."
couple of years, and my next priority
Rafferty is still based in Scotland
and, despite the musical talent which
is to get a band together. The main
has come out of that country in the
benefit from my enforced lay-off
last few years, he claims that there is
was that it did at least give me the
still a lack of good facilities there for
time to concentrate on my
pop talent. "There are a number of songwriting."

;—
Skipper R oberts: home and dry at 69.
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Topic

During the early Sixties, Roberts
made a name for himself on the folk
scene but it is only now that he has
recorded for posterity folk songs
about the days of sailboats and
barges.
Topic Records approached him
more than 12 months ago to make
an album, but because Roberts was
hardly ever ashore, the plans were
always postponed. When eventually
he did find a free weekend, the

Topic recording team arrived at his
home and his sitting-room
immediately became awash with
microphones and cables. For six
hours Roberts reached into his
musical past, and recorded such
titles as Windy Old Weather, While
Game-keepers Lie Sleeping, Little
Boy Billee and other songs of
seafaring days and country life.
Roberts, who was born in Dorset,
grew up in a family devoted to the
sea and to old songs. During his time
as a bargeman, whenever he had an
evening free, he used to go to
"singing pubs" in the area,
including the Ship at Blaxhall,
famous for its session of folk songs,
music and old-fashioned stepdancing.
Tony Engle, a director of Topic,
told Music Week: "Bob Roberts'
album is not such an unusual release
for us — this kind of record is our
bread-and-butter — but in my
opinion he is a classic example of an
English traditional singer. It took
Topic eight years to persuade him to
record this album. At one point he
had just disappeared from the folk
.scene altogether and we spent four
years just following up leads.
Eventually, when he was found, it
was then a case of waiting until
Roberts had time to make the
recordings."
Topic Records cliams to be
Britain's leading record company
specialising in traditional folk
music. Already this year the
company has released over 50
alburns, and its total catalogue is
now around 250 LPs. Tony Engle
added: "We do make new signings
to Topic, and make the occasional
talent search, but it is more a case
of keeping our finger on the folk
music pulse. Many of the people we
record are not professional
performers by any means. Their
music is authentic however, and it is
important to capture a lot of it on
record."
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NILS LOFGREN HAS NEVER BEEN MORE 'LIVE'
"NIGHT AFTER NIGHT"
HIS SENSATIONAL NEW 1IVE' DOUBLE ALBUM,
FOUR SIDES OF NILS-NO FRILLS-JUST RAW,
UNCOMPROMISING, HARD-ASSED, RAUNCHY ROCK ¥ ROLL.

#

FIFTEEN OF HIS BEST-KNOWN NUMBERS, INCLUDING "KEITH DON'T 60;
"GOIN' BACK',' "CRY TOUGH; "BACK IT UP: AND "I CAME TO DANCE','
RECORDED LIVE THIS YEAR IN LONDON,GLASGOW AND LOS ANGELES.

i

"NIGHT AFTER NIGHT"-NILS LOFGRENTHEY'LL BE ASKING FOR IT DAY AFTER DAY.
A&M RECORDS AND TAPES
AMLM/CLM/YLM 68439
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Ken Maliphant: no qualms about the £11 price tag.
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Lol Crewe (left) Kevin Godley and the Gizmo: closer to Geronimo than to Led
Zeppelin.
£100,000 for jazz
AN APPEAL fund to provide
"There is an enormous increase in
Britain with its first National Jazz
the number of young people who
Centre has reached £100,000
want to learn to play jazz, but the
although it has still two thirds of the
lack of an administrative and
way to go before it reaches the final
performing centre for the music
target figure. Aim of the appeal,
means that talent remains stifled and
which was launched in February by
is neither developed to its full
the Jazz Centre Society, is to provide
potential nor widely heard by music
a venue where jazz can be presented
audiences. Until a National Jazz
to a wider public than before.
Centre is established where jazz can
The three men who instigated it
be presented to a wider public, no
arc Brian Blain, chairman of the
accurate estimate can be made 'of
Jazz Centre Society, David Green,
the potential audience."
its treasurer and secretary, and
Ray Harkus told Music Week:
Charles Alexander, JCS
"Our target is £300,000 and we are
administrator. To date, there have
more than a third of the way now.
been several lunches to create
There is a search going on at the
interest among business people, and
moment for suitable properly, and
people have also been invited to take
hopefully by the end of this year the
out deeds of covenant for seven
fund will have reached the £200,000
years. According to Ray Harkus,
mark. What we are looking for is a
another organiser, the establishment
place which could provide a
of a National Jazz Centre would call
performing auditorium, and
for only 527 covenanted
facilities for rehearsal and practise
contributions.
rooms, and a jazz library. The idea
The Jazz Centre Society, which is
is that the centre would be open to
the only national jazz organisation
the general public, six days a week,"
in the UK, is a non-profit-making
company started in 1968. Its two
Harkus added that the JCS had
main roles are to further the
already received an offer on
presentation of jazz throughout the
property in London, and architects
country, and to work on behalf of
are currently drawing up plans. "It
musicians and other jazz bodies. A
is diff icult to say just when the jazz
spokesman for the organisation
centre could open, and obviously a
said: "Most people closely
lol depends upon how soon we raise
concerned with the scene in Britain
the £300,000 required. Hopefully it
would agree that while jazz has been
won't be too far in the future
one of the most vital areas of
however," he added. "Support so
musical activity for more than 50
far has been very good, and two
years, it has yet to achieve the
lunches provided by Moet and
recognition and status accorded to
Chandon have been particularly
most other forms of music.
successful."
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by JOHN HAYWARD
WHEN KEVIN Godley and Lol
Creme left lOcc to concentrate on
their triple album Gizzo project
getting on for a year ago, few
foresaw the Consequences.
At the outset the duo had
concentrated on making an EP to
demo the sound effects possible on
their new guitar attachment.
Gradually the EP turned into an LP
and thence into a boxed triple set
which culminated in breaching all
previously accepted price ceilings for
contemporary music to carry a
recommended retail price of £ 11.
The price tag is not the only
unique feature about the Gizmo
work, entitled Consequences. For a
start it is not rock and roll by any
stretch of the imagination.
Sequences of linked sound conjure
up images in keeping with the theme
of the elements wreaking their
revenge on mankind.
Then there are three sides or so of
what might be described as a musical
playlet, or "ear movie" as Creme
and Godley prefer to call it, with
dialogue master-minded and written
by Peter Cook. The final side is a
piano concerto.
"It just grew organically,"
commented Ken Maliphant —
Phonogram's managing director
designate, and the man who has had
closest contact with the Gizmo twins
since the start of the project.
Maliphant was also the man who
had the job of convincing
Phonogram International's moguls
that the Consequences triple was
going to be worth the investment.
Throughout its 16-month history
the set was treated as a high priority.
For 14 of those months Crewe and
Goddard were closeted in their own
Strawberry Studios North and
Oxfordshire's country retreat The
Manor working like latter day
hermits on their secret project.
That kind of studio lime costs a
great deal of money and the pair,
together with Maliphant, had to
convince Phonogram that its share
of the costs was going to pay
dividends in the end.
Altogether Consequences
constitutes an investment of
£250,000, which even in these
devalued days is an awful lot of
money.
Seated in Maliphant's top floor
office at Phonogram's Park Street
headquarters, it is easy to see how
the Consequences concept was
carried through against all odds.
The creative duo and the hardheaded money man — who claims to
owe his success in the record
industry to a morbid fear of poverty
— have all the answers to the
obvious questions... Like the lack of
an obviously competitive price.
"This is categorically not a case of
the band presenting me with product
■and leaving me to market it," stated
Maliphant. "I have stayed in very
close touch with the project since its
earliest stages and have acted like a
liaison officer between Kevin and
Lol and Phonogram.
"My first instinct was to price
Consequences at £9.50, but we
finally settled on £11, and I am not
making any excuse for that. I have
firmly believed for some time that
for historical reasons, the market
has been pre-conditioned to feel that
music should be cheap.
"If you take the price of a record
now and relate it to the price it was
in real terms 15 years ago, it is very
cheap. People expect to buy music
cheaply, but they don't have any
idea how expensive recording costs
have become.
"With that in mind, and knowing
that a full price album is now costing
around £4, and then you multiply
that by three and then add the cost

Gizmo:

Consequences
we don't want young kids in bands
of a 20-page booklet and a box, then
to buy one and then curse us if it
you know why I have no qualms
falls apart. We want it to be used by
about charging £11 for everyone
and we are not going to
Consequences. If I carried through
rush it out until it is ready for
my own arguments to their logical everyday
use.
conclusion we would be up to £18 on
"It's an instrument rather than an
this set — in effect I have reduced it
effect and it requires playing with
to£11
"Consequences
does not need some modicum of intelligence. The
only other model in existence is with
price attraction and anyway, £11 is a
Paul McCartney at the moment. We
compromise between the price we
feel it is the first real breakthrough
considered fair and the outstanding
on the guitar since electrification."
quality of the work it contains."
The mysterious Gizmo is a device
The marketing of the triple set has
which bolts on to the bridge of the
also presented Phonogram with
guitar containing wheels which bow
some unusual problems. Creme and
the strings to produce siring and
Goddard are adamant that
wind instrument effects. Creme and
Consequences is not rock music. The
Godley consider it belter than the
duo has a background in visual art
string synthesisers currently
and are both film buffs. They claim
available and want it to be marketed
their work for lOcc was conceived in
for about £50.
the Hollywood musical tradition,
"Walter Carlos did for the Moog
with different characters taking
what we want to do for the Gizmo,"
certain pans of their songs.
cut in Creme.
So when left to their own
devices, they have come up with a
But even with the three thorniest
completely unclassifiable work.
questions out of the way in
"It's closer to Gershwin than Led
confident style, it is clear that all
Zeppelin," said Creme. "It's what I
three men knew that the project was
would call an ear movie" — a film
a big gamble — especially Godley
for the blind.
and Creme working in the isolation
"We wanted to tell a story on
of the studio.
record, but there is no sensitivity in
Born as an experimental demo to
rock music, which does not lend
explore the capabilities of the Gizmo
itself to telling stories. Therefore we
as far back as November 1975, the
needed dialogue, and that's where
possibilities of the attachment
Peter Cook came in.
gradually took over their minds, and
"The music business is in such a
faced them with the choice of either
state right now. People don't know
a new lOcc album or total
how to listen to something unless
commitment to the Gizmo.
they are told exactly what it is. They
"When I heard the first ten
want things classified, but this is a
minutes work, I was ashen-faced,"
record with talking on it, and that's
said Maliphant. "I just blew my
what makes it new and exciting. I
mind, and whether or not it would
would say you need three listens
sell did not matter at that time.
before it makes the right impression
"Everyone who heard it became
— which is six hours listening, so the
involved 100 percent. Paul
actual selling of Consequences is a
Gambaccini ended up writing a 20challenge."
page diary about the project. Peter
Maliphant agreed. "This is a
came to hear it and stayed
classical
problem
of Cook
with us for three months. The record
communication," he said. "The company
heard 15 minutes of
maximum amount of people have to
completed tape and committed itself
be convinced to get involved —
to another five and three quarter
there's no other word — with the
sides" put in Creme.
record. Phonogram is not going to
But it seems not even the lightpass any opinions on the work, we
hearted duo could embark on such a
are just going to make it available
giant project without feeling some
and let the demand grow naturally.
kind of strain.
All the record company is going to
"Of course we were under
do is water the growth.
pressure," agreed Creme. "We set
"We are trying to avoid the
ourselves a deadline of last
dichotomy between the marketing
November. It wasn't going to be
and the creative process. Until now
ready and Ken sussed that out and
we have never seen an example of
helped us so that we never had to
this in action, but if this project is
compromise ourselves.
seen to succeed, then other people
"As a record executive, he wanted
will try to follow the example."
it finished tomorrow, but as an
Phonogram is aiming the associate,
he told us we had not
Consequences set firmly at the
finished yet and to carry on until we
intelligent late-teens and twenties had.
market, which watches little tv but
"Then we thought 'are we
goes to the cinema. To this end the
spinning it out?' At one stage we
company has booked its
were worried about the dialogue
advertisements into 400 key cinemas
sections and we even suggested
around the UK to reach its target
turning in a five-sided album —
audience.
really — but we were persuaded not
The last question, one that might
to do that. I mean, what would have
only occur to the most cynical music
industry mind, was: "Might the gone on the sixth side?
"But I admit we got scared when
Consequences set be simply a costly
it began to look like six sides.
marketing ploy for the magic Gizmo
guitar attachment, which will hit the
Phonogram was very good at
putting their money where its mouth
shops soon?"
was. We had three sides to go and
"That one has been asked
then we said the sixth side was going
before." replied Godley. "We want
to be able to sell both the record and
to be a piano concerto, and then we
the Gizmo, but there was no prehad to learn the piano.
conceived notion about exploiting
"We had nothing but
the record for the sake of the Gizmo.
encouragement from Maliphant and
"After all, the attachment was
from our manager Harvey. They
patented three years ago when we
had blind faith in us through
started using it on stage, and
ignorance."
although we want to get it on to the
Creme and Godley emerged from
market as soon as possible, it might
the Manor on August 1 with the
not be available to the public for
finished tapes and immediately took
sometime.
a holiday. At the moment they are
"That's because we want to make
doing interviews and press
sure it is available at the highest
conferences
by the dozen, but all
possible quality at the lower price.
they want to do now is get back into
Our credibility is at stake here, and
the studio for more work.
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Manchester
by CHRIS WHITE
NOT SINCE the mid-Sixties when
the city spawned such musical talent
as Freddy and the Dreamers, the
Searchers and the Hollies, has
Manchester been so much to the fore
in pop music. Some 13 years after
that initial explosion of talent, it
looks as though the northern
metropolis is again about to become
the birthplace of several, major pop
and rock acts, with one particular
local group. Sad Cafe, claiming sales
of 8,000 copies of their recent RCA
album in the Manchester area alone.
With the increasing number of
facilities either in the city itself or
within fairly easy reach, including
management and agency companies,
recording studios (lOcc's Strawberry
Studios at Stockport is only about 30
minutes away) and live venues, it is
now possible for acts, in the North
to remain based there, and only
come to London for the occasional
promotional visit. The advent of
commercial radio has also aided this
decentralisation of the pop music
industry.
One classic example of a major
pop group who has refused to
uproot itself in search for success,
and have still succeeded in attaining
nationwide recognition, is Barclay
James Harvest. The band recently
celebrated its tenth anniversary as a
recording group and has emerged
from the last decade with exactly the
same line-up as in 1967,
Vocalist/songwriter John Lees says:
"People suggested that we should
move to London to help our careers,
but we have always done well living
in the North. Strawberry Studios in
Stockport is near where we live, so
we can make all our albums there,

—

a

musical
V

rennaissance?
and our management and agency is
Kennedy Street Enterprises in
Manchester. Naturally we have a
representative management in
London too, but the only time we
ever have to visit the capital is for
promotion work."
He adds: "People remark on how
we have managed to stay together
for so long as one unit, and one
answer is probably because we have
never wanted to move to London.
We are quite happy doing what we
are doing and living where we do,
which is a group of small villages at
Saddle worth, just outside
Manchester. There is no reason for
us to change our life style."
One of the newest pop
management companies is Friarmere
Music Management, started just a
year ago by David Beale, Geoff Gill
and Cliff Wade, and which handles
a number of Manchester acts.
Beale's history in the music business
includes two years with Mountain
Management, and at one time he
was head of Gaff Management's
agency division. Gill was previously
a member of a pop band called
Smoke and was also head of
production at Morgan Studios.
Beale says: "The live music scene
in Manchester is very good at the
moment, there is an incredible
amount of talent emerging and I
think that people are once again
becoming aware of what is
happening in the city. At the
moment there are only a couple of
16-lrack studios there, and there is

the well-worn pub circuit, but the
arrival of lOcc and Strawberry
Studios have finally made
Manchester respectable in the eyes
of the music industry."
Although Friarmere has a London
office, in Knightsbridge, the
company still operates generally
from the North. "It's a case of
somebody being in London, to
check on last minute things, and
liaise with the record companies,"
Beale says. "In fact we are planning
to expand operations and have just
bought a farm at Delph, outside
Manchester, which is going to be
converted into a full recording
studio. Strawberry Studios is the
main one in the area but it isn't
always possible to get in there at
short notice. Friarmere has enough
acts of its own — the company
manages Oscar and Jenny Darren,
both of whom record for DJM, the
Beaver Brothers who have just
completed an album for a film
company, and new-wave band the
Savages — to justify having its own
recording facilities."
Jenny Darren, who comes from
Birmingham, but has a Manchester
backing band, spends her time
commuting between the two cities,
also agrees that there is a lot of
musical talent coming out of the
city. "There is a lot of music going
on there, and you have only to take
examples like Sad Cafe which has a
tremendous local following. It is a
shame that a lot of pop artists and
bands feel that they have to go to

Sas Cafe: "Ly should wslop living here? London is so expense, anyvay"
London, to achieve any sort of good facilities in Manchester and it
is encouraging new talent to come
nationwide success, because it
along all the lime. At the moment
should be possible to remain based
there are a lot of punk and new wave
in the north of England".
bands emerging — Slaughter and the
She points out that -Manchester
Dogs come from Wythenshawe and
teenagers are as pop conscious as
the Northern music scene has perked
any others. For example a move to
up a lot.
close the Electric Circus, which is
"In addition Manchester has
one of the city's major rock venues,
several good venues for live
has resulted in a petition signed by
performances, generally 1-2,00015,000 people. In addition,
seater theatres, and it is possible to
Manchester also has the Free Trade
get good tv exposure with Granada.
Hall, which is the nearest equivalent
There is also Piccadilly, the local
to the Royal Albert Hall, and its
radio station.
Belle Vue venue — previously a
"One of the problems of
tram-shed serves as an Earls Court.
playing gigs in London, and the
Sad Cafe was formed in early 1976
South of England generally, is the
by several musicians all living near
lack of good venues there. In the
Manchester, and the band is now
North it is possible to play the civic
one of the most popular in there,
halls, and various clubs. The only
and was tipped by several people for
way it is possible for a group like us
nationwide success, now reflected in
to play to a good London Audience
that album. They also share the
is by being the supporting attraction
same management as lOcc — Harvey
to a big-name act, but in Manchester
Lisberg — and have remained based
we don't need to support anybody.
in Manchester. "Why should we
Our fan following is sufficiently big
stop living there, and move to
enough for us to do our own
London which is so expensive
concerts, and still sell the place
anyway?" bass player John
out."
Stimpson says. "There arc plenty of
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Smokie UK Tour
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at.
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28 Oct. London ^inbow
29 Oct. Blackpool A
30 Oct. Manchester Apollo

natH
-pj

i Nov Coventry Theatre
2 Nov! Sheffield City Hall
3 Nov. Eastbourne Congress Theatre

Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

4 Nov. Wolverhampton City
5 Nov. Ipswich Gaumont
6 Nov. Hanley Victoria Hall
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LISTINGS
ALL I CAN DO. You're Cold, THE JOLT.
Potydor 2058 936(F)
B
BACK IN LOVE AGAIN, Material Things,
L.T.D. A&MAMS 7319(C)
C'MON HOME, Let Him Bleed,
RUBETTES. Polydor 2058943 (F)
COME A LITTLE BIT CLOSER. Drinkin'
Man's Blues, MICHAEL CLARK,
Capitol CL 15944 (E)
CREEPIN', Boy You Growing.On Me,
TAMIKO JONES. Contempo" CS
2130 (W)

PALJATT. Paul
PAPA JOHN CREACH
PEARL
QUEEN
RAWLS. Lou
REED. Gary
ROBINSON, Tom
ROXY MUSIC
RUBETTES
RUMOUR
SAINTS
SHARP, Al
SHOWDOWN
SKID
TAVARES
TAYLOR, Jeremy
TYLAGANG
VAUGHAN. Frankie
UNIVERSAL ENERGY
VERA, Billy
VISCONTI, Tony
WEEDON. Bert
WHITTAKER, Roger

R
K
L
W
S
H
T
V
C
I
0
0
K
1
I
P
D
T
U
P
M
R
S

DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A - Rye. C - CBS. W - WEA, E - EMI. F
— Phonodisc. H — H. R. Taylor, L —
Lugtons, R — RCA, S — Selecta, X — Clyde
Factors, Z — Enterplse, CR — Creole, P —
Pinnacle, T — Transatlantic. SH —
Shannon, SA — Saga Cream, V — Virgin.

DISCO DANCING. Menage A Trois,
BEVERLY ROBINSON. Jayboy BOY
114 (ZLHR)
DOIN' THE BEST I CAN, Cheatin' The
Dark, PHIL CORDELL. Prodigal PRD
6(E)
DUSIC. Happy, BRICK. Bang BANG 12
(F)
DUST ON NEEDLE. Pool Hall Punks,
THE TYLA GANG. Beserkley BZZ 5
(S)
FINGER LICKIN' GOOD, Lovely Lady,
BRECKER BROTHERS. Arista 117 (F)
G H
COIN' PLACES. Do What You Wanna.
JACKSONS. Epic EPC 5737 (C)
HELLO JAMAICA. Daughter Of The
Night, GARY REED. CBS 5654 (C)

PRAWNS IN THE GAME,
Ha™?'
JEREMY TAYLOR. Bronze BRO 45
(E)
PRIVATE CLOWN. Nouveau Riche.
BILLY VERA. Polydor 2058 933 (F)

1 LIVE FOR YOUR LOVE. Who's To
Blame, GARBO. Big Bear BB 10 (E)
I'M SO GLAD. This Town. RUMOUR.
Vertigo 6059 181 (F)
I SAW HER STANDING THERE. Endless
Sleep, SKID. Galaxy GY 118 (ZLHR)
I WANNA BE NEAR YOU, Ridin' Too
High, SIR TED FORD. Barak BAR 3
(ZLHR)
I WANT YOU TO WANT ME, Oh Boy,
CHEAP TRICK. CBS 5701 (C)
1 WANNA SEE YOU SOON. Keep In
Touch, TAVARES, Capitol CL 15945
(E)
KEEP DOIN' IT PART 1, Keep Doin' It
Part 2, SHOWDOWN. Slate STAT
63 (W)
KEEP ON MOVIN', Right Down, PAPA
JOHN CREACH. DJM DJS 10809 (C)
LOCK IT UP, Jeepster, EATER. The
Label TRL 004 (The Label)
LOVE IN YOUR LIFE, Everybody Needs
Somebody, PEARL. London HLU
10552 (S)
LOVER'S HOLIDAY, Look At Me,
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK. EMI
2707 (E)
M
MOPEITTY MOPE STOMP. Let's Grow A
Little Garden, TONY VISCONTI.
Mercury 6007 150 (F)

OH CAROL, I Need Your Love. FLYING
SAUCERS. Alaska ALA 2009 (ZLHR)
ONE DAY AT A TIME, Hello Misty
Mornings, LENA MARTELL. Pye 7N
46021 (A)
1/3 LOVE, 2/3 PAIN, Philadelphia
Groover, AL SHARP. GTO GT 180
(C)
1.2.3.4./LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR,
One Way Street/Demolition Girl,
THE SAINTS. Harvest HAR 5137 (E)

UNIVERSAL ENERGY, Christmas For
Space, UNIVERSAL ENERGY.
Harvest HAR 5138 (E)
VIRGINIA PLAIN. Pajamarama, ROXY
MUSIC. Polydor 2001 739 (F)

REGGAE BUMP, Bye Bye Love. PAUL
PALJATT. Pye 7N 25753 (A)
ROMANCE (JE SUIS), Blue Echoes
BERT WEEDON. Polydor 2058 874
RUM AND COLA, Safari Hat, KITES.
Polydor 2058 935 (F)

SEAGULL, The Last Song, ROGER
WHITTAKER. EMI 2712(E)
SEASONS IN YOUR EYES, Lovely
Lubina, LONE STAR. CBS 5707 (C)
SEE YOU WHEN I GIT THERE, Spring
Again. LOU RAWLS. Philadelphia
P1R 5244 (C)
SHE'LL BREAK YOUR HEART, Don't
Stall, LEE FARDON. Arista 141 (F)
SHOPPING BABY, Shopping Baby
(Long Version), D. D. SOUND.
Mercury 6007 155(F)
SILLY GIRL. Happy In The Skoolyard,
NO RICE. EMI 2709(E)
STAR WARS DISCO, Funky Hat, THE
FORCE. Splash CP 15(E)

w
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS, We Will
Rock You, QUEEN. EMI 2708 (E)
WILLOW, No Way Out, JOAN
ARMATRADING. A&M AMS 7316
(o
R
WHY DO LOVERS BREAK EACH
OTHERS HEARTS. The Girl Who
Used To Be, DARYL HALL & JOHN
DATES. RCA PB 1123 (R)

YOU CAN'T TURN ME OFF, Let Me Get
Close To You, HIGH ENERGY.
Motown TMG 1087 (E)
YOUR LOVE REFRESHES THE
PARTS, Charlotte, THE LIBRA
BROTHERS. President PT 471
(ZLHR)

TOTAL ISSUED
Singles notified by major manufacturers for
week ending 6th October 1977.

TAKE.ME, Lemon Drops & Lolly Pops,
- FRANKIE VAUGHAN^-fye 7N 46017
(A)
Q.
T. V. DINNERS, Revolver, KURSAAL
FLYERS. CBS 5706 (C)
TUPELO MISSISSIPPI FLASH, No
Spitting On The Bus, STEVE
GIBBONS BAND. Polydor 2058 940
(F|
2.4.6.8. MOTORWAY, I Shall Be
Released, TOM ROBINSON. EMI
2715(E)

EMI
EMI(LRD)
Docca
Pye
Polydor
CBS
Phonogram
RCA
WEA
Others
Total

This This
This
Week Month Year
(9) 396 (288)
9
9 (9)
5 (-) 5 (5) 5 (-)
1 ID 1 (11 74 (110)
3 (7) 3 (3) 117 (183)
7 (6) 7 (7) 188 (239)
6 (6) 6 (6) 217 (194)
4 (51 4 (4) 137 (119)
1 (2) 1 (1) 137 (214)
2 (41 2 12) 175 (124)
13(18) 13 (13) 600 (809)
51 (581272 (27212048 (2232)

ognt SINGLES FACT SHEET
UK CHARTING
US Charting
RELEASE
Highest
(W/E October 1)
DATE
(or last) entry
None
SEPT 17
None

PROMOTION

COMMENTS

Extensive Radio One and Commercial station ploy

Crane led by Chuck Crane a noted US studio engineer who
engineered Layla album for Clapton and LPs from the Allman
Brothers, early
Delancy
expected
1978.and Bonnie and others. Group album

MARY MASON
AngelYou
Of The
Way
WantMorning
Mo) (Any
Epic 5652
(CBS)

AUG 26

None

None

Constant BBC One and Commercial station airplay.

A-side amalgamation of previous hits. Angel Of The Morning
from
P.P. Arnold
and18.when
You Want
Me from(29,TheISioB),
Troggs
19661.labelled
SongsAnyway
marriedThat
on
disc
by
Micki
Anthony,
hit-maker
of
It
it
Wasn't
For
The toReason
That
1
Love
You
(27,
1973).
Mary
Manson
came
second
Lynscy de Paul and Mike Moran in British heats for Eurovision,
1977.

CHRIS
Get OutSPEDDING
Of My Pagoda
RAK 261
(EMI)

SEPT 2

Motor Biking
(14, 1975).

None

British
September 29. Radio One - Paul Burnett's
Recordtour
of thefromWeek.

Cut is from the album Hun (RAK 529) released October 2. The
album contains new material. Spedding has almost charted
several
since Motor
45 hasbythefractional
riff of a
major hit.times
If playing
in-storoBiking.
do notPresent
be deceived
halt near end, it continues!

PAUL
DAVIS
1 Go Crazy
Bang 011

SEPT 30

45

None

Basic servicing of media.

Davis onmakes
reliably45s.good
disco-party
records.Medicine
DeservedWoman
to
chart
previous
including
very catchy
(Bang 009). Present single not from album Paul Davis (SHOT
0021. A good rock ballad.

RICHARD HELL AND
VOIDOIDS
Blank
Sire 6078Generation
603
(Phonodtsc)

OCT 14

None

None

Tour
with Clash from October 20. Special press and radio
concentration.

Cult US new wove band with attention first triggered by Sounds
front-page
story (April
13). part
Live ofversion
of single
by Stiff yearpicorand
so back.
Hell once
Television
and issued
then
instrumental in forming Hoartbreakors.

PHYLUS
HYMAN
Loving
Losing You (Pye)
Buddah You.
BDS 457

Re-actlvated
single
Previous,
April
29

GUYS
'N' DOLLS
Lot'
s Make
Magnet
MAGLove
98

SEPT 16

TITLE/Artist
LABEL/Number/Distributor
CRANE
Oh
Dancer
Capitol CL 15941

(EMI)

(Phonodisc)

(CBS)

CHAIN REACTION
GuU GULS 53

(pye)

CLASH
Complete
CBS 5064 Control

(CBS)

PETER SKELLERN
Soft
Falling
Mercury
€008The
6CO Rein(Phonodoc)
PAGE 58

Nono

There's A Whole Lot Of Loving
(2, 1975), Hero 1 Go Again
(36, 1975) You Don't Have To
Say
YouGround
Love Me(38,(5.1976)
19761
Stoney

None

None

WEEK ENDING OCTOBER 8

Disco and radio concentration.

Headlining tour October-November.

by TONY JASPER

Cut from Buddah album, Phyllis Hyman (BDLP 4046). Pye roactivates in-view of album release and feeling of single's
strength. Certainly the single deserves something other than
obscurity and would benefit from in-storo play.
First single from four-strong line-up. Track is from Together
(MAG
produced
by Benrecord
Findon,
responsible
for Billy5016).
OceanRecord
hit records.
Pleasant
but man
basically
seems
to go nowhere. However attractive repetition of title words
could well float into people's consciousness and give it chart
possibilities.

SEPT 16

None

None

400 records to key discos. 200 records to selected record dealers
who
discoandsales.
leallets for discos. 5000 to
recordspecialise
dealers. inRadio
press10.000
servicing.

Track is from album Indebted To You (GULP 1021). Group
features Bruce Ruflin, his artist with Rain (19, 1971) and Mad
About
You Soul.
(9. 1972).
Veryfinding
much disco
in mould
of Floaters — Billy
Paul m-o-r
Already
popularity.

SEPT 23

None

Nono

Selected radio ads. Music press ads. British tour. Special bag.

Cut
notmost
fromunintelligible
hit album ThebutClash
(CBSis82000).
Wordswith
maya bo
for the
the boat
trcmondous
knock-out riff. A now wave hit.

Nono

Artist records London concen with Carole Bayer Sager for
Capital
date. Frequently heard on BBC
Radio 4broadcasting
show. Stop atThefuture
Week.

Skellorn always promises something special. First recording for
two years, now on Phonogram roster, formerly with Decca —
the label of his two hits. November album is Kissing In The
Cactus.

OCT 14

You'
A Lady(14,(3,1975).
19721, Hold
On Tore Love

;
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Exhibition Centre
ath Urfiversity j
^
Loughborough University .
Middlesborough Town Hall
Liverpool Empire
Glasgow Apollo
Sheffield Polytechnic
Leeds University
Fairfield Halls Croydon
Unfversity of East Anglia, iMorwich
Brighton Top Rank .
21 aalford Univers
22 Leicester University
24 Champness Hall Rochdale
25 Birmingham Town Hall
26 Cardiff Top Rank
27 Wolverhampton Civil Hall
28 Lyceum London
31 Guildford Civic
Wovemifer
2 Friars Aylesbury
3 Essex University
4 Newcastle Polytechnic
5 Lancaster University
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TOGETHER' MAG 5016
Guys'n' Dolls sensational new album with 12 fabulous new tracks
Supported by press advertising,point-of-sale material and
a nationwide window/instore campaign

A

NEW SINGLE

LET'S MAKE LOVE' MAG 98
Listen out for heavy airplay support

A NEW TOUR
FORTHCOMING DATES.October

21st
22nd
23rd
27th
28th
29th
31st

The Roxy
ABC
City Hall
De Montfort Hall
Victoria Hall
ABC
Civic Centre

Harlesden
Blackpool
Newcastle
Leicester
Hanley
Chester
Halifax

November 1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
7th-12th

Hatfield Forum
Central Hall
Civic Hall
Congress Theatre
Winter Gardens
Fagins Club

Distributed by EMI Records Limited, 1-3 Uxbridge Road, Hayes, Middlesex.
Order from EMI Hayes Distribution Centre.Telephone 01-759 4532/4611 & 848 9811
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Hatfield
Chatham
Wolverhampton
Eastbourne
Bournemouth
Manchester

MAGNET
RECORDS

D
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64703.
producers: Richard and Karen
rarpcntcr. The duo have kept their
tone waiting for almost a year for a
^vv album, and then their last LP
elease was a Live At The Palladium
[Lording featuring old material,
passage is without a doubt their
finest effort to date and while it
should satisfy existing admirers of
the group, it is also the type of
album which will win them new
fans. Certainly the LP is
adventurous, featuring two songs
from Evita, Don't Cry For Me
Argentina (150 people participated
in the recording apparently) and On
The Balcony Of The Casa Rosada,
and Calling Occupants Of
Interplanetary Craft, which features
everything from a pipe organ and a
choir to marching bands. The more
ambitious members like those are
balanced with the traditional
Carpenters type of ballad, including
All You Get From Love Is A Love
Song and I Just Fall In Love Again.
Definitely a massive seller, and an
album which should emulate the
success of its predecessors.
GIORGIO MORODER
From Here To Eternity. Oasis
OASLP 501. Producer: Giorgio
Moroder. The man behind Summer
delivers his second album (first for
his own and partner Pete Bellotte's
Oasis label) and enjoys the benefit of
a single smash at the same time.
From Here To Eternity sets the tune
and the lone here, with one non-stop
keyboards epic taking up the whole
of side one, and three separate
numbers, First Hand Experience In
Second Hand Love, I'm Left You're
Right She's Gone (not the Presley
title) and Too Hot To Handle, filling
out side two. Disco dross or dancin'
delight depends on your point of
view. Prospects: obviously strong
with a hit on board.
0
leosayer
Thunder In My Heart. Chrysalis
CDL 114. Producer: Richard Perry.
The new Sayer album continues in
the direction taken by Endless Flight
and is likely to be just as wildly
successful. Richard Perry has found
a full, soulful sound again while the
songs, mostly written by Sayer in
collaboration with his supersidemen, or with Albert Hammond,
are as commercial as ever. Truth be
lold, the title track is not the
strongest on the LP. Fool For Your
Love is more catchy and danceable
while World Keeps On Turning has
more obvious soul and contains a
majestic
saxophone break, so more
hi
t singles from 'Thunder' are on the
cards. Chrysalis has a giant
campaign built around the release,
so it is not a question of whether it
will make the chart, but how long it
stay there.
0
JJEVE hillage
Motivation Radio. Virgin V 2777.
Producer: Malcolm Cecil. This is
Hillage's third solo album for Virgin
^
certainly his best yet. Recorded
'n. Los Angeles with the help of
Malc0im Cecil of T.O.N.T.O. fame
ll is an infectious and totally
resistible listening experience based
round the concept that positive
otivation is the key to life as it
Should be lived. The rhythm section
u ~rummer Jo Blocker and Reggie
McBride
on bass gives Hillage's
.hUs'c a firmer kick than usual while
,15®, "Oder's crystal-clear vocals —
ghtly altered electronically more
°l1!en than not - and sweeping
f har runs
as excellently
Reived as usual. After all the
rjmhsm of the new wave,
MOhvation Radio is the stuff to give
cnJans
' andHilla
withe aisnational tour
teS1 88UP'a lot
g
going to be
of
c™? "
people >n tlie

e

O CHART CERTAINTY
5
potential within
respective market
*** Good
** Fair
* Poor
IAN DURY
New Boots And Panties. Stiff SEEZ
4. Producers: Peter Jenner, Lauria
and Rick Walton. East End
oddball and former leader of
Kilburn and the High Roads Ian
°"7 C[0PS up as a solo artist on
he
u-,- to eobserve
demonstrates
his
ability
the man in the
street in his own idiom — wittily on
one side and savagely on the other —
maintaining his own deep
committment to his roots and
making more sage comments about
the state of the deprived urban youth
than many a punk band. Side one
has the lascivious Wake Up and
Make Love To Me, an emotional
tribute to his up-bringing called My
Old Man and a song about an Essex
wideboy with plenty of humour in
Billericay Dickie. Side Two is
darker, with numbers like
Blockheads replete with violent
imagery. The album is strong,
direct, and with luck and tour
exposure, might even make the
lower reaches of the chart.
THE EMOTIONS
Rejoice. CBS 82065. Producer:
Maurice White. Emotionally
speaking, this is the hottest girl
group on the scene! Their second
CBS album is as soulful and
sophisticated (the two are not
necessarily mutually exclusive) as
their first, and features punchy
uptempo tunes like Love's What's
Happenin' and How'd I Know That
Love Would Slip Away, and melodic
midtempos such as A Feeling Is and
DonT Ask My Neighbours. Most
important of all. the trio's vocals —
Pamela, Wanda and Sheila alternate
well on lead, and are dynamite in
harmony — are distinctively
identifiable. Prospects: solid pop
and soul, with Best Of My Love
included.
o
VAN DER GRAAF
The Quiet Zone, ThePleasurc
Dome. Charisma CAS llJi.
Production: Peter Hamraill Van der
Graaf Generator has been going in
one form or another for ten years
Peter Hammill has made odd, poetic
solo LPs, there have been line-up
changes, several tours here that earn
the band good reviews but a cult tag,
mH LPs that are welcomed but
aufck^ forgotten. The band (no
longer with the Generator) has now
added a cellist, giving the sound even
nf a neo-classical flavour than
before The result (Van Der Graaf is
anvtling but predictable) ts a sort of
breathless cross between the old
qnarks and Kevin Coyne, without
V
U Ivvn rock
The bandin isHolland,
big on
^ Con.
m. especially
nd^s starting its European tour in
^^Tteslrom miXober!
cSrfcpencVhaerhanodf
lir^ich wdl tail off as the
winter wears on.
♦♦♦
VARIOUS
Soul GH
Golden H®"d Hour series rarely
648. The Golden ho ^ ^ ^ a
includes P°P'. __ al the price —
welcome add
shelf It includes
t0

i-Hv recog
recognisable examples
readily
pye wasofa
Northern 30U ' ofaswhich
wavnc Gibson s
pace-setter,Thsaebb ^ ^nty 0f hits
Under MV "" ,' 7,,^ The Kung
- Card Johnny Wakelin's Black
Fu
' * Jaming
them. A party
Superman,
a.m|ood
V!llue a, any
must, su.r? y' cks by Jimmy
James
price, with
. Madelaine Bell
and the Vagabonds M
old
and Major Lance,
Sweet Sensation.

llKkraid

is back

with his new album

1

J . i
■
m

i

4

The prophet of rock
returns to take up where he
left off.
His brilliant new album
'Donovan' soars past anything

he's ever done.
Donovan's back.
And the world sounds
right again
RAK

'Donovan' - SR AK 528 also available on cassette
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RINGO STARR
Ringo The 4th. Polydor Super 2310556. Producer: Arif Mardin. Ringo
Starr has taken a new direction in his
new album. He has moved away
from rock 'n' roll classics, rhythm
'n' blues, and songs with a taste of
country into the lusher pastures of
multi-tracked, percussive funk.
Frankly, it does not come off. Even
with the aid of such worthies as
David Bromberg and David
Spinozza on guitars, and voices such
as those of Jim Gilstrap and Melissa
Manchester to Hesh out his
admittedly weak voice, songs like
Can She Do It Like She Dances and
Allen Toussaint's Sneaking Sally
Through The Alley just do not
sound right. The most successful
song is a Starkey composition,
which sounds like something like a
personal statement, Gave It All Up
For You. It is restrained and within
his capabilities. But otherwise it is
back to the drawing board for
Ringo.

INever released before
MT 0
marketed by Decca

Order from SELECTA • LONDON 01 - 852 9191 • MANCHESTER 061 - 682 9222
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DENNIS WATERMAN
Waterman. DJM DJF 20513.
Production: Brian Bennett. Dennis
Waterman's is now a household
name as a result of his tv success as a
Hying squadder, though he has been
acting for many years. His singing
career, though well-promoted has
not been the expected instant hit,
despite three singles and a promising
first album. This, his second DJM,
includes his own titles plus those by
other writers such as Ray Davies,
but mostly in collaboration with his
producer. Though Waterman is
perhaps a little too old to rock he
can do it as well as the next man, and
though his last set was Countryoriented, on Waterman he seems
bent on proving his throat is made of
leather and his lungs of iron. But
there are reflective ballads, his
hoarse vocals adding sincerity to
what would otherwise be
sentimentality, a non-saleable
commodity with young buyers. His
appeal should, therefore, be acrossthe-board, but somehow this album
won't please enough of the right
people. But there is definitely
potential here, and Waterman needs
only to make certain of his chosen
style before Hying off into the blue
yonder of his second career.
♦♦♦
SHIRLEY BASSEY
My Way. Sunset SLS 50403. With
the exception of the title track My
Way, all the numbers here have been
culled from two previous Bassey
full-price albums, Does Anybody
Miss Me? and This Is My Life. My
Way is obviously one of her big
perfomance numbers, although
better known by other recording
artists; she adds I'll Never Fall In
Love Again, Funny Girl, Hold Me
Thrill Me Kiss Me, and Softly As 1
Leave You. As a ballad singer she
proves she has few rivals, and You
Aje My Way Of Life is evidence of
her powerhouse vocal skills.
***
PAUL WILLIAMS
Classics. Producers: Michael J.
Jackson and Kenny Aschcr. Most of
the material here has appeared on
previous alblims, but Williams has
added his own new versions of
Evergreen and With One More Look
At You. both songs of which are
from the film A Star Is Born. The
remaining eight tracks are a strong
reminder of his immense talent, both
as a performer and a songwriter —
the LP includes such Williams
classics as You And Me Against The
World, We've Only Just Begun, Old
Fashioned Love Song, and I Won't
Last A Day Without You.

INNER CIRCLE
Ready For The World. Capitol ST
11664. Producer: Robert
Margoulcff and Roger Lewis. With
its second album for Capitol. Inner
Circle have in a sense come full
circle. It constitutes a self-confessed

return to the roots by this band of
Jamaican hardy perennials. But not
the roots that most people associate
with reggae bands these days. The
album is dominated by the sound
and feel of American r 'n' b and
soul, with several tracks only having
the slightest suspicion of the reggae
beat. It is the sort of music that the
members of Inner Circle would have
heard in their youth from US radio
stations. By attempting this the band
has displayed an ability to transcend
the limitations of the form in which
they work, and should add to their
already excellent reputation based
on their first album, Reggae Thing.
Best tracks: title, Oh Lord, Catch
Me When I'm Coming, and their
version of Marley's I'm A
Rastamam.
•»
BOB MARLEY AND THE
WAILERS
Early Music. CBS Embassy 31584.
Producer: Clement Dodd. There
have been enough horrors carried
out in the cause of making money
out of superstars' early and often
abortive efforts for any new LP of
the type to be approached with
caution. Happily this does Marley
no injustice: in fact it is quite a
delightful insight into how the
Wailers' legend was built. The
recordings, including Marley's first
hit on New World Discs, It Hurls To
Be Alone, were made at Clement
Dodd's Jamaican Recording and
Publishing Studio around 1964, and
feature the current solo artist Peter
Tosh. The big surprise is not the
raw, roots aggression of undiluted
Trenchtown rock, but the
unmistakable inHuence of the lateFifties American teenage dream.
The last track. Ten Commandments
Of Love, is as schmaltzy as any
Jimmy Rogers ballad. Despite the
fairly primitive recording
conditions, excellent re-mixing has
produced a budget-priced gem thai
is good music as well as history.
»♦
RAM JAM BAND
Ram Jam. Epic EPC 82219.
Producer; not credited. Ram Jam's
Epic debut album follows hard on
the heels of their Black Betty Top 50
hit. The four members of the band
all have long pedigrees as session
men and recording artists who have
never really made the big lime. It is
strange therefore that such a
diversity of experience should
produce an album that is slightly old
fashioned at best, and in the nether
realms of cliche at worst. The sound
is hard, fast, and 12-bar guitar
dominated throughout, with
sledgehammer subtle tempo changes
thrown in occasionally to vary the
pace. The most accessible number is
undoubtedly, Black Betty, which
does have some fire, but titles like
Boogie Woman and All For The
Love of Rock 'n' Roll indicate the
range of material attempted. On the
strength of the single, the LP will
price up sales — but hardly on
musical merit.
**
PHILLIP GOODHAND-TAIT
Teaching An Old Dog New Tricks.
Chrysalis CHR 1146. Producer:
Muff Winwood. Phillip GoodhandTait's story is one of missed
opportunities and unfulfilled
potential. He is a talented artist and
songwriter, and at one time seemed
ready to break into real success. But
it has never happened. The reason
for this is apparent in his second
Chrysalis album. The songs are
clever, neatly put together and well
performed. But his voice is not
strong, and none of the songs have
anything outstanding enough about
them to make them into hits. Overall
it's a very pleasant 40 minutes'
listening, and Muff Winwood's
production has beefed up the Tail
sound somewhat. But in the end he
just doesn't have the power or
individuality to stand out among the
crowd. Hard-core fans will buy and
appreciate songs like Just A Dream
and Private Lives. Very few new
fans will be attracted.
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vif.SSON
Early
22075. Harry
Milsson like everyone else, made
Ionic tapes long ago before he was
famous. And as is usual in these
'-es the songs have been dug out,
iped, overdubbed and more
instruments added. Listening to this
collection of pop, m-o-r. and
country, it is hard to believe — by
Jhe vocal standard if nothing else —
(hat the songs were recorded over 15
years ago. Behind the project was
Scott Turner, one time guitarist for
Tommy Sands. Turner and Nilsson
wrote together at that lime, but the
material here is mainly Turner's, cowritten with various names such as
Audie Murphy, John Marascalo and
Diane Lampert. Though the songs
are in the standard mould of Sixties
US pop, it's easy to see why Nilsson
didn't take long to break. The
accompanying musicians are
certainly impressive — Herb Alpen,
Leon Russell, and Hal Blaine among
them (though Alpen plays
harmonica). An interesting set, if
only for collectors, and at midprice
well worth stocking.
M
DAVE WALTERS
Comes Sailing IN. Fellside FE 004.
Producer: Paul Adams. Walters is a
singer and guitarist who has built
something of a reputation around
traditional-flavoured folk clubs.
Despite its simple production, using
only guitars, dulcimer and fiddle,
this album succeeds in bridging the
gap between live performance and
record that many club performers
fail to cross. Walters' intricate guitar
style and use of traditional material
creates an unusual blend of Sixties'
folk guitar in the Bert Jansch/John
Renbourn style with melodies that at
least seem to be hundreds of years
older. Judicious double-tracking of
vocals adds to this fresh, haunting
collection.
«>
BO HANSSON
Waters hip Down. Charisma CAS
1132.
Production:
Bo
Hansson/Pontus Oldson. Bo
Hansson's music is best described as
charming. He will be rcmemberd by
his interpretation of Lord Of The
Rings. Which aroused ripples of
sales interest but not a great deal of
acclaim. So many rock/folk
musicians do interpretations of
stories of fairy tales, a particularly
difficult field to be successful in
regardless of the popularity of the
artists concerned. It's impossible not
10 be a little precious and quite often
|he music would be better received if
11 laid no claim to being an
mierpretaiion
of someone else's
Wor
an k, especially when rock buyers'
d book buyers' tastes rarely
coincide. The music has to appeal to
me child in every adult or vice-versa
^d it usually falls between the two
area with a dull thud. It's wither to
compo complex for kids, or too twee
0r ro
ck lovers. It is a pity, because
^"cept albums by their very
descriptions require at all,
fortunately
falls into the category
0
' Saturday afternoon background
^sic.
Charisma posters will draw
a
heniion to it, but not strongly
enough.
SPARKS
jntroducing Sparks. CBS 82284.
producers: Ron and Russel Much
grange title for what is actually the
ai,u^
album.
houghMothers'
their first sixth
for CBS,
and
"dr fourth as Sparks. Basically the
ormuia has changed little since
aC* , access both here and in
. erica a couple of years back. Ron
S son s
evpr altho
8- are still- as clever as
ea 1 '
ugh a little more down to
T " these days, and Russel. the
P of tlie
WeirH
.
Pnm with
still sings
in aa
|, d serni-castrato
perhaps
l0re
brn,? 1 Power than before. The
sJP ? have this one and used
in |ace ot a rcgula r
band 10 nien
P
'
A
Hip q gel
sound they want. A
off f Prise
is
the
track
to
be
pulled
few Vw Sin8le and may well strike a
Plann
although there is no tour
;?nned right now.
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«r:seeSean
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? Eric Faulkner
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or Li maybeeaSC
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BCRV
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die
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.
f
hkely
already
have
original versions,toand
the fact
that
he songs included here arc not too
10
the general
will
not.U.
helpown
too much
so far public
as general
sales are concerned. However Cat
Records is putting a lot of earnest
promotion into this release,
including full-colour advertising.
BARRY BLUE
Dancing' On A Saturday Night.
Pickwick SHM 922. The former
teeny-bop performer is now a
successful record producer, but this
budget album reminds listeners of
his own recording successes. The
title track was a Top Ten hit of
course — other tracks include Do
You Wanna Dance?' School Love,
and Rosctta Stone.
**
LYNSEYDEPAUL
No Honestly. Pickwick SHM 923.
Ten recordings by the singersongwriter, headed by the TV theme
she wrote about four years ago. Also
includes Love Bomb, Crystal Ball,
and Rainbow. This album originally
appeared on the Jet label.
GEORGE BENSON
Summertime. CBS Embassy 31566
Producer: John Hammond. The
crossover success of guitarist George
Benson is graduating from jazz to
m-o-r vocalist and instrumentalist
has caused his previous record
companies to dig back into the
archives for material to repackage.
This £1.99 LP comes from the
period, 10 years ago, when Benson
first emerged as a bandleader. These
quartet recordings are engaging
examples of unpretentious small
group jazz, Benson sparkling as a
soloist but playing his part rather
than dominating in company with
organ, baritone sax and drums, an
unusual combination but one which
works effectively. A worthwhile
reissue — but definitely a jazz album
rather than easy-listening.
ELVIN BISHOP
Raisin' Hell. Capricorn 2637 104.
producer: Allan Blazek. The latest
double live set to emanate from
Capricorn headquarters in Macon,
Georgia comes from singer-guitarist
Elvin Bishop, backed by a temp.ece
band plus the Tower 01 Power
Horns. Bishop has evolved a lively
sound, placed somewhere m the
territory between Southern boogie
and big band funk and has made
SsAJwa-s#
1
"JeU Ir0
from
stage to vinyl,
well
™ the
. concert
. . difficult
gauge
Sale
| Ton haV not visited these
^ r®' °£l • ^promotion
plansof the
are
shores
led by fans

Fair amount of customers.
MELUSSA MANCHF^ThR^
r^Vin^M^sa
Manchester
^ aJways g00d
pertcrmers
remarkable, and
without tver t) h confirms lhat.
sadly this albun
^ ^ talcnt
There son8VV
is no re.^° d singer should
both as
. jnc her much wider
no1 01ie
site has put
success. in^he
In in meanthne
but
profess,onal
out an interest g-i^ collectlon of
^

hcarolc

Bayer Sagcr. Use of back-up
musicians, including a hefty horn
section, is heavy but not overdone,
l he whole album is in fact very
tasteful: it will do her no harm but as
the picture on the album cover
suggests, Melissa Manchester's train
has not come in just yet.
JERRY JEFF WALKER
A Man Must Carry On MCA MCSP
281, Producer: Michael Brovsky.
The pity of it is that this is a double
album, for the reputation of Walker
in this country is virtually
nonexistent, and consequently
demand will be limited to a few
country music afficiandos and those
who might be modestly curious to
know what else the composer of Mr.
Bojangles is capable of. The answer
is quite a lot in that growingly
popular soflrock country mix which
takes note of Nashville roots, but
incorporates a contemporary
rhythmic pulse. Walker's
worldweary voice is most appealing
and the band backing him is
marvellous (such good music coming
from the Texas musicians these
days), although towards the end of
the live recording on side four the
whole things becomes a trifle
incoherent. In fact a rather fine
single album could have been edited
from the 24 or so tracks.
FELA KUTI & THE AFRIKA 70
Up Side Down, Decca PFS 4411.
Despite two easier and rather good
albums, the name of Fela Kuti
remains little known in this country.
He's a Nigerian and leads a fine little
band which delivers a form of jazz
rock as sophisticated and potent as
anything to come out of America or
the UK. The album consists of but
two tracks, but the ever-changing
rhythmic patterns, neat
arrangements and solid solos
combine into a solid funkiness that
sustains interest throughout.

SLIM WHITMAN
Home On The Range. UA UATV
30102. Production: Alan
Warner/Scolty Turner. Timed to
coincide with the artist's UK concert
tour, this is UA's third Whitman tv
LP. The previous two reached
number one, and UA is obviously
hoping for a hat trick, as the release
is backed by point-of-sale, displays
and posters to remind passersby that
this was seen on ihe small screen.
Whitman's return to across-theboard fame three years ago after a
long career in country was a
surprise. His style is not the usual
deep-throated Nashville growl, nor
the sob-in-the-throat talcs of
wayward wives or neglected
cornfields. His vibrato vocals, which
threaten to break into yodels at
every other bar are oddly haunting;
when he does jump an octave or
two, it blends well with the otherwise
smooth, fireside warble. Numbers
here include solid oldies such as the
title track. Pearly Shells, I'll Be
Home and a nod at pop with Top Of
The World, and Say You'll Stay
Until Tomorrow plus Dear Heart for
nostalgia. Should do well — but
with the glut of tv LPs about, will it
make — and hold — that number
one spot?
o
DOLLY PARTON
The Dolly Paiion Story. CBS
Embassy 31582. Producers: Not
credited. Another hefty 16-track
compilation on the CBS budget
label. Strictly speaking it is not the
Dolly Panon story, lacking her big
UK hits Jolene and The Bargain
Store among others, but compilation
titles often take forgivable liberties.
It shows her as an accomplished
writer around standard country
themes (Daddy Won't Be Home
Anymore, Too Lonely Too Long)
with a voice thai just avoids
becoming cloying when it delves into

P.
Q
P.
n
the more slushy realms. Thcre is
even a hint of self-mockery in the
first track of side two, Dumb
Blonde, Good hands of Panon's
many fans.
***
U:
CLEO LAINE
Return To Carnegie. RCA PL
12407. Producer: John Dankworlh.
Recorded in New York more than 18
months ago. but listening to this
album it is difficult lo believe that it
is a live record, such is the quality of
the recording. Miss Laine's legend in
the US is enormous and her fifth
appearance at the world-famous
Carnegie Hall was obviously a great
success judging by the audience
response. All but two of the tracks
are new to the record fan —- she
includes such performance
favourites as Blues In The Night,
Streets Of London, Noel Coward's
London Pride, I've Got The Music
In Me, and It Don't Mean A Thing
(If It Ain't Got That Swing). An
essential album for any Cleo Laine
fan.
ACKER BILK
Meanwhile. Pye NSPLX 41055.
Producer: Terry Brown. Superb easy
listening from Bilk who has enjoyed
a resurgence in record sales during
the last 12 months. His follow-up to
the Aria LP includes familiar tunes
such as Don't Cry For Mc
Argentina, You Are The Sunshine
Of My Life, When I Need You and
the Sinairarclassic, Nanc/(With The
Laughing Face) — they are all given
the familiar haunting treatment
which is Acker Bilk's trademark.
Should be a strong seller, and maybe
— given the promotion — a chart
album.
BILLY CONNOLLY
Billy Connolly. Pickwick SHM 927.
Prior to signing with Polydor, the
company which has seen him achieve
international success, Connolly
recorded for Transatlantic Records.
This budget album features early
examples of his recorded work,
licensed from that company, and
Connolly's public may well want to
"add this LP to their collections. The
titles include Stainless Steel Wellies,
The Crucifixion, and Give Me A
Little Of Your Time.

D
LALand NORMA WATERSON
A True-Hearted Girl. Topic
12TS33L Watcrson remains a name
to conjure with in dedicated folk
circles. Even without the male
members of the original group the
sound is as strong and distinctive as
ever, and the songs are still
uncompromising,
mostly
unaccompanied, ethnic British,
delivered in traditional undecorated
style, beautiful but slightly hard
going for any but the true
enthusiast. In folk terms could be a
very big seller.
INSTANT SUNSHINE
Funny Name For A Band. One-Up
OU 2187. Producer: Bob Barratt.
Recorded live at Tiddy Dol's Haling
House in Mayfair, this album
supplies a good msight into the
humour of Instant Sunshine, who
have made frequent TV
appearances. The overall effect of
this LP is much more realistic than
their first album for EMI which was
studio recorded. Their humour
brings back memories of Donald"
Swann and Michael Flanders, but
exposure is obviously going to be
vital.
CLAUDE FRANCOIS
Claude Francois. EMI EMC 3189.
Producer: Norman Newell. The
French singer wrote the original
French melodies for both My Way
(originally Comme D'Habitude) and
My Boy, which was a major hit for
Elvis Presley. On his first EMI
album, produced by Norman Newell
whose past credits have included
Shirley Bassey, Judy Garland and
Malcolm Roberts, he includes both
as well as 10 other numbers, all of
which have been written in
partnership with Newell. Francois
had a minor hit last year with Tears
On The Telephone, and he has been
doing several guest spots lately, so
maybe thcre will be some interest in
this album.
SYD LIPTON
Syd Lipton and His Grosvenor
House Band. World Records SH
257. Latest addition to WR's golden
age of the dance bands series, and
the 16 tracks here are a good
representation of what was
happening musically in London
during the early Thirties. Limited
sales.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Effective 1st January, 1977, Music Week Classified
Advertisement rates are;
£6.50 per single column inch.
Box number charge 75p, and series
discounts will remain at: —
6 insertions 10% 13 insertions 15%.
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMENTS ARE
SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN INCH (MINIMUM
CHARGE £6.50)
The per word rate is discontinued.
The copy deadline is Bookings Wednesdays; Artwork Thursday
5pm, one week prior to publication. Advertisements may be
submitted as fiat artwork or typed copy for typesetting.
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement.
For further information contact Felicity Briski. Tel: 01-836 1522.
40 Long Acre, Covent Garden, London WC2.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims arising out
of advertising on the classified pages.

PRINTERS

SEPARATE!
PRINTED
POLYTHENE
CARRIER BAGS
MINIMUM ORDER OF 500

sou I

PRINT WITH THE EXPERTS
•INLAY CARDS 'CASSETTE SIDE LABELS
• RECORD LABELS
ITRACK LABELS - BTRACK BOXES ' P0S^RS ' B^'ERS *P0 Stelephones
^
592 4362
J
01 593 2116
897417
P G WOOD & SON(PRINTERS)LTD.
32 CHURCH STREET
DAGENHAM ESSEX
L.THO & LETTERPRESS COLOUR PRINTERS - LABEL SPECIALIST

including the new CLEAR
RECORD CARRIER/DUSTCOVER
AIRBORNE PACKAGING
Dept.MW, Beatrice Road
Leicester(0533) 25591
With record dividers from
"SIGNS FAMILIAR"
smooth, white, plastic record dividers
with smart ultra-legible headings
(plus trade symbols in colour i( requited).
Unbeatable prices. Fast service. Ring or write
signs familiar Howdale,
Downham Market,
Norfolk PE389AL.
Tel: (03663)2511/4

DJ-TYPE CASES
for50 LPs; 150 singles; 300
Singles; 400 Singles.
Manufacturer direct to Dealer.
All enquiries: M.A.E. Soundslite, 192 Church Road,
Urnston, Manchester.
Telephone: 061-747 7823
Export enquiries welcome

EQUIPMENT
Penny a Poly.
Code Qty.
100 PVC LP Covers 500g
PVC1
PVCD1 50 PVC Double LP Covers
500g
POS* 500 Polythene LP Covers
200g
MB1
100 LP Master Bags in
Brown Cardboard
MB2
250 Cassette Master Bags
in White Cardboard

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.
CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000, £25 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE27PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691

Cost
exVAT
£6.49
£6.49
£4.99
£3.20
£2.00

01.848 4S15
EMI Dealer Services
a EMI
Records Ltd, Shopfittmg &
Accessories Division.
1-3 Oxbridge Rd, Hayes, Middlesex.

PVC ALBUM COVERS
LP size ONLY £55.00 per 1,000.
Double LP size from £95.00 per
1,000. 200 & 500 gauge Polythene
Covers also at best prices (plus
VAT). C.W.O. to:
M & G PACKAGING LTD
53 Pavillion Drive,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Tel: 0702712381

£1,000,000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo LP's, 8-tracks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small. Phone, telex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road, Croydon, PA
19020, U.S.A. Phone: 215-7851541 or Telex 843366,
Recstapes CRDN.

PRODUCTION

DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
Enquiries for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcard & Display) Co., 119
Altenburg Gardens, London SWtt
1JQ. Tel: 01-223 3315

Very Experienced
RECORD PRODUCER
Now available for Independent Record Production.

TAPE RACKS
A quantity of ex-exhibition Securette
Pilfer-Proof tape display racks for sale.
All types and fittings.
Tel: 078-74 3090

Can ANY other wholesaler
even match this???
Top 1.000 LPs always in stock.
Plus Top 200 Cassettes and Cartridges.
Top selling singles.
Plus hundreds of oldies.
j
.
Accessories including Blank Cassettes, Cassette and Cartridge
cleaners. Polythene covers only £6.50 per 1,000.
24 hour service to Northern Ireland, Holland, Belgium, West
Germany, France and Eire.
Excellent carrier service to U.K. and all other countries.
Our prices are the absolufe lowest. Strict trade +3% handling
charge.
Our new Cash & Carry and distribution Warehouse is now open at:
779 HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON E.tl
Telephone 01-556 2429
Ansaphone after 6p. m. and weekends

WANTED
Bankrupt stocks, overstocks,
deletions. Good price paid for
unwanted records and casettes.
ANYTHING YOU HAVE
TO SELL!
Telephone Colin Walkden at
Virgin Records 01-603 4588.

WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE MENTION
MUSIC WEEK

PANMER LTD
130 Muswell Hill Broadway, London N103RU.
Telephone: 01-4447211 - Telex: 23266 PANMER G

S. GOLD & SONS LTD.

EX-JUKE BOX
RECORDS
Straight from the juke boxes —
recent hits at a bargain price. 12p
each + VAT. (minimum quantity
250).
cw.o. BULLET RECORDS,
Fairway, Park Lane. Procton,
Stafford. Tel: Stafford
64440.

Phone Janet Harris
CLEAR PVC LP RECORD SLEEVES
Buy directly from Manufacturers
and pocket the difference
We manufacture 500 Gauge seamless PVC sleeves from
raw material — to film — to sleeves having nylon-like
strength.
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES - NO DELAYS
NO QUANTITY TOO LARGEII!
Phone/writenow for Samples/Prices

DISCS

Stereo albums 8p each.
Famous artists and labels.
Write COLOSSEUM
RECORDS. 134 S. 20th
Street, Philadelphia, PA
19103, U.S.A.

Please call 01-723 0783 or
014024550.

THE EXPLOITS OF GROOVY (The Record Shop Owner)
ovV.t^MY/MATS -we BIG eoSM ? 1
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Business For Sale
RECORDS, TAPES &
DISCO EQUIPMENT
N.W. MIDDLESEX
Well established business of
high local repute. Good trading
position close to multiples, tube
station and bus stop. Large DJ
trade. Approx. Turnover
£70,000. Audited accounts
available. New 20 year lease.
Possible vacant flat above.
£20,000 + SAV. Principals &
Agents only. Box MW 442
By MARTIN STUDIOS

,eooV

CxKil^

HIGHEST CASH
PRICES PAID
for LPs. cassettes or 8-tracks.
overstocks, deletions etc.
NO QTY, TOO LARGE OR
TOO SMALL
Contact Mike Campbell
for immediate cash offer.
Tel. No; 01-579 9331
Telex: 931 945
HETREC
CHARMDALE LIMITED
3Sandringham Mews,
Ealing, London W5 3DG
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841 Harrow Road London NW10 5NH
Tel: Orders only:- 01-969 8344(4 lines)
Tel: 01-969 7155(7 lines) & 969 5255
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VIE rely
ON TOPIC DISPLAYS
FOR ALL OUR
Exhibition stands

D

I KNOW-n-fgy
OpTRATE" ALLOVER BR/TA/N BUT
WHAT AtSOUT.. .

belay- Topic.
WILL BE THERfc
M FoRCS TRI5 YEAR

POSITIONS

REPRESENTATIVE

APPLICATIONS TO:
ALAN DONALDSON,
Advertisement Manager,
Record Mirror,
Spotlight Publications Ltd.,
40 Long Acre,
London WC2E 9JT.
Tel: 01-836 1522

Fast feet wanted . . .
Boy or Girl, around 16, wanted for general
office duties and messenger work by
publishers of RECORD MIRROR, SOUNDS
and MUSIC WEEK. West End location.
(Knowledge of this area would be an asset.)
Good prospects, luncheon vouchers . . . and
an interesting job in the Music Publishing
Industry. Phone Mr P. Reardon on 01 836
1522.
VIRGIN RECORDS

A LONDON-BASED
PROMOTIONS MANAGER
' be responsible for London area radio Ipd t-Yood knowledge of local radio essent.al as ap^wnt w^iioe
quired to liaise closely with our existing
ia
nager.
...
All replies treated in strictest
Apply in writing t"'
NUMBER MW445
ITANT ADVERTISEMENT
manager
Measure, the leadingAtec^^1 Adverdsement
is looking for an Assistant Advert
supplement the ex.sungJ -hould be aged
r woman we are 190uKinsl4ai-n driving licence.
•30 years of age Wh a d«g^^gents is
iaising with clients and
p| intjusiry
td some experience of the H.
t added advantage.
a company
lus
good salary Pcont
"T' ory pension scheme
on vouchers,
^nact the benefits
ssurance cover f^^feLroup.
)art of the Morgan-Gr P
rtisenient
ing Bob Thrussell, Grou ^ ^ Guide,
HI Fi For Pleasure/Hi
J
Lanc,
House, 6/9 UPPcr St. Ma
C2, tcl: No; 01-836 0142.

AGENCY

Change your boss,
Change your secretary,
Changes can do both.
If you need Changes
in your life.
Call: 937 8807

GREATEST
HITS
now available from

WHYDONT
YOU
find yourself a really exciting
job in the Music World? We are
looking for
PA/Secretaries.
Typists Et Receptionists
for a wide variety of interesting
positions within the Music
Business.
Call 629 3132 and leave the rest
to us.

WARRENSRECORDS
WARRENS 1 STOP RECORDS
16/18 Hollen St. W.I. (off Wardour St)
01-734 6822/3/4. 01-439 2425
Ask for Robert Shooman

6

PATHFINDERS
Staff Bureau,
32 M addox Street. W.I.
lone min. Oxford Circus Tube)

require a
SECRETARY/PA
for their Sales Manager. To work in busy W11 office.
Shorthand an advantage — good typing and efficiency
essential.
Good salary.
Phone Sarah on 01-727 8070

All this and profits
too!
now I've changed
over to

Masters Wanted

WARRENS 1 STOP!
WARRENS 1 STOP RECORDS
16/18 Hollen St. W.I. {off Wardour St)
01-734 6822/3/4 01-439 2425
Ask for Robert Shooman

CASH UP FRONT
PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF MASTERS
outright or Non-exdush/o.
V.F.M. Records &
Tape Distributors Ltd.
P.O. Box 21, Spalding, Lines.
Gosberton (077584) 729.

DISCS
BLANK

CHARMDALE LTD.

A MAJOR INDEPENDENT
RECORD COMPANY
Due to internal promotion within our company
we require

VlfiO DO
Contact

FORTY
vxmwN

Britain s only full colour music weekly requires
an experienced advertisement Display
Representative.
Salary is negotiable with incentive bonus and
car.
A contributory Pension Scheme is operative
linked to free Life Assurance and holidays are
four weeks per annum rising to five weeks.

TZlNG
MICK VJYNSOWE
ON oi-liyboiog
NOVJ

&REAT

ELVIS

BISPLW

required for

0
n

CASSETTES

s

ELVIS PRESLEY
"The King of Rock 'n' Roll"
HIS 40 GREATEST HITS
Double LP featuring:
Heartbreak Hotel; Hound Dog;
Don't Be Cruel; All Shook Up;
It's Now or Never; Return To Sender;
Blue Suede Shoes . . .
AND MANY MORE
IN STOCK NOW
Special bulk prices available
Also cash discounts
d5
IMPORTS • DELETIONS • OVER STOCKS
LPsand CASSETTES
^
O
•
Write onjelephone for our latest lists:
CHARMDALE LTD.
1 Sandrinqham
Mews,579Baling.
Telephone:
9331-7London
NOW! W5 3DG
WHOLESALER'S EXCESS LPs FOR SALE
Brand new excess stockstotal
of 12,762
British manufactured 12" LPs
Many major label full-price product,
i.e. POLY/PHILIPS etc. included.
Wou
Would0 like 10 clear in bulk.
want29p
£3,700
whichWe
equals
each.+ VAT - no offers Ifif mteres;
interested, bring|avour
the waypayto the
up bank.
collect the stocks-and
Ugh alltrucks,
Foreign enquiries welcome.
Contact: Harris ft Goldring,
In Wendover Road. London NW10
Telephone: 01-965 6673/4 or 01-965 0992

Price
Price
por Req'
Qty.d.
per Qty.
Tape
Tape Req'd.
SCOTCH DYN C60 .54
AUDIO GOLD C60 .29 I
.64
C90 .40 [
C90
C120 .95
C120 53 I
SUPERSOUND C60 .18 ( )
AUDIO SUPER C60 .52 (
C90 .25 I 1
C90 •70 I
C120
C120 .93 (
TDK D
C60 .29
C60 .67 [
.505 [I 1
C90 .695 ( I i1
C90 .90 (
C120 335 I 1
C120 1 I
MEMOREX MRX C60 .59 I
ADO V.A.T. AT 8%
(Twin Pack)
C90 .765 [
ADD CARRIAGE C2 FOR ORDER
C120 1.04 [
UNDER £100 L & H.C. Corrioge Free
C60 .47 (
REMITTANCE ENCLOSED (£ J
C90 .64 [
FULL ORDER FORM
C120 .86 [
REQUIRED - PLEASE v--" I )
FULL PRICE LIST AVAILABLE INCULOING
audio magnetics

b.a.s.f.

HITACHI
cassettes

MAXELL Etc.
Car

trIDge

REEL TO REEL and ACCESSORIES
CONTACT THE TAPE SPECIALIST
wholesole
115 TRAFALGAR ROAD. GREENWICH. LONDON S.E.10
01 ■ 853 0797
01-998 6555
% FROM: (Company Nome)
ADDRESS:
NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTION
H. NA

J
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THEIR MOST REQUESTED SINGLES
AVAILABLE AGAIN ON ONE RECORD
FIRST 50,000 IN FULL COLOUR BAGS
2001739
polvclor Order from Polydor's own distribufion company: Phonodisc Limited, Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford, Essex, RM6 4QR. Telephone: 01-590 7766
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CHART
PORPER'OO
SEPT. 17-23

- PLATINUM LP
(f million solas)
= GOLD
(£300,000 o
after Ist Jan. '77)
LP
□ «=(ftSILVER
50,000 on
aftor 1st Jan. '77)
REENTRY

o

i
B

This Last Wks. on
Week Week Chart
title/artist/producer
u/-»Dci.cr ivu./ UIS 1 RIB
GOLDEN G Ft EATS
4
1
• 20
Diana Ross & The Supremes
Motown EMTV 5(E)
1
OXYGENE
8
2
□ 0a , iche, Jor
Polydor 2310 555(F)
2
"^
re (Jean Michel Jarre)
LOVE YOU LIVE
Rolling Stones COC 89101 (W)
Rolling Stones (GlimmerTwIns)
3
BAD
REPUTATION
2
Vertigo 9102016(F)
Thin Lizzy (Tony Visconti/Thin Lizzy)
4 22
MOODY BLUE
7
RCA PL 12428 (R)
Elvis Presley (Elvis Presley/Felton Jarvis)
5 3
AJA
ABC ABCL522S (C)
Steely Dan (Gary Kotz)
u
33
Warner Bros. K 56344 (W)
□ RUMOURS
Roetwood Mac (Floetwood Mac/Dashut/Caillot)
7 5
8
9

4

27

10

8

10

11

3

12

17
4

13

11

14

12

15

6

16
IZ
18

19
16
14

19

10

17

20

23

15

21

21

13

22

29

23

18

24

24

21

25

13

41

26

17

27

15

28

37

NO MORE HEROES
United Artists UAG 30200 (El
Stranglers (Martin Rushent)
IS BORN
CBS 86021 (C)
• ASTAR
Soundtrack (Phil Ramone)
FORTHEONE
o GOING
Atlantic K 50379 (W)
Yes(Yes)
BEST OF FRANKIE LAINE
Warwick PR 5032 (M)
Frankie Laine
20ALLTIME GREATS
PoIydor2391 290 (F|
Connie Francis
MAGIC FLY
Pye NSPL 28232 (A)
Space (Jean Philippe lliesco)
PLAYING TO AN AUDIENCE OF ONE Private Stock PVLP1026 (El
David Soul (Tony Macaulay)
A&MAMLH 68433 (C)
SHOWSOME EMOTION
Joan Armatrading (Glyn Johns)
A&M AMLH 68409 (C)
TWO DAYS AWAY
Elkie Brooks (Leiber/Stoller)
GTO GTLP02S (C)
TRE MEMB ER YESTE RD AY
Donna Summer (Giorgio Moroder)
RCA PL 12274 (R)
WELCOME TO MY WORLD
' Elvis Presley
Island ILPS 9438(E)
"exodus
Bob Marley & The Wailers (Bob Marley & The Wallers)
CBS 10003(C)
THE JOHNNY MATHIS COLLECTION
Johnny Mathis
Mercury 6643 030 (Fl
"BEST OF ROD STEWART
Rod Stewart
DeccaTXS 124 (S)
RAINDANCES
Camel (Camel/Rhett Davies)
Ensign ENVY 1 (F)
BOOMTOWN RATS
Boomtown Rots (Robert John Lango)^
United Artists UAG 30045 (E)
stranglers IV
^ The Stranglers (Martin Rushent)
Asylum K 53051 (W)
" HOTELCALIFORNIA
O Eagles (Bill Szymczyk)
Arcade ADEP 12(D)
ELVIS PRESLEY'S 40 GREATEST HITS
Elvis Presley
Asylum K 53065 (W)
SIMPLE DREAMS
Linda Ronstadt (PeterAsher^
RCA SF8145 (R)
BLUE HAWAII
Elvis Presley
CBS 86038 (CJ
gold & IVORY
Davle Essex (Davie Essex)
Polydor 2442148(F)
GONETO EARTH

This Last Wks. on
Week Week Chart
31
32

20

10

33

27

37

34

35

44

35

33

5

36

26

10

37

25

45

39

31

8

40

42

29

41

39

2

42

46

81

44

32

42

45

60

35

46 43
47 28

A

38

43

z

48 48
49
50

38

38

51

36

5

52

45

20

53

47

3

56

44

5

57

34

2

58

52

6

59

-

1

60

R '

1

54
55

TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
LABEL£t NO./DISTRIB.
THE SUN YEARS
Charley SUNLP 1001 (L)
Elvis Presley
NEWWAVE
Vertigo 6300 902 (FJ
Various
ENDLESS FLIGHT
Chrysalis CHR IIS (F)
Leo Sayer (Richard Perry)
THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971-1975
Asylum K 63017 (W)
o Eagles ( —)
RCASF5078(R)
G.I. BLUES
Elvis Presley
MY AIM ISTRUE
StiffSEE23IE)
Elvis Costello (Nick Lowe)
ARRIVAL
Epic EPC 86018(C)
o Abba (B Andersson/B. Ulvaeus)
PASSAGE
A&M AMLK 64703 (C)
Carpenters (Richard & Karen Carpenter)
FLOATERS
ABC ABCL 5229(C)
Roaters (J. Mitcholl/M. Willis)
CBS 95001 (C)
LOVE ATTHE GREEK
Neil Diamond (Robbie Robertson)
RCA LPLI7527 (R)
HITS OFTHE 70s
Elvis Presley
GREATEST HITS
Epic EPC 69218(C)
0 Abba (B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus)
CBS 82213 (CJ
FIRING ON ALLSIX
Lone Star (Gary Lyons)
NEW WORLD RECORD
Jot UAG 30017(E)
• AElectric
Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynn)
EMI EMTV3 (E)
20 GOLDEN GREATS
0 Shadows (Nome Paramor)
Warner Bros. K 56383 (W)
LIVIN' ON THE FAULT LINE
Doobie Brothers fTedTempleman)
RCA PL 12488IRJ
LUST FOR LIFE
Iggy Pop (David Bowie/Tony Visconti)
Motown TMSP6002(E)
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE
o Stevie Wonder (Stevie Wonder)
GREATEST HITS
Herman's Hermits
Harvest SHVL 804(E)
DARK SIDE OFTHE MOON
o Pink Floyd (Pink Floyd)
RCASF8129(R)
ELVIS GOLDEN RECORDS VOL 1.
Elvis Presley
Warner Bros. K 56327 (W)
IN FLIGHT
George Benson (Tommy Lipuma)
A&MAMLH 64616(C)
ANYTIME. ANYWHERE
Rita Coolidge (David Anderle)
Mercury 9100 042 (FJ
AFAREWELLTO KINGS
Rush (Terry Brown)
United Artists UAS 30123 IE)
BE SEEING YOU
Dr. Feelgood (Nick Lowe)
Starcall HY1001 (R)
ELVIS PRESLEY SUN COLLECTION
Elvis Presley
RCA SF 8162 (R)
THAT'S THE WAY IT IS
Elvis Presley
RCA PL 42003 (R)
ELVIS IN DEMAND
Elvis Presley
RAKSRAK 526(E)
GREATEST HITS
Smokie
AND GARFUNKELS GREATEST HITS
CBS69003ICJ
• SIMON
Simon Ef Garfunkel

30

V

BENSON,
Goorgo_
BOOMTOWN
RATS
BROOKS, Elkie
CAMEL
..
.
•
CARPENTERS
COOLIDGE,
COSTELLO, Elvis
DIAMOND, No"
doobie brothers

DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A - Pye, C - CBS.W WEA^
OOPS WRONG PLANET
Utopia
FULL BLOOM
^WHrmao records j IN
Rose Royce

. 37.42
..30
. .52
. .23
..16
. .22
.38
.53
....36
40
; 46
E - EML

55
no FFFI GOOD ..
DR.FEELGOUU
25,34
MATHIS,
MARLEY, Johnny.
Bob & The Wailers
19
20
.32
.44 NEWWAVE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
.50
PINK
FLOYD
.29
ESSEX.
DavidMAC
28,31,35,41
. .7 PRESLEY. Elvis. ..
FLEETWOOD
51,56. 57,58
FLOATERS
—
ROLLING
STONES
FRANCIS, Connie.
^ RONSTADT, Linda
. 27
HERMANS HERMITS
^ RUSH
.54
, 33
SAYER, Leo
jTBRE^ean Michof i ii.' •' ■' ■' •' •' • * gJJg'tjJS
,45
E
LONE STAR
SIMON & GARFUNKEL

Phonodisc

SMOKIE.
SOUL, David . . . .
SPACE
STAR
BORN...
STEELYISDAN
STEWART. Rod ..
STRANGLERS
SUMMER. Donna.
THIN LIZZY
WONDER, Stevie .
YES

59
. . . 14
...13
....9
. . .6
.. .21
.8,24
...17
4
. . .48
...10

MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE CATEGORISED FROM
ONE LISTING Of 12) RECORDS COMPILED BY BMR8
ON RETURNS FROM 300 CONVENTIONAL RECORD
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH OTHER THAN REGULAR
SHOPS AND DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT INDICATED.
CHART COVERS LPSUPWARDS
RETAILING AT £1.49 AND

RCA S - Selocto. Z - Enterprise. K - K-Tel, D - Arcade. B - Ronco/M - Multiple Sound. V - Virgin
W
Whitfiold (CW)

NOVELLA
RALPH ALBERT & SYDNEY
Ralph McTell

K56399 Warneis

D

Warners (CW)
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)

= MILLION (PLATINUM)
= % MILLION (GOLD)
CODEE - EMI,
A - Rye, CDISTRIBUTORS
- CBS, W - WEA.
I
='/* MILLION (SILVER)
- Phonodisc. H — H. R. Taylor, L —
= SALES INCREASE
Lugtons, R - RCA. S - Solacta, X Clyde Factors, Z - Enterprise, CR —
OVER LAST WEEK
Creole, T — Transatlantic, D — Saydisc,
~ Pinnacle, V — Virgin.
MUSIC WEEK. OCTOBER 8
This Last Wks. on T,-r, rWeek Woek. Chart
I N Lt
ARTIST
LABEL & NO. PUBLISHER
PRODUCER
STAR BREAKERS
SILVER LADY David Soul
OJL
Private Stock PVT115 Macaulay/DJM
DANCE, John Ford, EMI 2656
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RIGHT ON TIME, Brothers Johnson
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WAY DOWN Elvis Presley
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Of The Morning/
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Down Deep Inside
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THINK I'M GONNA FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU Dooleys
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8A
Rock & Rollin'
46E
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CBS 5495 April/Rock On
David Essex Upsmackin'
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Love Hurts Etc
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RCA XB 1028 Chappells
Meco/Wheoler/Vongiovi Looking
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Nights On Broadway
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Rockin'All Over The World
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Norman
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Warner
Brothers
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Warner
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DO YOUR DANCE Rose Royce
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You
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Thunder In My Heart
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Mountain NAZ1 Acuff Rose/WB
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LOVE HURTS ETC. Nazareth
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Down
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Pip Williams Way
ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD Status Quo
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Stevie Wonder Your Generation
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ANOTHER STAR Stevie Wonder
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Music
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McCoy/Joe Cobb, 36 Gibb Brothers, 37
Gamble/Huff, 38 N. Glmbel/C. Fox, 39 D.
Polydor 2121 335 Louvigny Marquee J. Kriek/Red Bullet Williams/C.
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Epic
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MILUE JACKSON
"IF YOU'RE NOT BACK IN LOVE BYMONDAY"
2066843
FROM THE ALBUM "FEELIN' BITCH Y"2391301M/C 3177301
Order from Folydor's own distribution company: Phonodisc Limited, Clyde Works, Grove Road,Romford, Essex, RM6 4QR.Telephone: 01-590 7766
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PROPERTY

Business For
Sale

Large Music Shop

RECORD SHOP
N.W. LONDON
with premises above
Long established business in
busy main road. Approx. T/O
£60,000. with scope for
improvement. Long Lease,
Low Rent.
£13,950 + s.a.v.
Principals & Agents only.

FOR SALE
Prime position W.9 area.
Good turnover 10 years
lease. Rent £1,350, fixtures
& fittings £4,750. Large
selection of records also for
sale.
BOXIMO. MW444

BOX NO. 446

POSITIONS

equipment
PROMOTIONS

★★

FOR SALE

★

Badges • Bells
T-Shlrts Woven
Emblems
Hals •Bags •Key Rings
Novelty Pens • Jigsaw Puzzles
Note Pads • Flags • Slickers
~r'S | Direct Mail |
Compelilions • Tour Security
| Fan Club Admin | Projects
Programmes •Studio Design
Record Promotion •Typesetting
Point of Sale Material
| Tour Merchandising (
House Magazines •Printing
Stall & Dealer Incentive Gill
Schemes • And Much More
PORTER+POCOCK ASSOCIATES Ltd.
72 Weslfields Avenue LondonSW130AU
01-8784366 2595 (day or night)

POLYDOR RECORDS

Securette Racks
SHAPt

OR

%

6 Car

7 Cassette

tridge

with legs etc. £200 o.n.o.
01-804 2869 (evenings)

POSITIONS

SHOWSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirts,
Sweatshirts, Paper Jackets, Badges
6 hats.
Competitive prices.
Any quantity undertaken.
331 Haydons Road,
London S.W.19
Telephone: 540 8709 or 540 7015

CLOUD 7

POSITIONS
ART DIRECTOR/DESIGNER
In mid-20s with three years minimum experience, reporting
to Senior Art Director. He or She will be required to work
on Album Covers. Posters, advertising, etc.
It is essential that the candidate has a good general
knowledge of photographers and illustrators.
Contact: Keri Blay on 01-4998686.

polvdor

We are looking for
experienced
RECORD
MANAGERS
for our expanding
record retail shops
in Middx/Herts.
Excellent Prospects
and Remuneration
for the right people.
Contact:
DAVID BURROWS
City Electronics Ltd
01-8631841/2130

RECORDS & TAPES

Button Badges are today'
answer to Low Cost —
High Impact advertising.
Contact the Specialists:
ANN SARGENT
Badges & Promotional
Items
Tel: 01-856 9609
60 Falconwood Avenue,
Welling, Kent
Attention shops!. . .
Punk/New Wave Group
badges now available
from stock

require an Assistant
for one of their shops in
the W.5 area.
Experience necessary.
Attractive salary.
Ring 864-0912 for details

DISCS
m
rs

Display
Representative
The Group Repertoire Division of EMI Records Ltd.,
have a vacancy for an experienced Display
Representative to cover the central area of England
and Wales. This interesting and rewarding position
calls for an artistic person who has creative flair and
previous experience of window displays in retail
record outlets. An attractive salary and a company
car are offered, together with the usual big
company benefits.
Men and women who have the relevant
experience, a current driving licence and live in or
around Birmingham should contact:

//
PAGE 70

Martin Norwood,
Senior Personnel Officer,
EMI Records Ltd., Seymour Mews House,
Seymour Mews, London W1A1ES
Tel: 01-486 4488 Ext. 370 or 484

£50/000 cash
available for purchasing bulk stocks of excess, deleted or
bankrupt records/tapes.
Our representatives will call to view, and make a -firm
immediate CASH OFFER.
Convert your unwanted stocks into CASH now.
YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE
Phone:- 01-951 0992 and 01-965 6673/4
Mon-Fri., 9.30 am — 5.30 pm.
or write torSales Director, Harris & Goldring Ltd., la. Wendover Road,
Harlesden. London, N.W.10.

#

WARRENS 1 STOP!
gives me everything
and profits!
WARRENS 1 STOP RECORDS
16/18 Hollen St. W.I. (off Wardour St)
01-734 6822/3/4. 01-439 2425
Ask for Robert Shooman

niilin
61 BIDEFORD AVE. PERIVALE MIDDX. tel.OV998 0911/0912/0913/0914
///,
100,000 Cassettes
100,000 STrack tapes
200,000 Albums
500,000 Singles
*ALL AT LOW PRICES

WANTED
DEAMUVE
SINGLES, ALBUMS &CASSEnES
* masmiiv *
4i DELETIONS, CUT-OUTS, \
(|\ BANKRUPT STOCKS ||
l OR OVERSTOCKS '
READY CASH AVMLMS ■
or

all enquiries: JEFFREY COLLINS
DON'T DELAY-WRITE OR CALL TODAY
Callers Welcome no orders too small or too large to handle
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Bing Crosby
THE STANDING ovation given to
Bing Crosby at the end of his
opening-night performance at the
London Palladium (26) was a
spontaneous salute to a performer
whose recording career has now
spanned an incredible 51 years. It is
to the 'OI Groaner's credit that at
the close of his two-hour
performance, his voice was in as fine
shape as it had been at the start of
the evening, and after a programme
of something like 30 or 40 songs.
It is difficult to find anything new
to say about Crosby — onstage he
remains an unassuming, modest
man, endowed with an easy-going
personality and a nice line in selfeffacing humour. As for the voice —
well after 51 years, it is still
unmistakably Bing, although time
has probably added a further
richness to it. He is capable of taking
a contemporary number like Carole
King's You've Got A Friend and
endowing it with his own
unmistakable personality, while
other songs like White Christmas
(even in September!), Feels Good
Feels Right, Gone Fishing
(performed as a duet with comedian
Ted Rogers) and True Love remain
entirely his own property. A tribute
to his own stamina and
showmanship comes in the form of a
30-minute non-stop medley, with
musical backing by the Joe Bushkin
Quartet, embracing some 30 all-time
Crosby favourites.
Rosemary Clooney made a
welcome return to the Palladium
stage, and proved that 25 years after
her initial success, she still has the
voice, glamorous looks and
personality. She reminded everyone
of her Fifties success with Come-OnA My House, did a moving version
of Neil Sedaka's The Hungry Years,
and added another golden oldie, Tea
For Two. Maybe a few club
bookings for Miss Clooney (how
about a Talk Of The Town spot?)
would consolidate her new-found
success with British audiences.
CHRIS WHITE
Carole Safer
Sager
UNTIL AFTER the first couple of
throwavvay songs, it seemed as
though Carole Bayer Sager's concert
was going to be simply a showcase of
her lyrics, rather than the world
premiere of Carole Bayer Sager,
singer.
But then she sang You're Moving
Out Today, the hit that suits her
quirky little voice so well, and the
response to that gave her the
confidence she needed. Immediately
her personality and sense of the
ridiculous bubbled over, her gauche
movements became charmingly
fresh and the experience of years in
the hit business gelled into a truly
professional show. The last person
to claim vocal genius, Sager has
written enough hits lyrics to merit a
round of applause during each intro.
However, it was her Elektra LP that
she was here to promote, and
promote it she did.
This was the first of the Capital
radio-backed Sunday Night At The
Lane concerts, so Capital duly got
plugged as well in the. form of
muttered asides that had the
audience in paroxysms.
The show was so well-constructed
it read like a manual for concert
beginners: two throwaways, a
"good evening", a hit, a chat, a
medley of hits written for others
(Groovy Kind Of Love, When I
Need You, Nobody Does It Better)
some ballads from the new album, a
couple of up-tempo numbers, a little
soliloquy on a decade of writing love
songs ("the feeling's the same, but
the words have gotten longer")
10
Sr
nations Melissa
collaborators
(Bette
Midler,
Manchester,
AHhic0

Ham,
a isch)—cue

for Sweet
"production number"

with revolving mirrors courtesy of a
chorus line and a rocking finale.
Obviously bewildered by the
audience's delight, she dedicated the
encore to them — I'd Rather Leave
While I'm In Love.
Backed by a slick 8-piece ("my
first band") and two back-up girl
singers, Carole Bayer Sager proved
something on Sunday night; it's
never too late to try and if you're
talented and sincere, the audience
will spot it and give you all the
encouragement you need and
applaud the talent that can't help
but show.
It's simple really — all you need to
be is an entertainer. And she is that,
and has been for years. All that's
happened now is that she's found a
new outlet for her ability.
VALFALLOON
Bubbling
Brown Saspr
BUBBLING BROWN Sugar, which
opened last week at the Royally
Theatre could well be the most
joyously uplifting musical to hit
London in years. It arrived with a
solid long-running Broadway
success behind it, opened to ecstatic
national press reviews, and
emphasises yet again that when it
comes to staging this type of
entertainment the Americans are
unbeatable.
The show has enormous energy
and scintillatingly good music
distilled from the best of the golden
era between two world wars. It is
totally escapist and exists on the
flimsiest of story lines — two wideeyed whites being taken on a guided
tour of Harlem nightspots by a pair
of crafty, lovable old blacks, one of
whom (Billy Daniels) meets up from
time to lime with his old flame
(Elaine Delmar). It presents Harlem
as a place of bright lights, hot music
and happiness, where black and
white mingle in complete harmony,
happily coexisting via their love for
music. It is a cosy, fairytale situation
which chooses to ignore reality, but
had there been any reference to the
facts then the show's guileless charm
would surely have been tarnished.
Quite properly in view of the
material available, the show is
concentrated on the music and the
dancing and there can be no
reservations. Supported by an
unseen but tidily swinging band, the
singers go through their routines
with style, while the dance sequences
have vitality and grace particularly
the stunning tape dance finale.
Nominally the star, Billy Daniels
coasts through the show with a
dignity befitting his years, sings a
little and combines on a couple of
good comedy routines with the
under appreciated Lon Satton, while
Elaine Delmar performs creditably
throughout, notably on a sinuous
Honeysuckle Rose and a brisk
There'll Be Some Changes.
But the finest moments come
from the unknowns of the
supporting cast — Miquel Brown's
torrid gospel medley, Clarke Peter's
Eckstine-like Sophisticated Lady,
Charles Augustin's jive talk — and
the show-stopping performance of
Helen Gelzer, from New York. She
has an impressive range and power
and tackled Solitude and God Bless
The Child with such feeling and style
as to suggest that she has a glittering
future ahead of her. The British cast
recording has been snapped up by
Pye and will be released this week.
Like the show, the album will be in
demand for a long time.
BRIAN MULLIGAN

Wayne County and many other
similar luminaries of the New Wave
Scene. Expensive punk chic
dominated the sartorial display. The
front part of the house was a
veritable forest of spiky multicoloured hair and glittering zips. But
the buzz of excitement that greeted
the band when the curtain went up
on their set, at 9.30 sharp, was
transformed by the end of the
evening into a respectful, if confused
silence, and a gradual trickle
towards the doors which grew to
something of a flood well before the
end.
The evening did not start well.
The few who were unwise enough to
lake their seats for the support act,
The Tyla Gang, were treated to an
hour of incoherent noise in a style
that most people thought had died
long ago. Sean Tyla leapt and
postured, losing his guitar lead
several times, and the relentless,
thundering boogie, gratuitous
cursing of the audience and
the appalling sound all conspired to
make the bar seem a far more
attractive place. Suspicions were
aroused that Mink DeVille might
inherit some sound problems; these
were later confirmed.
The band's opening number,
Gunslinger, was taken from the
album as were almost all the
numbers played during the evening.
It was a fairly good start,
Willy DeVille looking for all the world
like a particularly bizarre extra from
West Side Story, and giving the title
all he could. He has an
excellent voice, raw and gutsy when
it needs to be, and slipping into a
more gentle, husky sound seemingly
without pause or problem. The band
is tight, and the sound overall is
powerful and varied. But after the
second song, One Way Street, the
audience was beginning to feel
obviously uneasy. Some songs
elicited a rather more than polite
response, like the Barry/
Greenwich/Spector number Little
Girl also taken from the album, a
song that is made for a singer like
Willy DeVille. But for many of the
audience, the Willy DeVille songs
did not work, despite
the posturing, the obvious
involvement of the man with his
music and the power of the band.
Mixed Up, Shook Up Girl and
Cadillac Walk were atmospheric and
powerful respectively, but the wag in
the auditorium who cried out after
every song "Hey! Where's Rosita?"
summed up the feeling of most
people there. The punters had been
attracted by that single, and the rest
of the band's repertoire did not
come up to that excellent mark. As it
was, Willy DeVille seemed to want
to get that one out of the way, and
when it arrived towards the end of
the set the Spanish Stroll developed
into a very fast Chicano gallop. The
same wag in the auditorium was
heard to cry out "Do it again slower,
Rosita!", and managed to sum up
the feelings of the crowd once again.
Perhaps it was nerves that
produced the long gaps between
songs, and it must be said that the
band was struggling with very poor
sound all the way through the
evening. But the concert was a
disappointment. One can only hope
that Mink DeVille will find its way in
the end.
TONY BRADMAN
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As often happens; of course, it
has been hit singles — Pearl's A
Singer and the current Sunshine
After The Rain — that have made
the difference, but so wide is Elkie
Brooks' range of musical interest
that this almost became several
separate concerts rolled into one, an
illusion that was helped by three
costume changes.
With a full line-up of horns,
percussion, keyboards and guitars
and her own costume and
flamboyant gestures there was more
than a hint of Shirley Bassey about a
girl who is just as much at home in
front of a rock or jazz band as in a
big-stage show.
Some of her material was drawn
from her second A&M album. Two
Days Away, including the singles
and her slow, jazzy version of Love
Potion Number Nine, but it is her
handling of tricky bits of decadence
like Sophisticated Lady and
infectious gospel numbers like Saved
that mark her out as something
special. Her three back-up singers
were magnificent, and not overused.
Elkie Brooks comes from Salford,
and it shows. Her downbeat stage
manner added a nice touch of
irreverence to the whole occasion,
confirming the suspicion that
perhaps she did not quite believe it
was all really happening. Her mood
was so buoyant that a couple of
times she amused herself at the
electric piano simply improvising on
whatever ran through her mind.
One or two songs, like Joplin's
Mercedes Benz, were disappointing.
Her voice has not quite the fullbodied power to take on some things
head on. What it has is an emotional
strength that wrings the last ounce of
anguish out of Lilac Wine and leaps
up to the balconies whenever she
starts to boogie. Elkie Brooks is very
good at boogieing.
The finale to a long and neverflagging set was a version of Lean
On Me that must make Mud and
Barbara Dickson green with envy,
followed (and who else would have
the nerve and get away with it?) by
Stay With Me. She came back for a
couple of encores and ended on I'm
Going To Make You Love Me.
The band, in spite of the Albert
Hall's unkind acoustics, were finely
balanced and a lot of credit has to go
to Elkie Brooks' husband and
musical arranger, Pete Gage, for
putting together such a complete
show for what was a brief tour
sandwiched somehow into a busy
career. The Albert Hall saw all sides
of Elkie Brooks and seemed to like
what it saw very much.
GODFREY RUST

Fabulous

Poodles
THE FAB Poos (for thus are they
known) played at London's
Dingwalls last week: not in itself an
outstanding event but a chance to
see the Pye band whose slightly offbeat music has lately been attracting
any amount of querulous attention.
In a sense the best way to report
them is to mention the audience.
They smiled, in a slightly indulgent
way, throughout the whole affair.
There is something grotesque about
the Poodles, an apparently
straightforward rock band with a
Elkie
twist of manic humour, a bit like a
beauty queen with a glass eye.
Not that they're especially beauBrooks
tiful. Lead singer and songwriter
De Meur looks more like a bitNOBODY WHO has found Tony
pan tv comedy actor than a rock
overnight success will ever get the star,
his imitation of a punk
satisfaction from it that Elkie with athough
giant razor blade through his
Brooks clearly found in her sell-out
Mink DeVille
head while the band plays On The
Albert Hall concert last Monday Street
Where You Live is thoroughly
THE RAINBOW was packed out
(26). Apart from being a big musical
authentic.
That particular number is
event itself, for her it must have been
for Mink DcVille's first headlining
sung
by
violinist Bobby Valentino,
the highspot in a year that has seen
UK concert last Sunday (25), and the
her long-running career at last gel who sports a dapper moustache and
crowds were obvious expecting big
may well have been recruited from
the kind of recognition it was always
things from Willy and his cohorts.
the Temperance Seven. Dnimmer
promised.
Elvis Costello was there, as was
Gwont.
Regisiored at the Post Office as a newspaper.
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Bryn B. Burrows is probably not
ugly at all but until he stops
distorting his face v/e shall never
know. Richie C. Robertson on bass
is merely ordinarily aggressive.
The Poodles' music is basic rock
and their humour is based on
parody. D. Meur is their real trump
card, leering and posing in an
endearing way through send-ups of
Presley and Donny Osmond, offbeat calypsos and "blow-wave
Rock". It isn't startlingly funny but
it is good fun. Even the straighter
numbers like Roll Your Own and
Work Shy have curious themes.
The single. When The Summer's
Thru', is a pleasant musical
throwback that has attracted a little
airplay and works even belter in
Dingwalls' informal atmosphere
than it does on vinyl.
There, however, is the rub.
Musically the Poodles are not
outstanding: in fact they are
downright ordinary although reports
suggest they have improved greatly
in recent months. In a club their
easy-going mockery works fine but it
seems unlikely they will as easily fill
a big stage just yet and on record the
effect, for those who have not seen
the band working, is not shattering.
In time they will probably gain the
same kind of following as Alberto y
Lost Trios Paranoias. In the
meantime wherever they play they
can be sure of adding a few more
fans to the cull that follows the band
that represents rock music happily
picking its nose in public.
GODFREY RUST

Peter
Skellern
PETER SKELLERN and his dayold band were unprepared for the
first concert of their autumn tour,
warming up at the Drury Lane
Theatre Royal. There were wrong
notes, duff intros, lights that didn't
hit the right spot, black looks
exchanged in the band and one
moment when the lead guitarist was
silent, totally lost.
But fortunately Peter Skellern is a
natural-born musician. He has an
appealing personality and plays the
piano with a careless ease and grace,
in a style that indicates he was born
30 years too late. His first hit, You're
A Lady has won him the commission
for the score of a film set in the
Forties — perfect Skellern territory.
Many of the titles he performed on
Sunday were familiar from his
Decca days — romantic ballads in
which, though there was only
minimal accompaniment, you could
still hear singing strings and warm
brass.
For his new Island LP, out next
month, he played one or two titles
that indicate he is having another
stab at the syncopated rock style
which made Hold On To Love such
a hit. But Skellern is a romantic at
heart and reverts time and time
again to the world of smooch. He
has the personality to carry it off
which makes up for his boy-nextdoor image, far removed from the
grand romantic hero of his songs.
But like many such musicians, rock
must be his bread and butter and he
must adapt to today's style. He can
of course do this, but again, his new
single is a whimsical ballad. This
short tour is aimed at renewing his
acquaintance with rock audiences
(he has done plenty of work for tv
and clubs, but these are really for the
m.o.r. fraternity).
He gives the impression that he
doesn't really mind if things go
wrong, as long as he can play the
piano and sing his lump-in-thethroat tunes. If the band tightens up
he'll win a few more rock fans and
sell some Island albums. If not,
there'll always be room for his
talents as a composer and arranger
in the movie or tv world.
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At the very e< ge of International music's bravest shore. In New
Zealand's growi ig record market...success Is a thing called WEA
International. The new zealousness of the citizenry has heaped
gold and platinum on Rod Stewart (monthly gold we're told),
Fleetwood Mac, Queen, The Dooble Brothers, Led Zeppelin
and Alice Cooper with almost regular frequency.
Bringing musical success to new markets Is what
makes WEA work. Finding men like Tim Murdoch,
WEA New Zeala <d's Managing Director, attests both
to tl company's shrewdness and Tim's
enormous c. pablllty. Having sampled everything
from surfing t journalism, hunting to filmmaking.
'I •/

Tim first settled Into the record business running Allied
International's New Zealand record operation (including the
MCA and RCA
)-1975 he set up
W
later the com an
^
MK
^
!,year
P was
y had its own
t
distribution,
and this
year Tim Murdoch
elected President of the Record Foundation of
New Zealand.
A market that's growing at a phenomenal pace is
also becoming a major venue for globe-trotting
concert artists... ever since Tim Murdoch and WEA
Joined forces way down under. WEA...
m
Your International Ear Line.

